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INTRODUCTION

The Thesis Problem

The late Cenozoic geology of the Colorado Plateau is relatively
unknown compared to that of the earlier epochs and periods.

This con

dition exists despite the great interest in the late geologic history
of the Plateau and the Colorado River, an interest that has continued
unabated since the days of the early, explorations.

It is not for lack

of work in the region that this condition exists, for much has been
accomplished and written about it.

The cause lies in the facts that

the region is vast, that most of the record has been destroyed by
erosion, and that the problem thereby is very difficult.

When the

Cenozoic geology and history of the Plateau are finally unravelled it
will probably not be as the result of brilliant perception and
deduction, but rather as the result of persistent and careful study
of the scattered bits of remaining .evidence.

The challenge of this

unsolved problem, however, cannot be easily ignored by one working in
the area, and it finally led the writer to undertake a comprehensive
study of the late Cenozoic geology of a portion of the Plateau.

It

is hoped that this study, though it has not deciphered the Plateau 1s
history, has at least produced some much needed basic data concerning
it.

The Chetoh country,of Arizona and New Mexico was chosen for the

study because> as far as the writer knows, it contains the most com- .
plete record of the late Cenozoic geology of the Plateau.

1
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The intent of this thesis, therefore, is to determine the
character and environment of the Cenozoic formations of the Chetoh
country.

3
Location and Accessibility

The name Chetoh country is herein assigned to a large area
of the Colorado Plateau encompassing parts of the states of Arizona and
New Mexico.

It embraces a large part of the country north of the Little

Colorado River and includes such landmarks as Defiance Uplift, Puerco
River, and the Painted Desert.

To the east of the Chetoh country lie

the Chuska and Zuni Mountains, and to the south the Zuni and Little
Colorado Rivers; to the west and north lie the Hop! Buttes, Black Mesa,
and Chinle Valley.

The settlement of Sanders, Arizona, is located

near the center of the area, at the junction of U. S. Highways 66 and

666 .

The detailed studies for the thesis were carried out within this

area, but correlation studies took the writer into outlying districts.
Compared to some parts of the Colorado Plateau the Chetoh
country is easily accessible.

One may enter the area on any of three

good paved highways, or by railroad.

U. S. Highway 66 passes through

the middle of the area from southwest to northeast, following the
Puerco River and is paralleled by the Santa Fe Railroad.

U. S. High

way 666 passes northward through the area from St. Johns and joins
U. S. Highway 66 at Sanders.

A newly paved Indian Reservation highway

crosses from west to east through the northern part of the area,
connecting U. S. Highways 89 and 666 .

A graded dirt and gravel road

extends from Chambers on U. S. Highway 66 northward to the new Indian
Reservation highway at Ganado Trading Post.
graded dirt roads complete the main network.

Four other north-south
From these main routes

of travel the investigator must pursue his explorations by way of

k
Indian cart tracks.

These form a vast intertwining network on which

he may reach almost any point in the area.

Most of these cart tracks

can be travelled by regular automobile, but a large number are passable
only to four-wheel drive vehicles.

.4-.
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Topography, Climate, and Vegetation

Topography

The Chetoh country, being part of the Colorado Plateau, stands
at a considerable height.

Its average elevation is

.6500 feet

above sea

level, and in comparison to this eminence its surface has slight relief.
The ordinary observer, however, is not aware of this difference but is
impressed instead by the mesas and canyons near at hand.

By Plateau

standards the Chetoh country is not spectacular, for it lacks the awe
some immensity of the canyon lands farther north.

Nevertheless, much

of its relief of several hundred feet is vexy abrupt and produces a
distinctive and imposing scenery.
A short distance north of the Little Colorado River the land
scape is characterized by broad, gently southwest-sloping uplands,
separated by wide, southwest-trending valleys.
bluffs define one or both sides of the valleys.

In many instances
The upland surface is

lightly sculptured with shallow northeast-trending swales and ridges,
a feature common to most uplands of the Plateau.

Isolated mesas are

not common, and the several sections of upland to which the name mesa
has been applied are bordered on only one or two sides by bluffs.
Farther north from the Little Colorado River, among the
older, more resistant formations, the walls of the valleys close in
and the topography takes on a typical canyon land aspect.

In the

Gallup Basin area east of Defiance Uplift and in Defiance Uplift itself,
the broad gentle upland surfaces are notched and f iligreed hy the
canyons of the major streamways.

In such land, though its climate and
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soil are not inhospitable to man, settlement and travel are limited by
the topography.

Hence the main highway and railroad are confined to

the canyon of Puerco River, and Black Creek road follows the deep
north-south trending valley along the east Defiance Monocline.
Near the Little Colorado River where the fertile upper
Bidahochi member has been stripped away, bad lands topography has
developed on the infertile saline clays of the lower Bidahochi and
the Triassic formations.

In this section erosional scarps are rather

plentiful, but reach no great height and barely dominate the landscape

7
Climate and Vegetation

The landscape of the Chetoh country is typical of certain parts
of the southwestern United States and is principally the product of its
climate.

It is a transition land, a land which with hut little shift

in rainfall or temperature can change from lightly timbered grassland
to sculptured hadland.

Rainfall averages only 10 to 18 inches per year,

and half of it falls as summer thunder showers (Table l).
TABLE 1.

Precipitation in the Chetoh Country.

Elevation

Place

3 months Summer

9 months Winter

Precipitation

Precipitation

6,350

Ganado

4.99 in.

6.45 in.

6,700

Jeddito

4.90

7 .1 2

5,660

Pinto

4.68

7 .O7

6,950

St. Michaels

6.30

7.12

.

This is little more than falls over lower, more barren areas of the
plateau.

However, the greater altitude in the Chetoh Country produces

a general drop in temperature sufficient to mitigate high summer tem
peratures and thus greatly enhance effective precipitation (precipita
tion minus evaporation; Thomthwaite, 1931) •
During a long wet phase, the transition climate landscape
smooths out and, except possibly for the areas of most inhospitable
soil material, becomes clothed with scattered trees and luxuriant
grasses.

During a long dry phase its vegetation dwarfs and becomes

sparse, barren salt flats appear, and summer thunder showers start
gullying the land.

Within a thousand year span the fullies may join,
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destroy the interfluves, and bite deeply into the upland.

The upland

then retreats by undersapping of its edges; high scarps eventually
develop and are maintained until the next wet phase smooths the land.
Such has probably been the history of the Chetoh country landscape for
the past several million years, and the conditions of the present
portend no change.
The present climate is relatively dry, and the long gentle
slopes bordering the lowlands are being destroyed.

The bare raw clay

of the Triassic and Late Tertiary formations is exposed over large areas,
and glistening salt patches show here and there.
holding its own or is on the retreat.

Vegetation is barely

The distribution and strati

graphy of recent deposits indicates that washes were but recently
choked with new detritus from the highlands.

The latest marked

arroyo cutting began in the late 1860*5 and, due to several seasons
of heavier than usual rainfall, was most vigorous in the l880 *s, but
there is no indication that this is a change in erosional pattern.
Intermittent vigorous erosion has been in progress, with scarcely a
lull, for several thousand years, dating back long before the drouths
which virtually destroyed the Pueblo civilization.

(Hack, 1942.)

At present the highland is sparsely clothed with yellow pine,
and the intermediate slopes with scattered pinyon pine and brush and
an abundance of lush grass.

The pinyon pine and brush give way on the

lowest mesas to total grassland, and on the badlands grow only
scattered grasses and weeds.

Some of the weeds are poisonous and

frequently cause the death of livestock.
intermittent throughout their courses.

Most of the streams are
Others begin as permanent
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streams in the high forested, mountains hut become intermittent after
travelling but a short distance across the open lowland.

Even the

Little Colorado River, the master stream of the area, is dry for days
at a time.

I

GEOLOGIC SETTING

Geologic Units and Relationships

Pre-Tertiary Rocks

The pre-Tertiary rocks of the area consist princpally of
Mesozoic and late Paleozoic sediments approximately 6000 feet thick.
These overlap pre-Cambrian granites and metamorphic rocks which are
exposed at the eroded apexes of the larger uplifts.

(Plate 1.)

The Carboniferous Abajo sandstone and Chupadera formation are
the oldest Paleozoic rocks in the area.
of Zuni Uplift.

They crop out in the cuestas

The Permian Supai formation is exposed beneath the

DeChelly sandstone along Black Creek gorge in the Defiance Uplift.
Permian DeChelly sandstone, a reddish-brown resistant rock, forms
almost the entire surface of Defiance Uplift, and limestones and sand
stones of the same age form a fringe of cuestas around the preCambrian core of the Zuni Uplift.
Overlying the Permian sediments are 5000 feet of Mesozoic
sediments.

The basal unit of the Mesozoic in this area is the

Triassic Moenkopi formation, composed principally of dull red, thinly
bedded saline siltstones and shales.

Some of the beds are moderately

resistant to erosion and form low mesas and hogbacks.

In this area

the formation ranges in thickness from zero to 300 feet.

It is

exposed in the upturned strata on the flanks of both Defiance Uplift
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and Zuni Uplift, in a small patch at Querino Canyon, and in large areas
southwest of the Little Colorado River.

Disconformahly overlying the

Moenkopi formation is the huff colored Triassic Shinarump conglomerate,
a moderately resistant cliff-former which ranges in thickness from 10
to 60 feet.

It crops out at the sane localities and in the same

manner as does the Moenkopi.
Above the Shinarump conglomerate is the Chinle formation, also
of Trias sic age.

This formation is composed largely of brilliantly

colored saline clays and shales and is the principal formation exposed
in the Painted Desert.

Except for a few beds of hard cherty limestone

and a rather hard unit of pebbly sandstone, the Chinle has little
resistance to erosion and forms the lowlands of the area today just
as it did in pre-Tertiary time.

Compared to the formations previously

described, the Chinle formation has a considerable thickness, 800 to
1200 feet.

It is exposed along the flanks of the Zuni Mountains,

throughout the valley along the east side of Defiance Uplift, through
out most of the Little Colorado River valley, and in the lower reaches
of every prominent wash draining from the highlands southwe stward into
the Little Colorado.

It is the principal formation underlying the

Cenozoic deposits west of Defiance Uplift.

The Navajo Indian word,

Chinle, means Mdevil", and ably expresses their feeling for the in
hospitable conditions existing wherever it is exposed.
Above the Chinle formation are the Jurassic formations, which
produce massive cliffs and hogbacks. Their total thickness is approxi
mately 1500 feet.

They crop out along the peripheries of the uplifts

and form the bold cliffs near Lupton, Arizona as well as the lower part
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of the canyon walls of the Puerco and Zuni River drainage systems.

In

the northern part of the Chetoh country most of the formations are
exposed along the middle portions of the washes, notably in Pueblo
Colorado wash near Cornfields.
The Cretaceous system in the Chetoh country is represented by
the Dakota sandstone, the Mancos shale and the Mesa Verde formation, in
ascending order.
gray or buff.

All these formations are colored yellowish-gray, dark

The total thickness of these formations is approximately

2,000 feet, of which 750 feet is Mancos.

The Mesa Verde is made up

largely of coarse massive arkosic sandstone.
Dakota sandstone are bold cliff formers.

Hence, both it and the

The Mancos is a soft dark-

gray shale which forms a smooth slope.
In many places the Dakota forms the capping on top of the
Jurassic cliffs.

The Mancos is exposed at the base of the Mesa Verde

sandstone cliffs, which normally are eroded back some distance from
the Jurassic cliffs.

In the northern part of the country the three

formations are well exposed in the southern fringes of Black Mesa and
form the upper part of its bold scarp facing eastward toward Chinle
Valley.
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Tertiary Deposits

The Tertiary strata horizontally overlap the older strata
along the southern and southwestern fringes of Black Mesa, Defiance
Uplift, and Zuni Uplift and extend southwestvard from these eminences
toward the Little Colorado River.

There is little doubt that they once

extended southward across the Little Colorado River.

The Tertiary

strata are composed essentially of weakly cemented, poorly consolidated
buff sands, green and red clays, and dark lavas and tuffs.

Their max

imum measured thickness is approximately a thousand feet, but, because
of erosional destruction and incomplete exposures, measured sections
seldom exceed a few hundred feet.

The volcanic material is largely

confined to the Hopi Buttes area north of Holbrook.

Quaternary Deposits

Quaternary deposits are represented by extensive basin fills.
as at Hardscrabble Mesa south of Sanders, and by later valley fills.
Lavas occur on the eastern and southern borders of the Chetoh country.
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Structural Features

The pre-Tertiary rocks were mildly deformed in Laramide time,
resulting in the formation of broad uplifts bounded by monoclinal folds
which at depth are probably replaced by faults.

The monoclines are

usually more sharply flexed on one side of the uplifts than on the
other, and in most cases the sharper flexure is on the east side.

This

is true of Defiance Uplift, the principal structure in the Chetoh
country.

Defiance Uplift is a broad asymmetrical anticline approxi

mately 90 miles long by 20 miles wide, extending from the Puerco River
on the south, northward to a point beyond Canyon De Chelly National
Monument.

Along its east side is the east Defiance monocline, a flexure

along which the sediments are tilted eastward at 20 degrees to 90
degrees.

The steepest tilting is in the Hunter’s Point area south of

Window Rock.

Defiance Uplift and the east monocline extend on south

of Puerco River but, where exposed in that area. Defiance Uplift has
been much reduced by erosion.

The southward plunge of the uplift at

Puerco River is 3 degrees to 5 degrees.

Both the uplift and the mono

cline are obscured by the overlying Tertiary strata south of Whitewaters
Creek and changes in the monocline dip indicate that the structure may
die out somewhere beneath Hardscrabble Mesa.

The southern nose of

Defiance Uplift is split by a sharp downwarp at lower Black Creek
valley a few miles west of Lupton.

The western prong of the nose,

however, is unimpressive and is noticeable mainly at Querino Canyon
where the Moenkopi formation and Shinarump conglomerate are brought to
the surface at its apex.

Beginning at this point the west flank of the
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uplift slopes westward at only 1 to 2 degrees.

This westward dip in

creases northward, and in the vicinity of KLagetoh and Ganado the dip
is as much as 10 degrees.

A small west to southwest dipping monoclinal

flexure in the Chinle fo m a t ion exists just west of Sanders and a short
prominent westward dipping monocline extends for several miles along
the west side of the uplift near Ganado.

This monocline, called by

Gregory (1917 p- 112) Ganado monocline, has its southern terminus near
the junction of Sabito and Pueblo Colorado Washes.

From Sabito Wash it

swings northward, cuts across Pueblo Colorado Wash and along the west
side of Ganado Mesa, and disappears into Beautiful Valley.
The second most important structure of the country is Zuni
Uplift, a large asymmetrical anticline

JO miles

long by 20 miles wide,

located southeast of Defiance Uplift and in en echelon relation to it.
Zuni Uplift has a shape similar to that of Defiance Uplift, but its
steeper (Nutria) monocline is on the west.

Due to greater erosion, its

pre-Cambrian core protrudes above the surrounding cuestas of Paleozoic
and Mesozoic sediments.

Tub ayan Downwarp, which trends northwestward across the Chetoh
country and forms the synclinal low of Black Mesa basin, passes south
of Sanders and crosses the Puerco River near the settlement of Navajo.
Cenozoic structures in the Chetoh country are confined to minor
faults and flexures, none of which forms a conspicuous part of the
geologic setting.

CENOZOIC GEOLOGY

The Tertiary Period

Previous Work on the Tertiary Geology

The early geologists on the Plateau made some references to
Tertiary deposits in the area south of the Colorado River, hut their
contribution to its Tertiary stratigraphy was very slight.

The earliest

noteworthy description of the Tertiary deposits of the area seems to be
that of H. E. Gregory (1917)•

He described three stratigraphic sections

,taken along a northwest trending traverse of the area; at Padres Mesa,
at Sunrise Springs, and at White Cone.

His Sunrise Springs section is

presented in Figure 14 in a comparison with those taken by later
workers.

Gregory, with the help of L. V. Pirsson, worked out the pet

rology of the Tertiary volcanic rocks in considerable detail and stated
his belief that they were older than those of the Little Colorado River
Valley (San Francisco volcanic field).

Gregory and Pirsson classified

the dark volcanic rocks as teschenites and monchiquites, high alkali
and low silica rocks, and the white ash as rhyolitic in composition.
They emphasized the fact that the dark lavas and pyroclastics came from
local vents, whereas the white ash was carried by the wind from a dis
tant source.

At the base of the dark lavas (Hop! Butte lavas) Gregory

postulated a peneplane sloping southeasterly 12 to 15 feet per mile.
Although Gregory described the Tertiary beds and assigned to
them a probable Pliocene age, he failed to name them.
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A. B. Reagan,

IT
an Indian Service farm agent, undoubtedly influenced "by Gregory's work,
examined the Tertiary deposits in the Hop! Buttes country.

In 1924 he

named these deposits the Bidahochi formation after his principal invest
igation locality, Bidahochi Butte.

In 1932 he described the Bidahochi

formation in some detail, divided it into three series, and presented
two stratigraphic sections.

Reagan's Cornfields-Sunrise section, given

in considerably more detail than Gregory's, has been generally accepted
by later workers as a reference section.

Reagan (1932, p. 253) divided

his Cornfields-Sunrise section into two parts, using the base of the
gray-green tuffs as the dividing line.

Reagan went a step farther,

however, and suggested that the lower, slightly tilted beds might be
older Tertiary than the definite Bidahochi beds above.

Based on fossils

apparently identified by himself, Reagan (1932, p. 258 ) assigned to the
Bidahochi formation a Tertiary-Pleistocene age.
Some of Reagan's observations, such as the difference in charac
ter of the upper and lower sediments at Sunrise Springs and the pinch
ing out of the volcanics to the north and east are quite astute, but
most of his measured sections are much too thin, and it is apparent
that his personal investigations were rather limited.
Bowel Williams (1936) recapitulated the stratigraphic data on
the Bidahochi fonnation and gave the thickness of the sediments and
lavas as 400 feet.

He placed the center of the sedimentary basin at

White Cone, and on the basis of fossils collected there, assigned a
Pliocene age to the formation.

Williams, like Gregory before him,

pointed out that the lava in places rests directly upon the eroded
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surface of the Mesozoic beds.

He further stated that the tuffaceous

deposits thin out to the south and vest.

His petrographic data on the

volcanics is his most useful contribution and corroborates the findings
of Pirsson before him.

He correlated the Hop! lavas chronologically

with those overlying the Chuska sandstone in the Chuska Mountains.
Hunt (1937) presented petrographic data on the Mt. Taylor
volcanics which is useful for correlating the Tertiary volcanic strati
graphy of the Plateau.
McCann (1938) described Tertiary sediments in the Gallup Basin
area west of Zuni Uplift and, on the basis of lithology, correlated
them with the Bidahochi formation.

His descriptions of the red sedi

ments, the basal conglomerate, the white tuff and bentonite beds, the
nodular sandstones, and the basal Pleistocene conglomerate were quite
helpful in correlating the New Mexico deposits with those in Arizona.
McCann also described in detail and named the Zuni Erosion Surface, and
postulated its westward tilting in Pleistocene time contemporaneous
with a 700 foot rise of Zuni Uplift.
Bryan and McCann (1938) and Wright (1946) described the charac
ter of the Santa Fe formation (Miocene-Pliocene), the erosion surfaces,
the the Pleistocene lavas and sediments in the area just east of the
Zuni Uplift.

Their work makes possible a tentative correlation between

the sediments on opposite sides of this apparent depositions! barrier.
Hack (1942) recapitulated the stratigraphy of the Bidahochi
formation in the Hopi Buttes area and described in detail the nraisn»i
volcanic craters called diatremes.

He described the erosion surface
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at the base of the Bidahochi sediments and named it the Hop! Buttes
Erosion Surface.

He correlated it tentatively with Robinson's Pliocene

erosion surface on the Coconino Plateau, with McCann's Zuni Erosion
Surface, and, on the basis of Reiche's (l94l) statement, with the sur
face at the base of the Chuska sandstone in the Chuska Mountains
(Hack, 1942, p.350) •

Hack postulated a tilt of the.Hopi Buttes Erosion

Surface to the south in Pliocene or post-Pliocene time.

On the basis

of similar lithology he postulated a correlation of the Tertiary sedi
ments in the Chuska Mountains and Zuni areas with those of the Bida
hochi formation in the Hop! Buttes area (pp. 3^9 and 350)•
In 1951 Repenning and Halpenny divided the Bidahochi into three
members: —

an upper sandstone member, a volcanic member and a lower

clayey member.

In 1954 Repenning and Irwin gave a brief but comprehen

sive description of the stratigraphy, areal extent of the known depos
its, and probable limits of the b a s i n ,of deposition.
that much of the Bidahochi, vertically

as

They point out

well as laterally, has been

removed by erosion; the total remaining section found by them at Pueblo
Colorado Wash near Sunrise was 488 feet.

Their Sunrise section is near

those measured by Gregory, Reagan and Hack and shows the expected
similarity of strata.

A recapitulation of sections from this area taken

by several workers is given in Figure l4.
In 1951 and 1956 Wright described the origin and sedimentation
of the Chuska sandstone, and in 1954 he separated the Chuska formation
into two parts, the lower of which he named the Deza formation.

In

1957 with A ppledom he described in some detail the volcanic structures
of the Chuska Mountains.
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Stratigraphy of the Tertiary

General Character of the Tertiary Deposits

The principal Tertiary stratigraphic units of the Chetoh
country are listed below in chronological order.
Bidahochi Formation

Middle to Late Pliocene

Hopi Buttes Erosion Surface

Early Pliocene

Chetoh Formation

Late Miocene to Early Pliocene

Zuni Pebble Zone

Miocene (?)

Zuni Erosion Surface

Miocene (?)

The Tertiary sediments of the Chetoh country are typically soft,
and only about one-fifth of the beds of the combined formations are
sufficiently cemented and consolidated to be called stone.

The dominant

color of the Tertiary sediments is grayish tan, in many cases tinged
with red, but red and green color bands are common in the lower member
of the Bidahochi formation, and reddish brown color predominates near
the base of the Tertiary, regardless of the formation.

Sand beds are

preponderant over combined silt and clay beds, end volcanic materials
are only fourth in volume, though their topographic prominence suggests
a greater amount.

Lava flows, locally of considerable thickness, are

present in the western part of the area.
The Tertiary sediments are largely fluviatile, but normal
lacustrine types dominate in the lower member of the Bidahochi.

Con

glomeratic beds are scarce, except at the base of the Tertiary.

The

few intrafoimational conglomerates seen by the writer are located along
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the western base of Defiance Uplift.

The conglomerates described by-

McCann (1938) in the Gallup Basin area appear to be almost exclusively
of Quaternary age.
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The Zuni Erosion Surface

One of the oldest Tertiary stratigraphic features of the Chetoh
country is the Zuni Erosion Surface, named and described by McCann in
1938.

As defined by McCann it is a broad surface of peneplane aspect

which forms the demarcation between the Tertiary beds and the older
sediments on the west side of Zuni Uplift.

He traced it to Sanders,

Arizona, at least 50 miles west of Zuni Uplift.

According to Robinson

(1907 ) the bevelled tops of the Zuni Uplift structures appear to be
part of a general old age erosion surface extending throughout the
Colorado Plateau province.

McCann's Zuni Erosion Surface is developed

below the bevelled upturned edges of the hard Paleozoic strata of Zuni
Uplift and therefore is not coextensive with the old post-Cretaceous
surface referred to by Robinson.

The Zuni surface was developed at a

lower level on the weaker Mesozoic rocks and has left many "island
blocks" standing above it.

Its creation was coeval with the "great

denudation" (Dutton, 1882 ), which began some tine after Wasatch (early
Eocene) time, and most probably in Oligocene time.

As indicated above,

it modified to some extent the broad erosion surface developed at the
end of Cretaceous time, though in some localities it may be coextensive
with the post-Cretaceous surface.

The Zuni Erosion Surface was thought

by Hack (1942) to be correlative with the Hopi Buttes Erosion Surface
to the northwest, but the writer believes the Zuni surface is appre
ciably the older.
Relief on the Zuni erosion surface generally does not exceed 50
feet, but McCann cites two monadnocks, Zuni Buttes and Thunder Mountain
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in the Zuni River area, in which the old rocks stand a few hundred feet
above the surrounding surface.

The streams of that time cut sharp

canyons 15 to 20 feet deep in the erosion surface developed on the Win
gate sandstone in the Whitewaters Creek area.

Relief of at least 200

feet exists along the east Defiance monocline at Lupton Valley and
Whitewaters Creek.

At the old Allentown mine to the northwest relief

is more than 50 feet.

The surface at Allentown Mine is cut largely on

the soft Chinle formation and the relief is due primarily to difference
in erosional resistance between the clay and the harder limestone and
sandstone beds.

The hard sandstone of a small southwestward dipping

monocline west of Sanders forms a 20-foot hogback above the soft red
clay and farther west some small mesas stand above the old plain.
Mesozoic sandstone cliffs at Black Mesa probably formed prominent relief
on the Zuni Erosion Surface.

In pre-Chetoh time as now a long line of

high cliffs probably stood as a seeming barrier across the existing
drainage lines.

Maximum relief was more than 100 feet.

side of Black Mesa relief was almost 1000 feet.

On the west

Stream channels develop

ed on the Zuni surface in the Allentown-Whitewaters area had a south
west trend, indicating a probable master stream located somewhere to
the southwest, probably paralleling the present Little Colorado River,
as indicated by the low elevation of the base of the Chetoh at Twin
Buttes.

However, an intervening valley was cut at the edge of the

Cretaceous strata along the west side of Gallup Basin.
via the ancestral Zuni River into the master stream.

This valley fed
Drainage at this

time most probably passed southeastward to the Gulf of Mexico.
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The writer agrees with McCann (1938) that the Zuni Erosion
Surface has been tilted to the west on the west side of Zuni Mountains.
This apparently occurred in Pleistocene time, when the surface was
covered by Chetoh and Bidahochi sediments.

It is upon the Zuni erosion

surface and its correlatives that the oldest existing Tertiary strati
graphic unit of the Chetoh country was deposited.

This unit, the Zuni

pebble zone, is probably the last remaining vestige in the Chetoh
country of sediments that may have been deposited in the long period of
time between the Cretaceous and late Tertiary.
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The Zuni Pebble Zone

Throughout the area covered by Tertiary deposits, the Bidahochi
and Chetoh sediments are almost invariably separated from the Mesozoic
and older rocks by a pebble zone.
places.

This unit is absent at only a few

In most exposures the pebble zone consists of no more than

scattered pebbles incorporated in the basal material of the overlying
Tertiary unit.

This is true throughout a large part of the Tertiary

sedimentary basin north of the Little Colorado River, and particularly
that part known as the Hopi Buttes area.

At a number of places, how

ever, the zone is better developed and consists of a pale reddishbrown, soft conglomerate; rarely a cliff former.

The pebble components

of this zone are mostly chert and quartzite of varied colors.
fragments of large size may be included locally.

Lava

Paleozoic and Meso

zoic sedimentary rocks are not represented.
One of the best examples of stratigraphic development of the
pebble zone is west of Nine Mile Hill, 11 miles south of the settlement
of Navajo. At this location the pebble zone rests upon red marly Chinle
clay and is immediately overlain by a 30 -foot unit of light brown clayey
silt belonging to the lower Bidahochi.

It fonns a distinct unit three

feet thick, disposed in beds of pebbles and sand a few inches thick
separated by thin layers of gritty reworked Chinle clay.
color is medium reddish gray.
dated and forms a normal slope.

Its over-all

The entire unit is firm but nob consoli
Leasing and cross-stratification on

a minor scale are prominent, and pebbles range up to three-fourths inch
in diameter.

At Black Knoll, a basalt remnant rising above the mesa top
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a few miles southwest of the locality just described, the pebble zone
forms a two-foot layer between the lava and the underlying Chinle forma
tion on the east side of the knoll.
The pebble zone is likewise prominent and conglomeratic in the
area due south of Pine Springs Trading Post.

In this area it underlies

soft reddish-brown silts of the Chetoh formation and rests upon both
the Shinarump conglomerate and the Mbenkopi formation.

In one of the

western canyons tributary to Black Creek, it forms a three-foot unit of
pale reddish cliff-forming conglomerate at the base of the Chetoh.

In

the headwaters of Bumtwater Wash the pebble zone is a more distinct
unit, and consists of a group of compact yellowish, rusty, coarse sands
containing gravel lenses.

The maximum thickness may be as much as ten

feet, but the unit is localized due to the uneven topography of the Zuni
Erosion Surface.

Farther north, at Ganado, the pebble zone forms a

prominent bed of weak calcareous conglomerate at the base of the Chetoh
in the bluffs on the south side of Pueblo Colorado Wash.

On the north

side of the wash the pebble zone is locally absent, but all along the
west side of Ganado Mesa scattered pebbles and local lenses of gravel
are found at the contact.

In general, those beds of conglomerate

cemented by calcium carbonate appear to be restricted to the base of
the Chetoh, whereas those poorly or not at all cemented are mostly
restricted to the base of the Bidahochi.

The latter deposits are, of

course, appreciably younger.
A pebble zone outcrop that deserves special mention is that in
upper Crazy Creek valley.

At this locality subrounded to
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angular fragments of scoriaceous basalt up to a foot in diameter form a
conspicuous component of the pebble zone materials.

These are found

along the contact and scattered about on the exposed and dissected
erosion surface, particularly on the east side of the valley.

At one

point on the contact were found a few well-rounded cobbles of gray,
finely vesicular, salic lava, containing prominent phenocrysts of
quartz and glassy feldspar.
Though the Zuni Pebble Zone is herein listed as part of the
Miocene (?) stratigraphic series, it should be borne in mind that the
pebble zone is genetically related to the Zuni Erosion Surface and only
positionally related to the overlying Tertiary strata.

That is, the

pebbles were not transported and deposited here along with the rest of
the late Tertiary sediments.

Instead they are a residual "lag con

centrate" from reworked gravels belonging to older formations, possibly
as old as Eocene, whose erosional destruction may have long preceded
deposition of the late Tertiary formations with which the pebbles are
now associated.

McCann (1938, p. 267 ) recognized the great age of the

pebbles, but did not stress their significance as a stratigraphic unit.
In spite of its general lack of prominence, the pebble zone is
stratigraphically important.

The lowest beds of the Tertiary sediments,

particularly the finer sediments, usually reflect strongly the color
and composition of the subjacent Mesozoic and Paleozoic rocks.

Were

it not for the pebble zone, it would be impossible in many instances
to pick out a definite contact between the Tertiary and the older for
mations, despite their great disparity in age.

It is believed.
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therefore, that this pebble zone deserves a definite cognomen, and the
name Zuni Pebble Zone is herein; proposed, because of its distinct
relation, to the erosion surface upon which it rests.
•The pebbles found in the pebble zone are almost exclusively
cherts and quartzites (see Tables 2 and 3)•

Volcanic rocks and older

sediments may at one time have been plentiful but, if so, they were
destroyed by physical and chemical weathering before deposition of the
Chetoh formation.

Such destructive action is evinced by the facts that

(1) many of the chert and quartzite pebbles are the fragments of wellrounded cobbles formed during some previous geologic epoch, and
(2) most of the pebbles are deeply pitted and scoured.

All evidence

indicates that the pitting and scouring was caused more by chemical
solution than by wind-sand abrasion.

Such chemical action on siliceous

rocks is common in an alkaline environment, and indicates that an arid
to semi-arid condition existed here in pre-Chetoh time.

However, it

was not simply alkalinity that produced the deep solution, but rather
the combination of alkali, rainwater, and heat concentrated upon them
as they lay exposed upon the barren surface, for cobbles which have re
mained buried in pervious gravel formations of like age (Miocene) appear
to be little affected.

The Zuni Erosion Surface environment would have

completely destroyed any igneous and sedimentary rock gravel in the same
length of time.
One rock type in the pebble zone is of particular interest.
is a black chert transected by white chert fracture fillings.

This

constituent, is relatively abundant in the exposures just north of the

It
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Little Colorado River and supports the concept of correlation both as
to age and source between the Mogollon Plateau gravel and the Zuni
pebble zone.
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The Chetoh Fonnation

Stratigraphy
The name Chetoh formation is proposed for a group of dominantly
reddish colored flat-lying sands, silts and clays of fluviatile and
lacustrine origin underlying the Bidahochi formation.

Intercalated

with the sands, silts and clays are beds of white bentonite clay and
travertinous limestone.

Sand beds predominate over silt and clay beds

and, except for some incompletely altered white ash beds, the Chetoh
contains no volcanic strata.
the later Bidahochi formation.

In this respect it contrasts sharply with
The Chetoh contains only a few conglom

erate beds, but some of these are of fairly coarse texture.

The Chetoh

formation may not be greatly older than the Bidahochi formation, but it
is separated from the Bidahochi by a locally prominent unconformity.
Its separation from the Bidahochi is based on three pieces of geologic
evidence; (l) the presence of the Hopi Buttes Erosion Surface, (2) the
slightly older fauna (Graywater Wash fauna - Lance, 195*0 of the Chetoh
sediments, and (3 ) the difference in dominant color and chemical charac
ter between the Chetoh and Bidahochi sediments.
In about half the exposures seen, the Chetoh beds are uncemented
or so weakly cemented that they do not form cliffs.

At other locali

ties, on the contrary, the beds are well cemented and form low cliffs,
as for example at lower Whitewaters Creek, along the north side of
Puerco River valley from Log Cabin Trading Post to Chambers, and at
Ganado Mesa.

Other excellent exposures of the Chetoh may be seen in

Lupton Valley, at Cheto Mine clay pits 5 miles southeast of Sanders,
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and at Red Mound 2 miles south of Sanders.

Less accessible exposures

may be seen in the mesas at the head of Manuelito Wash, in the cliffs
of upper Whitewaters Creek, at Allentown Mine, and in the upper reaches
of the Black Creek tributaries south of Pine Springs Trading Post.
The type locality of the Chetoh formation is at the Cheto Mine
clay pits on Graywater Wash, 5 miles southeast of Sanders.

The section

at this locality is abnormal in that it displays more gray sediments
than red, but it contains all the principal stratigraphic types found in
the formation (see below).
REFERENCE SECTION OF THE CHETOH FORMATION
BIDAHOCHI FORMATION
HOPI BUTTES EROSION SURFACE
CHETOH FORMATION

b.

3«

2.

1.

Fine, ashy, light tan, non-calcareous, crossbedded, compact sand, containing numerous colored
chert grains. Characterized in open cuts by
coarse vertical jointing. Contains thin lenses
of brown silt and white bentonite. - - - - - - - -

60 - 90 ft.

Brown, non-calcareous, massive silt. Usually
as extensive lenses. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

0-

White, non-calcareous, massive bentonite.
Usually as extensive lenses. - - - - - - - - - - -

0 - 1 0 ft.

Reddish, silty, fine to medium-grained sand with
numerous colored chert grains. Mildly calcareous
in spots throughout, becoming more calcareous at
bottom. Contains some light colored sandy lime
stone beds and some brown clay beds in lower
part. Zuni pebbles in bottom 3 feet. Immediately
below the white bentonite the color of the sedi
ments may be green instead of red. If so,
fossils may be present (Graywater Wash fauna). - Total

2 ft.

10 - 20 ft.
122 ft.
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ZUNI EROSION SURFACE
CHINEE FORMATION
The floor of the old south clay pit is the discovery site of
the Graywater Wash fauna.

Professor John F. Lance (195*0 collected and

identified a number of vertebrate fossils from this site.

On the basis

of these fossils Professor Lance assigned a late Miocene or early
Pliocene age to the sediments.
Most of the Chetoh formation had been removed by erosion prior
to deposition of the Bidahochi formation, and the original extent of
the formation is difficult to ascertain.

The distribution and character

of the remnants plus its relation to other late Miocene formations of
the Plateau leads to the conclusion that the basin' covered the south
half of the Plateau and parts of adjoining regions.

The Chuska and

Deza formations are inferred by Wright (1956) to be older than the
Bidahochi and are probably correlative with the Chetoh.

The colors and

stratigraphic sequences of the Chetoh and the Chuska-Deza formations
are appreciably different, but their ash beds and chemical environments
are similar.

The writer considers the Chuska and Chetoh formations to

be the separated parts of a single formation of broad extent and con
siderable thickness.

The combined thickness of the Chuska and Deza

formations as given by Wright is 500 to 1000 feet.

From this the writer

infers that most of the original formation has been eroded away.

In

New Mexico the Chetoh formation is represented by an extensive sequence
of reddish bentonite -bearing sediments mapped by Sears (1925) and de
scribed by McCann (1938).

Although mapping time and techniques used by
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the writer in New Mexico did not permit complete differentiation of the
Quaternary and Tertiary sediments there, it is reasonably certain that
the sediments resting upon the upturned edge of the Nutria monocline 7
miles southeast of Gallup are part of the Chetoh formation (see Plate l).
As pointed out by McCann (1938) the sediments (Tertiary) in the Gallup
Basin area are too fine to have been deposited on a slope such as now
exists there.

With the exception of the later Quaternary gravel, there

are no coarse sediments in the area, not even where the Chetoh beds
rest practically upon the flank of Zuni Uplift.

In fact, all evidence

indicates that the Zuni Uplift was at that time well within the depositiOnal basin, subject to little or no erosion.

Work by other geologists

(Winchester, 1914), (Barton, 1928), (Barrel and Eckel, 1938) shows that
Chetoh-type sediments extend south of Zuni Uplift.

Their southern

boundary in New Mexico is unknown at this time and no attempt was made
by the writer to extend the mapping south of the Zuni River.
In Arizona the remnants of the Chetoh formation form a narrow
belt of outcrops along the south end and west side of Defiance Uplift.
Because the Chetoh sediments are buried beneath the later Bidahochi
and Quaternary sediments, outcrops of the Chetoh in Arizona are con
fined to canyon walls and the sides of mesas.

The occurrence of Chetoh-

type sediments at Tonalea Trading Post, 90 miles northwest of the thesis
area, indicates a considerable northward extension of the Chetoh sedi
mentary basin.

If so, the connection was likely southwest around Black

Mesa, but at its maximum sedimentation probably overtopped Black Mesa.
South of the Puerco River 3 miles west of the Cheto Mine the
Chetoh beds have been completely eliminated by the Hopi Buttes erosion

stage, with the exception of Bed Mound, an outlier of calcareous sand
stone and siltstone capped by resistant travertinous limestone.

At Bed

Mound a thin bed of red, calcareous, Zuni Pebble Zone conglomerate exists
at the base of the Chetoh sediments.

The Chetoh strata are horizontal

and massive, with few sedimentary structures.
Along the east side of lower Whitewaters Creek valley the strata
of the Chetoh are well exposed in the lower part of the bluffs.
locality the sediments are entirely of dull red shades.

At this

The sequence

is very ,sandy throughout most of the section, but becomes silty near the
base, and only a few thin red clay layers are present in the whole
section.

The white bentonitic clay or its ashy equivalent are entirely

absent, though both are present a short distance away to the west and
south.

A section of the bluff is presented in Figure 9* » Also see

Figure 1, Plate 5*

About a mile up the Worth Branch (of Whitewaters

Creek) a white tuff bed of Chetoh age is visible through a window in
the basal Bidahochi sandstone.

The bed is at least 15 feet thick and

the lower 7 feet have been converted to bentonite.
At the old Allentown Mine the Chetoh is quite thin and is com
posed largely of maroon to reddish-gray fine sands and silts.

It con

tains a thick local channel filling of white tuff, partially converted
to bentonite.

The upper contact is quite irregular and is in places

overlain by channel gravels of Bidahochi age.

Orange-tan Bidahochi

sandstone tops the bluff.
Although the Chetoh sediments are in general, non-calcareous,
many of the New Mexico deposits react to the carbonate test, and gnarly
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"bravertinous limestones and calcareous clays are present in several
localities in Arizona.

The "bluffs back of Sanders, Arizona are capped .

by 15 to 20 feet of limestone, beneath which are several feet of cal
careous siltstone.

A herringbone criss-cross of aragonite veins pene

trates the Chinle clay below for a foot or more.

As previously noted

similar limestone, probably at one tine continuous with the Sanders de
posit, forms most of the strata of Red Mound.

The small Tertiary lime

stone outcrops in the Little Colorado valley near St. Johns may be of
the same origin and age.

These limestones are likely of hot spring

origin, and the ancient vent of one of the springs at Sanders is
believed to be located at the iron-and-manganese-stained knob in the
small wash back of Sanders store.
The sediments in Ganado Mesa are believed to belong in large
part to the Chetoh formation, as do some of the sediments in the bluff
south of Ganado.

Because of the variability of the Chetoh sediments in

Ganado Mesa, their upper contact is difficult to ascertain.

On the

southwest corner of the mesa it is tentatively placed at the base of
grayish-tan calcareous pebbly sandstone, approximately 40 feet from the
top of the bluff.

tFhe sandstone contains pebbles of Tertiary sandstone

which fact is believed to indicate an erosional interval between the
Chetoh and the Bidahochi, though it could be as recent as Pleistocene.
On the south side of Ganado Mesa the contact is apparently buried
beneath the red Pleistocene silt which tops the mesa.

South of Ganado

the contact appears to be at the top of the reddish gray sand which
overlies the white tuff.

The Chetoh sediments in the vicinity of Ganado
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are dominantly sandy and, except for the white tuff, are orange-tan to
red in color.

Conglomerate lenses are numerous and are coarser than

any found elsewhere in the formation.

A white bentonite bed is present

in the Chetoh along the bluff south of Ganado, 40 feet below the white tuff.

The beds at Ganado Mesa apparently do not extend low enough

stratigraphically to include this bentonite bed, but the white tuff has
been partially altered to clay along the east side of the mesa.

Graphic

sections of the Chetoh fonnation in the Ganado area are shown in
Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4.
Of particular interest are the isolated remnants of Chetoh
sediments near Tonalea Trading Post, $0 miles northwest of the thesis
area.

Tonalea Trading Post is located on the west side of Black Mesa

at the lower end of the broad KLethla Valley where it joins Moenkopi
Wash.

A small lake presently occupies part of the valley at this point.

The Chetoh sediments at Tonalea are typical red sands and silts with
which is intercalated a bed of white bentonite clay.

Most of the Chetoh

at this locality has been eroded away, but a good outcrop is located in
the low terrace of Red Lake Valley about 3 miles northwest of Tonalea
Trading Post (H. Wesley Peirce, personel communication). A smaller out
crop occurs just south of the store.
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Sedlmentology
A mineralogical study of the Chetoh formation disclosed at least
two unusual constituents.

The most interesting and probably the most

important of the two is chertj the other is salic lava.

The chert is

present in well-rounded grains of several colors, but mostly in shades
of red and brown.

These chert grains, with which are mixed a few grains

of quartzite, are present in amounts up to 30 percent of the light
minerals or about 25 percent of the whole sample and range in size up
to 2 mm.

(See Tables 6 to 11 and Plate 3-)

In addition to being well-

rounded ( . 9 on the Krumbein roundness scale), the grains have a high
degree of sphericity (.8 5 and higher on the Rittenhouse sphericity
scale).

One of the most significant circumstances concerning this

mineral is its presence in large amounts in all the late Cenozoic
formations of the Chetoh country.

The Chuska and Deza formations, the

remnants of which form the bulk of the Chuska Mountains north of the
thesis area, likewise contain high percentages of chert grains, but
colored grains are not as plentiful in those formations.

The salic

lava is present as well-rounded grains of high sphericity.
are mostly gray or white and some are microporphyritic.
largely restricted to size ranges above .250 mm.
plentiful, as are quartz and muscovite.

These grains

They are

Potash feldspars are

Albite is present in lesser

amounts and calcic plagioclase was not noted.
Amont the heavy minerals, sum ite, the high ferric iron mica,
is the most notable, chiefly because it is not a common primary mineral.
Other more ubiquitous minerals are magnetite, ilmenite, zoisite.
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epidote, zircon, garnet, tourmaline, and hornblende.

The zircon is of

both pink and white varieties, subrounded to rounded; the tourmaline is
of the variety called schorlite; the hornblende is in shades of both
brown and green.

Leucoxene and hematite are present as alteration pro

ducts from the primary minerals, worked and rounded along with the
other minerals.

Rutile was tentatively identified.

All these minerals,

including the hornblende, are fairly well rounded.
In spite of prolonged search the writer has been unable to
determine definitely the sources of the chert and volcanic grains.
ever, at least two likely sources exist.

How

One of these is the early

Tertiary formations of New Mexico, the remnants of which occupy much of
the San Juan Basin area.

Dutton (l884, p. 178 ) inferred that the Wasatch

originally may have extended from San Juan Basin southward onto Zuni
Uplift.

Such a southward extension of the early Tertiary formations

definitely would make them a source for the Chetoh sediments, but even
without this extension there is other evidence that points to these
early Tertiary sediments as a likely source.

The tributary stream

channels at the base of the Chetoh have a northeast-southwest trend,
and, though streams could have gone either way along these channels,
other geomorphic evidence in the area points to their having been
tributaries of the ancestral Little Colorado River.

Therefore the

northeast-southwest channels were most likely occupied by streams
draining and eroding highlands to the northeast.

It can be argued

that the highlands may have been the ancient extension of Chaco Mesa
and nearby areas, which are composed largely of Cretaceous and older
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rocks.

The Chetoh, however, is a dominantly red formation and the rich

red color of the San Jose (Wasatch) formation agrees too well with the
Chetoh color to ignore.
tuents.

There is also the matter of mineral consti

Such descriptions of the early Tertiary mineralogy as exist in

the literature point to a strong similarity between the minerals of the
Chetoh and those of the early Tertiary formations (Sinclair and Granger,
1914, pp. 301-302; Beeside, 1924, pp.29-^5)*

The coarseness of the

sediments in the Chetoh formation at Ganado Mesa and in the Deza forma
tion at the Chuska Mountains also argues for a north to northeast origin
for much of these sediments.
Another possible source of the Chetoh formation minerals is the
ancient highlands south of Mogollon Rim, for this area probably was
sending northward detritus composed largely of chert, quartzite, and
salic volcanic rocks as late as Chetoh time.

In the Mogollon Rim area

as in the San Juan Basin area the material supplied to the Chetoh could
be reworked material from early Tertiary formations, for the condition
of most of the grains indicates reworking of older sands.

Just how

much was contributed by each of these two areas is difficult to say.
The Miocene (?) Datil formation of west central New Mexico is
believed to be older than the Chetoh formation, but it apparently was
not a large contributor to the Chetoh.

The sandstones of the Datil are

described as arkosic and the grains as angular.

It contains abundant

coarse volcanic detritus, and it would seem that, had it contributed
appreciably to the Chetoh formation, the Chetoh would contain notable
amounts of coarse volcanic detritus also.

The Santa Fe formation
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unconformably overlies the Datil, and, as the middle part of the Santa
Fe appears to he correlative and coextensive with the Chetoh, the Datil
was likely not at an elevation or location subject to much erosion in
Chetoh time.

Some of the hornblende grains in the Chetoh sediments are

blocky and well-rounded and therefore probably older than the salic
white tuff of the Chetoh.

However, the long prisms very likely origin

ated with the white tuff.

The annite is possibly from the Ojo Alamo or

the Datil formation.

The other minerals appear to be present in many

of the older formations of the region and so have no special signifi
cance.

The pink zircon presumably was originally from the pre-

Cambrian granite.
One of the most interesting of the constituents in the Chetoh
formation is the white ash or tuff.

As noted in the earlier paragraphs

on stratigraphy the white ash forms numerous lenses throughout the
formation and in many instances the beds have been converted to benton
ite clay.

As the prevailing wind of the tine was undoubtedly from the

southwest, most of the tuff had to come from the Verde-Salt River field.
The composition of the tuff and the resultant clay is given in Table 25
(after Nutting, 1943).

In composition the ash is nearer the average

of the San Francisco field second period lavas (Tables 64 and 68 ), than
it is to any of the Mount Taylor rocks (Table 63 ).

Yet the tuff of the

channel at Allentown Mine is too coarse to have come from sources to
the west.

Had the Allentown tuff cone from the west, the intervening

white tuff deposits would be coarser than those at Allentown Mine.
existing conditions are quite the contrary.

The

Furthermore, the direction

of the Chetoh-age streams indicates that the white tuff at Allentown
Mine must have come from eruptions around Mount Taylor or the Jemez
Mountains to the east in New Mexico.
The qeustion of the conversion of the white ash to bentonite
is especially intriguing.

As indicated in the analyses by Nutting (19^3)

and in API Research Project^ 9 (1951) the bentonite is a montmorillonite.

X-ray analysis by the writer (Plate 36 ) agrees with this iden

tification.

The theoretical formula for montmorillonite, without

considering lattice substitutions, is Al^(OS)^ Sig OgQ • n HgO (Grim,
1953, p. 58 )•

The formula developed by the API workers as the result

of chemical analyses of Chetoh formation montmorillonite from the old
Chambers Mine is N A . o4 C a ^
OgQ.

(AI3.02 F e .26 ^ . 80 ) (0H)^ Siy.gS Al.:&

A considerable amount of substitution in the lattice is apparent

and the exchangeable cations are Na and Ca, with Ca being eighteen
times more abundant than Na.

Such substitutions in the lattice are,

of course, normal and necessary in montmorillonites, but the presence
of such a high percent of exchangeable Ca is unusual.

Theoretically and

experimentally, decomposition of primary silicate minerals or volcanic
glass in a slightly acid environment accompanied by leaching leads to
the formation of clay minerals.of the kaolinite group, whereas decom
position of the same materials in a neutral or slightly alkaline environ
ment with little or no leaching leads to the formation of clay minerals
of the montmorillonite or ill ite groups.

Magnesium is considered

necessary for the conversion to montmorillonite, because it will sub
stitute with ease in the octahedral layer and at the same time produce
a charge deficiency.
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The principal field evidence in the ash-montmorillonite problem
of the Chetoh country is as follows:

(l) ash beds occur in * 1 1 the

Tertiary formations, but only in the Chetoh and Chuska formations are
these beds converted to clay, (2) not all the ash beds in the Chetoh
and Chuska were converted to clay, and (3) none of those in the BIdahochi foimation was converted to clay.

Various laboratory tests and

comparisons were made by the writer to determine the environment of the
Chetoh formation, and also that of the Bidahochi formation which like
wise contains numerous ash beds.

Tests showed that the Chetoh and

Bidahochi formations are both slightly alkaline (Tables 22 and 40);
the Chuska also is very likely alkaline.
tests (Table

2j)

Cation exchange capacity

indicated that montmorillonite is the principal and

probably the only clay formed from the break down of the ash.

Although

limestone beds are present in the Chetoh formation, most of the sedi
ments, and particularly the montmorillonite and beds adjacent to it,
do not react to the carbonate test (Tables 12 to 18).
Chuska (Table 20) likewise shows no reaction.

Much of the

On the other hand all

parts of the Bidahochi formation except some of the white ash beds show
moderate to strong carbonate reaction (Tables 36 , 37 and 38 ).

Soluble

salt content of the Bidahochi formation (Table 40) is much higher than
that of the Chetoh formation (Table 22).

Qualitative Spectrographic

analyses of leachate residues from the two formations (Tables 23 and
4l) were made and compared, with interesting results.

The tests show

magnesium in soluble form is present throughout both formations.

It is

true that soluble magnesium is more plentiful in the Chetoh formation.
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especially in the montmorillonite, hut it is present in sufficient
quantity in the Bidahochi to have formed montmorillonite if magnesium
were the critical factor.
After all the tests were compared, the only significant differ
ences found between the environments of the two formations were the
much higher sodium content of the Bidahochi sediments and the lack of
carbonate ion in the Chetoh sediments.

True, the Chetoh contains

limestones, but these seem to be the result of hot spring activity,
limited or sporadic in occurence.

In most Instances the Chetoh en

vironment seems to have been relatively free from carbonate.

At those

localities where the ash beds of the Chetoh were not converted to clay,
carbonate ion is distributed at low or moderate concentration through
out the adjacent sediments.

Keller and Kiersch (1955) and other workers

in the area have proposed the idea that the montmorillonite is part of
the Bidahochi and was formed along a shelf area of the Bidahochi
sedimentary basin, where the leaching .action of incoming streams or
V

ground-water would carry out reactions in the ash that could not take
place farther out in the basin.

This concept is refuted on two counts:

(l) because the beds at Allentown Mine and in New Mexico, which accord
ing to the shelf concept would be farther up on the shelf, in many cases
are not converted to clay, and (2) because the clay is confined entirely
to the older Chetoh formation and was apparently nearer the center than
the edge of its basin.

The fossil fauna at Graywater Wash contain

abundant early antelope types, some large camels, and a primitive masto
don.

This fauna would have lived in a veld and savannah-type

environment, appreciably more moist than at present, hut subject to hot
dry summers with torrential rainstorms.

This would account for the

lack of carbonate deposition, but would not completely prevent the
slightly alkaline environment necessary to the formation of montmorillonite.

The formation of the montmorillonite implies a fairly high

water table in level or nearly level terrain.
In summary, taking all the stratigraphic, mineralogleal, chemi
cal, and faunal evidence into consideration, the Chetoh formation w a s .
laid down in a fairly deep basin of considerable extent bounded by lands
of moderate height under the conditions of a semi-humid climate (20-30
inches of rainfall).

It was coextensive with the Santa Fe sedimentary

basin of New Mexico.

The climate probably produced red soil and thus

to some extent may have influenced the color of the sediments.
A study of several mechanical analyses of the Chetoh sediments
revealed a condition of very poor grading and high degree of sorting
(See Figure 29) in most of the samples.

This is indicative of eolian

deposition where selection and winnowing processes are at maximum
efficiency.

The only anomalous sample was that taken at the north end

of Ganado Mesa where the presence of pebbles in the sediments indicates
undoubted alluvial deposition.

Its cumulative curve (GM) presents a

double flexure, indicating the overlapping of the two environments.

It

is suggested that the streams were reworking eolian sands or sandstones.
It is perhaps significant that the cumulative curves for samples of the
Deza and the lower part of the Chuska exhibit this same double flexure.
If the correlation of the Chetoh and Chuska-Deza formations be accepted,

then the proximity of the Chuska-Deza deposits to the Chetoh deposits at
Ganado Mesa argues for contemporaneous fluvial origin for "both from the
same source, namely the early Tertiary deposits lying to the north and
northeast.

Pluvio-eolian origin is hereby implied only for the Deza

and lower Chuska, however, for the upper Chuska is apparently solely of
eolian origin (Wright, 1956).
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Correlative Formations
The Chuska sandstone, as the name implies, is composed of a group
of fine to coarse sands and silts, with which are intercalated a few "beds
of clay and white volcanic ash.

Most of the fonnation has been cemented

and lithifled, and in several localities the upper beds have become an
orthoquartzite.

This sandstone forms the "upper several hundred feet of

the flat-topped Chuska Mountains east of Defiance Uplift.
The Chuska sandstone has been assigned an Eocene age (Gregory,
1917) and a Pliocene age (Williams, 1936; Hack, 1942).

Repenning and

Irwin (1954) infer its correlation with the Lower Bidahochi.

Wright

(1954) split the Chuska into two units, the Chuska sandstone and the
Deza fonnation, both of which he believes are older than the Bidahochi.
To the writer the Chuska sandstone shows some lithologic similarity to
the upper Bidahochi, but little or none to the lower Bidahochi.

In

addition to the Chuska being .composed largely of sand, its grains show
a fair degree of rounding, and colored chert grains are present in
notable amount.

This compares well with the character of the upper

Bidahochi sediments.

However, there are significant inconsistencies

between the two formations.

Taking into consideration its chemical

environment, mineral content, and geomorphic relationships, the writer
believes that the Chuska is correlative with the Chetoh.
older.

It might be

Allen and Balk (1954, p. 99) reported lithologic similarities

between the Chuska sandstone and the west Zuni (Chetoh) sediments and
assigned a probable Pliocene age to the Chuska.

The somewhat greater

age assigned by the writer to the Chetoh sediments makes the correlation
more acceptable.
On the basis of lithology and age the Chetoh formation might be
correlative, at least in part, with the Brian Head formation of the high
plateaus of Utah (Gregory, 1945) and the Horse Springs formation of the
Muddy Mountains area west of the Plateau (Longwell, 1928).

Both contain

gnarly limestones and have other lithologic similarities to the Chetoh.
However, because the Brian Head contains large beds of chert and is
sprinkled with chert granules similar in color to the chert sand-grains
of the Chetoh, there is a strong possibility that the Brian Head was
once very extensive and was a contributor to the Chetoh and later for
mations rather than a contemporary of the Chetoh.
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The Hopi Buttes Erosion Surface

The Hopi Buttes Erosion Surface separates the Chetoh formation
from the overlying Bidahochi formation.

The surface was discovered by

Hack (1942) in the Hopi Buttes region where the Chetoh formation is non
existent and was described by him (p. 350 ) as the erosion surface
separating the Bidahochi formation from the underlying Mesozoic rocks.
However, the surface has one of its greatest expressions of relief along
Whitewaters Creek 2 miles south of the Puerco River.

Along lower White-

waters Creek the Chetoh formation has a thickness of 73 feet and is
overlain with slight unconformity by 23 feet of coarse-grained, grayishtan, basal sandstone of the Bidahochi formation and underlain with
strong unconformity by the Jurassic Chinle formation (Plate 4, Figure 2
and Plate 5 , Figure l). Upstream, at the big bend of Whitewaters
Creek, the Bidahochi sandstone cuts rather abruptly downward across the
Chetoh and pinches it off at the mouth .of North Branch canyon.

A little

farther upstream the Bidahochi sandstone rests upon the Chinle in the
bed of the creek 70 feet below the projected base of the Chetoh, and a
short distance farther Upstream the Bidahochi sandstone forms the bed
of the creek.

The total relief thus indicated is well over 100 feet.

The Chetoh reappears as isolated box-canyon fillings in the Wingate
sandstone at the east Defiance monocline upstream from the big bend 300
feet higher in elevation.

The relief exposed at the big bend of

Whitewaters Creek is undoubtedly due to the existence of a post-Chetoh
stream valley which, at this point, trends northwestward.
apparently fairly vigorous.

Erosion was

Nothing coarser than fine pebbles was seen
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at the contact, hut the actual bottom of the ancient valley was not
exposed.

Conglomerate, presumably in this same stream course, is pre

sent near Red Mound, several miles to the west (Figure 2, Plate l4).
It crops out along the top of the low cliffs on the south side of the
Puerco River, approximately two miles south of Sanders and a half mile
east of U. S. Highway 666, and overlies white conglomeratic Chinle
sandstone.
Chinle unit.

It is firmly cemented and much resembles the underlying
However, it can be distinguished from the latter by its

slightly darker color, by a somewhat inconspicuous unconformity, and
by the presence in the sand fraction of minerals not common to the
Chinle.
The Hop! Buttles Erosion Surface at Cheto Mine is not conspic
uous .

It is an undulating surface of low relief developed on the

uppermost fine-grained, whitish, clayey sand unit of the Chetoh.

It is

overlain by the coarse basal sandstone of the Bidahochi and is thus
easily distinguished from two later Quaternary unconformities.
Red Mound is an outlier of Chetoh formation left behind by Hop!
Buttes stage erosion.

Abutting .against the eroded edges of the Chetoh

strata on three sides of the mound is coarse-grained, cross-bedded,
basal Bidahochi sandstone.

On the southwest side of Red Mound, across

the wash, a large tilted block of Chetoh sediment lies partially buried
•in the Bidahochi sandstone.

The cross-bedding of the Bidahochi sand

stone around Bed Mound gives a stronger impression of unconformity than
-actually exists, but, even without this,.the unconformable relationship
is clear.
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A less marked relief "between the Chetoh and Bidahochi is exposed
along a small wash re-entrant in the "bluffs hack of the settlement of
Sanders.

At this locality horizontally hedded Bidahochi sediments

overlap southward onto a northward-sloping erosion surface developed on
the Chetoh limestones.

Coarse limestone grit forms a "basal conglomerate

at the base of the Bidahochi.

The relationship is best seen along the

east side of the wash.
At the old Allentown mine the Hopi Buttes Erosion Surface has
a relief of 20 feet.

A basal conglomerate composed largely of flat

fragments of drab Chinle silt stone is present at the bottom of some of
the old wash channels.

The basal Bidahochi sandstone is not strictly

basal at this locality, but overlies about 20 feet of channel sediments.
Farther north at Wide Ruin Trading Post the surface sweeps down abrupt
ly off of Defiance Uplift into KLagetoh Wash and plunges beneath the
surface just west of the trading post.

Thin conglomerate, composed

chiefly of Chinle sandstone and De Chelly sandstone fragments, forms
the basal sediments and is overlain by coarse eolian sandstone (Figure
2, Plate 9)•

Farther north at KLagetoh the surface is considerably

higher and the edge of the main sedimentary basin is a few miles farther
west.
At Ganado Mesa relief on top of the Chetoh is scarcely apparent
and the unconformity is inferentially placed at the bottom of the lowest
coarse gray sandstone or conglomerate that contains reworked Tertiary
cobbles.
Southward and westward from the belt of Chetoh outcrops the
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Hopi Buttes Erosion Surface is developed on the Mesozoic rocks and has
completely obliterated the pre-existing Zuni Erosion Surface.

In the

Pueblo Colorado Wash and Hopi Buttes areas appreciable new relief was
developed.

There is good reason to believe that the low trough of the

Bidahochi sedimentary basin is due largely to erosion of this interval.
This trough extends from Roberts Mesa through White Cone to Twin Buttes
and thence southward through the Painted Desert Inn area.

Much of the

Bidahochi basin, from Greasewood Trading Post southward, is cut on a
very gentle gradient which projects at least $00 feet below the Zuni
surface that is exposed in Ganado Mesa.
cut on the Chinle formation.

Both surfaces in this area are

This evidence makes the Hopi Buttes

Erosion Surface more compatible with Wright’s (1956 , p. U 31 ) concept of
a sub-Bidahochi surface on Defiance Uplift.

The buried erosion scarps

of Mesozoic rock along the south fringe of Black Mesa were therefore
largely developed in Hopi Buttes erosion time.
In the Gallup Basin area the Hopi Buttes Erosion Surface is not
recognizable except north of Whitewaters Creek east of Defiance Mono
cline near the boundary of New Mexico and Arizona.

In that locality

ridge cappings of basal Bidahochi conglomeratic sandstone are separated
from dull white Mesozoic sandstone below by the erosion surface.

In

this area the surface rises 300 feet, from the trough at Whitewaters
Creek to the summit east of Defiance Monocline, in a distance of one
mile.

Farther southeast there is a similar appearing unconformity

which separates the Chetoh sediments from the overlying Pleistocene
conglomerate, but its origin is believed to just pre-date the sediments
which rest upon it.
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North of the thesis area in the Chuska Mountains the Hopi Buttes
Erosion surface is the surface of sharp relief cut in the Chuska for
mation and upon which the Navajo-type volcanic materials were deposit
ed (Gregory, 1917j Wright, 1956, p. 429)•

This surface in Hopi Buttes

Erosion Surface time extended westward across the top of Defiance Uplift
in a general slope such as the one on Black Mesa, probably with Talleys
similar to the incised Tusayan Wash valleys of Black Mesa.

Incision of

the top of Defiance Uplift mayxhave resulted but could not have been
great at this time.
The Hopi Buttes Erosion Surface, of course, forms the bottom
of the Bidahochi sedimentary basin.

The center of that basin was far

south of White Cone, the location picked by Williams (1936).

Repenning

and Irwin (1954, p. 1821) placed the center of the basin by inference
near the center of the Little Colorado River valley, and the writer is
inclined to agree with them.

The low area around White Cone is part

of a tributary valley trending southeast and south to join the main
valley near Painted Desert Inn.

The main stream may have flowed south

eastward into New Mexico through what is now the middle of Hardscrabble
Mesa.

The deep trough at the big bend of Whitewaters Creek was cut by

a branch draining off the south tend of Defiance Uplift.

The environ

ment of Hopi Buttes Erosion Surface time was arid, saline, and undoubt
edly fairly alkaline.
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The Bidahochi Formation

The Bidahochi formation rests upon the Hopi Buttes Erosion
Surface which separates it from the Chetoh formation.

It is composed

largely of terrestrial sediments which have been derived mainly from
moderately consolidated sandstones ana siltstones.

Pebbly or conglom

eratic beds are scarce, ana sands predominate over silts and clays.
Individual strata are lensy and in most cases extend not more than a
few miles in any one direction.

Dark volcanic detritus and lava flows

are abundant in places, and white ash beds are present at various
horizons throughout most of the formation area.

The formation consists

of three members (Repenning and Halpenny, 1951) > an upper sandy member,
a middle volcanic member, and a lower clayey member.

These three

members, sufficiently different to be readily distinguished in the
field, are described below.

The Upper Bidahochi
The strata of the upper member are composed largely of sand.
Beds of silt are intercalated with the sands in numerous exposures and,
as would be expected, are more plentiful to the south and west toward
the center of the sedimentary basin.
in occurrence.

Clay beds are few and are sporadic

A rather unusual bed of crumpled gnarly clay occurs

near the top of the south bluffs of Wide Ruin Wash a few miles east of
Tanner Springs (Figure 2, Plate 17).

About one -third of the sand beds

in the Upper Bidahochi are sufficiently cemented to be called sand
stones.

The cement in these beds is carbonate and even those beds not
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firmly cemented are quite calcareous.

Of considerable importance in all

these sands is the prominent speckling of dark-colored grains.

This

speckling is characteristic of all the coarser Bidahochi sediments, a
factor very useful in the recognition and correlation of all parts of
the formation.

Cross-stratification of the sand "beds is notable> but

not significant, except in the basal sandstone.

The cross-stratifica

tion in most cases is of the leasing channel type.

Cross-stratifica

tion dips vary considerably in direction but are preponderantly in
directions away from the adjacent highlands.
The present thickness of the Upper Bidahochi sediments varies
from section to section, due to the vagaries of erosion and to trans
gression during deposition.
Greasewood Trading Post.

The thickest section measured was near

Approximately 600 feet were measured there,

and the presence of overlying unconformable Quaternary gravel beds
indicates that some of the Bidahochi has been removed by erosion.

Any

estimate of its original thickness is largely conjectural, but, if any
considerable amount of its sediment was derived from east of Defiance
Uplift, then the upper Bidahochi alone may have reached 1000 feet in
thickness.
The dominant color of the upper Bidahochi is tan with shadings
of red and gray. The red shading is not fully realized until one com
pares a sample of Bidahochi sandstone with white sandstone from the
Chinle formation or one of the Jurassic groups.

Recognition of this

red shading is an important factor in field identification and mapping
of the upper Bidahochi.

In certain localities, as in the upland scarps
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east of Greasewood Trading Post, the color is dominantly red.
The basal sandstone of the upper Bidahochi is one of its most
persistent units.

This sandstone unit is rather coarse textured, is

well speckled with dark grains, and is invariably calcareous.

It nor

mally does not exceed 10 feet in thickness, and in a. few locations is
only one foot thick.

Cross-stratification is normally very evident and

is of the bar and channel type, with dips generally away from the
adjacent highlands, but there are important exceptions to this general
ity.
The basal sandstone has its greatest prominence in the south
east part of the Chetoh country and crops out strongly from Cheto
Mine eastward to the New Mexico border and along the Zuni River tribu
taries north of Zuni.

In this area it rests directly upon either the

Chetoh formation or the Mesozoic sediments.

In the big bend of White-

waters Creek the basal sandstone attains a thickness in excess of 200
feet.

This unusual thickness is due in large part to the considerable

relief developed there just previous to its deposition.

Excellent

exposures of the sandstone exist along the canyon walls and in the bed
of Whitewaters Creek and, as a consequence, ample opportunity is afford
ed for study of its stratigraphic structures.

The cross-bedding is

dominantly of the dune type (Figure 1, Plate 1$), with long forset beds
dipping 27 to 30 degrees eastward.

The length of the forset beds indi

cates a dune height of 20 to 30 feet.

Adjacent on the east of this

thick deposit was a contemporaneous highland.
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The channel filling in the old south pit at Cheto Mine is basal
Bidahochi.

Some of it has been partially obliterated by new excavation.

In the original west wall there existed a deeply-incised, fault-con
trolled channel and in the south side there still exists a broad open
channel.

These were both filled with a unique type of deposit, con

sisting of horizontal evenly-bedded, single-grain-thickness layers of
coarse varicolored sand interstratified with very thin layers of lightcolored fine sand and silt.

The fill is cemented in streaks by black

manganese oxide in addition to the usual carbonate.
The basal sandstone of the upper Bidahochi is persistently pre
sent northward from Sanders along the slopes of the depositional basin
and loses its identity westward where it blends with the eastward
margin of the lower Bidahochi.

Where the lower Bidahochi and Chetoh

formation are absent the basal sandstone usually grades into and blends
with the Zuni pebble zone.
Good exposures of the basal sandstone also may be seen in the
small mesa northeast of Houck, and thick massive beds crop out along
both Snake Creek and KLagetoh Wash near Wide Ruin Trading Post.

A

short distance north of Wide Ruin Trading Post, at the point where the
main road crosses KLagetoh Wash, there is an excellent exposure of the
basal sandstone with dune-type bedding (Figure 2, Plate 9 ).

The strike

of the cross-bedding is N 35 degrees W and the dip is 30 degrees NE.
The length of crossbeds indicates a dune height of approximately 20
feet.

As at Whitewaters Creek, this deposit is adjacent to a large

contemporaneous highland on the east.
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Good exposures of the basal sandstone occur along Pueblo
Colorado Wash (Figure 1, Plate 9 ) and on the highlands to the north
west.

The westernmost outcrop seen was south of Jeddito Wash about 5

miles southwest of Jeddito Trading Post.

The Volcanic Member
The volcanic member is composed of lavas and pyroclastics with
intermixed normal sediments and in the Hopi Buttes area is dominantly
of brown or gray color.

Lavas form about half the thickness of the

member in the Hopi Buttes.

On the western fringes of the outcrop area

only thick lava flows are present, but toward the eastern fringes
pyroclastics dominate and finally become the only representative material.. In this transition the size' of particles decreases and the color
becomes greenish gray.

Contrary to W illiam s (1936) the writer found

numerous large phenocrysts of biotite mica in the coarse pyroclastic
beds, particularly among the southwestern buttes.

Biotite is a common

constituent of the greenish gray tuffs along Pueblo Colorado Wash, and
is a normal minor constituent in many of the green clays of the lower
Bidahochi.

Gregory (1917 ) estimated the volcanic sequence to have a

maximum thickness of U00 feet, but according to Repenning and Irwin
(195*0 the sequence (volcanic member) reaches a maximum thickness of
100 feet.

A section measured by the writer near Cedar Springs Trading

Post shows 20 feet of lava and 12$ feet of tuff, and one measured near
Greasewood Trading Post shows 94 feet of mixed pyroclastics and clays.
From these measurements and from other observations it is believed
unlikely that the volcanic member attains a thickness greater than 150
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feet, except at small foci of eruptions.

Most notable of the volcanic

features are the diatremes, volcanic blowouts apparently caused by high
gas pressure during the early stages of eruption.

These have been ably

described by Hack (1942).
The normal sediments associated with the volcanics are clays,
silts and limestones.

The limestones are yellow, rusty, and arenaceous,

and are usually thin bedded and in many instances crinkly or vuggy.

The

easternmost occurrence of these is the marly limestone in the western
bluffs of Pueblo Colorado Wash near Sunrise Trading Post.
Near Greasewood the volcanic member is separated from the lower
member by a small erosional unconformity and a one-foot bed of gravel.
A similar unconformity, but lacking the gravel, was noticed at several
places in the Hop! Buttes area.

The Lower Bidahochi
The lower Bidahochi is composed largely of clays and silts,
banded in shades of green and red.

Each band is composed of numerous

thin beds of sediment, many of them very thin and resembling varves.
All the strata of the lower Bidahochi, except the white ash beds, are
high in carbonates, but actual limestones are absent and marls are
scarce.
to acid.

A few of the thinnest white ash beds show a slight response
In every section measured and at almost every area examined

by the writer, the bottom unit of the lower Bidahochi is a reddish brown
■
:/ ' •
..
: .
silt. In the thickest stratigraphic sections the reddish brown silt
attains a thickness of 40 feet.
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Several small erosional unconformities exist within the lower
member.

Three very noticeable ones are present in the Greasewood area

(see Greasewood section).

The uppermost unconformity there separates

the volcanic member from the lower member, and is located at the top of
a 40-foot bed of red clay.

Overlying the surface of unconformity is a

one-foot bed of sand and gravel, the components of which are quartzite
and chert.

No volcanic pebbles were seen in the samples examined.

Relief on the surface appears to be very slight.

The second unconform

ity is located at the base of a green silty clay, several feet below
the base of the red clay mentioned above.
rolling and amounted to as much as 5 feet.
material was seen along the unconformity.
located 40 feet below the second.

Relief on this surface was
No gravel or other coarse
The third unconformity is

Relief on this surface was approxi

mately 1 foot and in this case also no gravel or other coarse detritus
was seen along the unconformity.
The thickness of the lower Bidahochi varies considerably, main
ly because of the slopes and Irregularities of the basin floor upon
which the sediments were deposited.

The amount stripped off before

deposition of the volcanic member is difficult to estimate, but erosion
undoubtedly thinned the lower member, especially in the western and
southern part of the area.

Cross sections showing the thinning of the

lower member are shown in Plate 2.

The White Ash Beds
Not constituting a member of the Bidahochi, but nevertheless
worthy of equal consideration, are the white volcanic ash beds of the
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foraation.

These white ash "beds are not related to the Hopi Buttes

volcanic material either petrographically or genetically.

As pointed

out by Pirsson (Gregory 1917, P« 86) the material in the beds is very
well sorted fine volcanic glass shards, which Indicates transportation
by wind from a source a considerable distance away.

The silica con

tent of the glass is much higher and the titanium content much lower
than that of the Hopi Buttes volcanic material.

The color of the Hopi

Buttes volcanic detritus ranges from gray to yellowish brown and
greenish gray, and the deposits are generally much coarser textured and
more poorly sorted than are the white ash beds. The white ash beds are
generally compact and moderately cemented, but normally contain no
carbonates.

Most of them are sufficiently consolidated to be called

tuffs, but many beds are composed of lightly compacted glass shards.
In many instances the shard beds are intercalated with silts.

A good

example of this is the 10-foot unit of interlayered silt and shard beds
along the east side of Crazy Creek valley (Figure 1, Plate 12).
White ash beds occur at different horizons in the various
stratigraphic sections.
some do not.
lensy.

Some correlate laterally with other beds and

Like the rest of the Bidahochi units, they are quite

Five beds of ash were logged by the writer in the Greasewood

stratigraphic section (Figure 15) and a few thin beds may have been
overlooked.

All except one are located in the lower Bidahochi.

At

'

least two beds are intercalated with the upper Bidahochi sands on the
highlands north of Sunrise Trading Post.
A 5-foot bed of white tuff crops but along the east side of
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Pueblo Colorado Wash near Greasewood Trading Post, and is located stratigraphically near the top of the volcanic member.

This bed extends

from Sunrise Trading Post downwash for several miles, and may be correlative with the 4-foot bed at Tanner Springs on Wide Ruin Wash. .
Allowing for the southward tilt of the formation there is no apprecia
ble discrepancy between their respective heights above the basin floor.
As near as the writer could discern, the bed at Greasewood is not con
tinuous with the thick bed at Ganado.

An 8 mile gap in outcrop and a

considerable gap in stratigraphy and time appears to separate them.
The bed at Ganado belongs to the Chetoh formation.

A 2-foot bed of

coarse shards crops out in the upper Bidahochi sands in upper Graywater
Wash valley.
Fewer white ash beds are found in the Bidahochi sediments in
the Hopi Buttes area.

In Roberts Mesa one thin bed occurs in the upper

and one in the lower Bidahochi.

Eight miles north of Bidahochi Butte

only one 3-foot bed was noted, but the upper Bidahochi is missing there.
The ash bed north of Bidahochi Butte is compact and locally intercalated
with thin reddish brown clay beds.

Southeast of Castle Butte Trading

Post two ash beds are recognizable, but only one of these is prominent.
It is 2 feet thick and is a composite of thinner beds.
The hard white columnar material which underlies the dark lavas
in the southern Hopi Buttes area does not appear to be white ash, or at
least not the typical kind.

It more nearly conforms to descrlptions of

ignlmbrite s or welded tuffs, but no petrographic work has been done on
it.
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Bidahochl Sedimentology
The mineralogy of the Bidahochl formation is very similar to
that of the Chet oh formation and the Bidahochl no doubt in large part
is reworked Chetoh sediments.

Several slight differences occur, how

ever, and one new important mineral, green hornblende in jagged, fresh
grains, is present.

One of the differences is an increase in size

along with a decrease in percent of the colored chert grains.

In spite

of this the Bidahochl sandstones appear more sprinkled with colored
chert grains than the Chetoh sands.

The appearance is no doubt due to

the contrast caused by the larger size of the grains and the lighter
matrix in the Bidahochl sandstones. The grains are highly rounded and
spherical just as they are in the Chetoh, and an idea of their size may
be had,from Figure 2, Plate 10.

The other notable difference in the

Bidahochl mineralogy is the increase of salic volcanic grains, though
this is not everywhere true.

None were found in a sample of basal

sandstone from an outcrop 5 miles north of Sunrise Trading Post.

The

largest number ($0%) were found in the 2 mm to 1 mm fraction from the
basal sandstone at Whitewaters Creek where volcanic grains in lesser
quantities persisted right down the size range to the smallest material
examined.

These volcanic grains are in colors of red, gray, and white,

and the larger ones are generally porphyritic.

A red type with white

phenocrysts is common as is a gray one with microphenocrysts of amphibole and magnetite.

As the colors of these grains are very similar to

those of the chert and the ground masses look very similar under the
microscope, there is undoubtedly seme error in the percentages given
in the tables (Tables 28 to 35)•
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The fresh, green, jagged hornblende grains are completely
different than anything found in the Chetoh or Chuska sediments.

The

mineral much resembles fresh detrital tremolite in appearance, but its
extinction angle and refractive index are too high for tremolite.
Iddingsite, tentatively identified in the Bidahochi samples, is also
not present in the Chetoh.
Annite is present in the Bidahochi as are the ubiquitous
minerals magnet ite -Ilmen ite, zircon, zioisite-epidote, biotite, and the
isotropic gamet-periclase-spinel group.

The potash and sodic feld

spars are still plentiful, as are muscovite and quartz.

Andesine and

questionable labradorite were identified in the samples from the
Tanners Spring section.
The probable origin of most of these minerals is the same as
for those in the Chetoh, with the exception that much of the material
must have been reworked from the Chetoh.

The coarse sand grains were

undoubtedly reworked by the wind from alluvium brought down by the
intermittent, but torrential streams of the time.

Why the coarse

material was concentrated adjacent to the contemporaneous highlands
poses an interesting problem and the following hypothesis is presented
as the explanation.
and fine material.

The streams carried to the lowlands both coarse
As the wind carried it back (or onward) to the

northeast it came up against the highland barriers. There the wind
could carry the fine material up and over, but not the coarse.

Conse

quently, within a few centuries there built up at these localities
thick eolian deposits of coarse sand.

Their localization is probably
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in large part due to the presence nearby of large contemporaneous
streamways.
The jagged hornblende crystals indicate a primary origin con
temporaneous with and close to the sediments in which they are found.
They are not present in all the Bidahochi sediments, but are plentiful
in the Hopi Buttes area and in the sandstones along Whitewaters Creek.
The jagged hornblende at Whitewaters Creek most likely was washed in
from basic eruptions to the east and southeast, but could have been
wind drifted from Black Knoll and nearby vents along the Little
Colorado River.

The iddingsite was probably derived from Miocene

basalts of the lower Santa Fe formation in New Mexico (Tongking, 1957#
p. 31).
As mentioned previously, the depositional environment of the
Bidahochi was considerably different than that of the Chet oh.

Carbon

ate salts permeate all the sediments (Tables 36 , 37 and 38 ) and sodium
carbonate is one of the most plentiful.

In the lower part of the lower

Bidahochi gypsum crystals are plentiful and in the Tanner Springs-Dead
River area gypsum nodules form a discontinuous bed extending over
several square miles (Figure 1, Plate 13).

Thick local deposits of

gypsum are present in two small diatremes, one along Pueblo Colorado
Wash just west of Five Buttes and the other two miles north of Bida
hochi Butte.

These were described by Hack (1942).

The gypsum at these

locations is in crumpled encrustations intermixed with silt.

In spite

of the high carbonate content of the Bidahochi sediments, limestone
beds are not plentiful.

Marl beds extend for some distance along the
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west side of Pueblo Colorado Wash near Sunrise Trading Post, and rusty
arenaceous limestone is interbedded with the volcanic deposits, notably
in the upper Teshbito Wash valley and southwest of Cedar Springs.
stone is also present, in some diatremes.

Lime

A bed of fairly high purity

is present in a diatreme 7 miles southwest of White Cone.

Though lime

stone is not plentiful, the percent of soluble matter (Table 39) in
some of the clays is rather high and the reaction indicates that much
of it is carbonate, likely sodium carbonate.
Spectrographic analysis of leachate residues from samples of
the Bidahochi sediments near Tanner Springs (Table 4l) indicates that
soluble calcium and sodium are relatively plentiful.

With the excep

tion of a few beds, soluble magnesium is present in fair amount
throughout the formation.

Strontium is also present in fair amount.

Potassium is present in small amounts or traces in most of the samples.
Silicon is sporadically present and the amount varies considerably.
Soluble iron and aluminum were present in all but one sample tested,
but the amounts vary considerably.
Chloride and sulphate ions are present in variable amounts;
the amount of chloride ion was surprisingly great in some samples.
Carbonate ion is, of course, plentiful.

Bicarbonate ion was not tested

for, but, because of the presence of sodium in the carbonates, the pre
sence of the bicarbonate ion can be inferred with confidence.
The soluble salt content of the Bidahochi sediments has a con
siderable range (Table 40), but generally exceeds 1000 parts per
million (0.1$).

The highest amount found was in a sample of clay 115

feet above the base of the Bidahochi at the Tanner Springs section.
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This sample tested out at 19,000 parts per million (I.95&).

In the

Chetoh country this salinity is exceeded only by maxima of the Mesa
Verde (25,000 ppm), Mancos (32,000 ppm), and Chinle (52,000 ppm) for
mations.

The soluble salt survival level of plant life does not exceed

2 percent (20,000 ppm) when the soil moisture is 100 percent of capa
city, and does not exceed 0.6 percent (6,000 ppm) when the soil moisture
is at 30 percent of capacity.

As the soil moisture of much of this

country is below 30 percent of capacity for a considerable part of the
year, it can be realized that some areas of the lower Bldahochi will
not support vegetation and may be considered truly inhospitable to life.
There is ho doubt that this was also the case during the time of
deposition of these sediments.
The type clay of the Bldahochi sediments is brammallite
(sodium-illite) (Plate 36 ), with a cation exchange capacity ranging
.from 23 to 37 milli-equivalents per 100 grams of clay (Table 43) •
capacity falls in the upper half of the illite range.

This

The presence of

the high sodium content in the soluble salts of the Bldahochi sediments
accounts for the formation of brammallite rather than normal illite.
This high sodium content may account for the fact that there was no
conversion of the white ash in the Bldahochi sediments to montmorillonite.

By its high concentration it may have obstructed the leaching

of the sodium and potassium from the volcanic glass, which process
would be one of the first chemical reactions to take place.
All the evidence gathered for this thesis indicates rather
conclusively that the Bldahochi began with a very arid climate and a
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very saline environment.

This condition gradually alleviated until at

the beginning of upper Bidahochi time the salts may have been suffi
ciently dilute to allow some invertebrate life, though this is doubtful.
Reagan (1932) reported finding Unio, Liranaea, and Planorbis in a crumbly
gypsiferous marl bed at White Cone, and Stirton (1936) reported the
finding of beaver remains at White Cone.

However, as any conditions

sufficiently saline to precipitate gypsum would not tolerate such ani
mal life, it is likely that all these remains were washed down to their
present location by some stream.

The sane stream was probably respon

sible for the deposition of the cross-bedded gray cinder-conglomerate
in the cliffs at Sunrise Trading Post.

The stream inferred would need

to originate at an elevation wheie rainfall and lack of evaporation
permitted a much less saline environment throughout a good part of its
course.

Because of the position of the sediments the writer believes

that this stream originated to the northwest, probably on the ancient
northward extension of the Chuska Mountains at a high elevation and
under conditions of greater rainfall than at present.
Because of the evaporation conditions required for the deposi
tion of gypsum and because of the high sodium content of the sediments
the writer believes that the Bidahochi sedimentary basin was, until
late Bidahochi time, essentially without exterior drainage.

If the

area ever was previously part of the Little Colorado River drainage
system, it ceased for a while at least to be so, and could not have
become part of the present system until late Bidahochi tine.
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Mechanical analyses of the Bidahochi sediments divulged some
interesting information.

The cumulative curves are quite variable,

some because of the different kinds of sediment from which the samples
were taken. Comparing only those that came from sandstones, there still
are three types of curve (Figure 30).

Curve W is a constant-sloped

curve representing a fairly even gradation of coarse sand.

The sedi

mentary structure of this deposit is strong eolian cross-bedding.
Curve TS-24 is very similar to curve W, except for the extra flexure at
the top.

The sample is from the lower part of the upper Bidahochi and

the structure of the deposit indicates flood plain or playa type depo
sition, with lensing silt and sandstone beds.

The material is

apparently fluvially reworked eolian sands.

Curves GR-li, GR-3^, STP,

and JTP are all variants of the same curve.

Gradation in these sedi

ments is good in the coarser sizes, but quickly changes; the remainder
of the sediment in each case is well sorted and gives a constant slop
ing steep curve.

The deposits represented by these curves all belong

to the lower Bidahochi and are either silts or sand beds.

The varia

bility of the lower parts of the curves is attributed to strong local
contribution of coarse material, probably from the Mesa Verde sand
stone of Black Mesa.

The one clay sample analyzed, TS-14, represents

a steep even-sloping curve as would be expected.

Areal Extent of the Bidahochi
By the natural circumstances of deposition and stratigraphic po
sition the upper member of the Bidahochi overlaps the volcanic and lower
members at the edges of the sedimentary basin. Its thickness at the
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north and east edges of the basin indicates that it also undoubtedly
covered the central part of the basin and that it was therefore the
most extensive of the three members.

The larger part of

a

I 1 three

members has been removed by erosion, and there now remains scarcely
half of the original sediments.

Over much of the outcrop area the

upper member has been stripped off, leaving large portions of the lower
and volcanic members still in place.

In spite of this differential

stripping, the upper member unquestionably still has the greatest ex
tent of the three.

It is present over most of the area from Breezy

Waters Valley northward to Salakai Mesa and from Pueblo Colorado Wash
eastward to Defiance Uplift and southward to the Puerco River Valley.
South of Puerco River remnants of the upper member are partially ob
scured by Quaternary sediments, but apparently do not extend far west
of Red Mound.

From lower Whitewaters Creek the upper member extends

southeastward beneath the Quaternary sediments to the Zuni River
Valley.
Lavas of the volcanic member form the caps and plugs of the
Hopi Buttes and consequently the volcanic member is most prominent
there.

From the Hopi Buttes the volcanic member "extends northeastward

under Robert Mesa to Steamboat Springs, where.it pinches out against
the hurled erosion scarps of the Mesozoic rocks.
hut a few miles beyond Pueblo Colorado Wash.

Eastward it extends

It is not present in the

bluffs of Wide Ruin Wash nor any of its north tributaries.

Gregory

(1917, p. 85 ) mentions lenses of ash in the bluffs of Wide Ruin Wash,
but was undoubtedly referring to the white vitric ash, which is not an
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inherent part of the volcanic member.

Southward, the volcanic member

extends to the remnant of lava-capping at Painted Desert Inn.

The

original southward and westward extension of the volcanic member is
largely conjectural.

It may have been continuous with the older

Mogollon Plateau lavas to the south, and westward it may have extended
to Giant's Chair on Polacca Wash.

It is apparent that it was blocked in

its northeastward deposition by the Mesozoic erosion scarps and by
Ganado Monocline, for no dark volcanic detritus is present in the sedi
ments on top of Ganado Mesa, nor in the sediments exposed, in the bluffs
of Pueblo Colorado Wash Just south of Ganado.
The lower member of the Bidahochi is present beneath the vol
canic member throughout most of the Hop! Buttes area, and pinches out
against the erosional scarps of the Mesozoic rocks short of the vol
canic member's limits on the west and north.

It is not present in the

most westerly of the lava-capped Hop! Buttes, and along Pueblo Colorado
Wash it pinches out just up-wash from Sunrise Trading Post.

Eastward

and southward it extends well beyond the limits of the volcanic member.
Along Wide Ruin Wash it pinches out approximately five miles east of
Tanner Springs.

Farther south its pinchout is inferred to be a mile or

so east of Crazy Creek.

South of the Puerco River, in Hardscrabble

Mesa, its pinchout is inferred to be 10 miles west of Highway 666.

A

line connecting these points trends from Hardscrabble Mesa roughly 20
degrees west of north to Sunrise Trading Post.

This eastern pinchout

was partly controlled by the slope of the depositional basin and partly
by transgression of the sandy sediments of the upper member.
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West of Hardscrabble Mesa the southernmost outcrop of the lower
member Is In the north bluffs of the Puerco Elver valley south of
Painted Desert Inn.

Presumably the southern fringe of the Tertiary

basin, which Is believed by Repenning and Irwin

(1 9 5 k,

p. l82l) to have

been located somewhere along the Mogollon Plateau, contained much
coarse conglomeratic sediment.

Seemingly all of the coarse sediments

have been eroded away, and only remnants of what may be the lower
clayey member are preserved beneath the later lava capping.

The coarse

gravels near Aripine may belong to the Bidahochi, but the constituents
of the gravel and their resemblance to those of the Zuni pebble zone
points to a somewhat greater age.
Fifty miles south of the Chetoh country in Escudilia Mountain
are coarse conglomerates underlain by lacustrine sediments.

On the

basis of general appearance and lithology, the lacustrine sediments
appear to correlate with the lower Bidahochi; the overlying gravels are
likely of Quaternary age.

Correlative Foimations
The Santa Fe formation of new Mexico (Bryan and McCann, 1938;
Bryan, 1938; Wright, 195*0 > eastern contemporary of the Chetoh country
Tertiary deposits, contains an upper buff member (Bryan and McCann,
1938) which bears a marked lithologic similarity to the Bidahochi form
ation.
age.

It is generally conceded that the upper member is of Pliocene
The Santa Fe is considered by these workers to be of playa origin.

Numerous minor unconformities in the Bidahochi sediments, together with
the high soluble salt content of the silts anfl clays suggests a playa
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condition for the deposition of the Bidahochi formation.

The distribu

tion and character of the stratigraphic units tends further to support
this concept.
The Hinsdale formation of the San Juan Mountains is of Pliocene
age (Cross and Larsen, 1935) and extends down into northern New Mexico
where at elevations around 9000 feet it becomes largely sedimentary in
character.
The Sevier River formation (Callaghan, 1938) and the Parunuweap
formation (Gregory, 1945) are both considered to be of Pliocene age and
therefore must be correlative with the Bidahochi formation.

These form

ations are confined to the large valleys in the high plateaus of Utah,
at elevations above 6,000 feet.
West of the Colorado Plateau in the Muddy Mountains Longwell
(1928) has described sediments of possible Pliocene age, the Muddy Creek
formation, which therefore may be correlative with the Bidahochi.

Many

other basins along the south and west edges of the Colorado Plateau
contain sediments of Pliocene age (Gilbert, l875> Plafker, 1956).
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The Quaternary Period

Previous Work

At least eight workers have made substantial contributions to
the Quaternary stratigraphy of the southern Colorado Plateau region.
In 1938 McCann in his paper on the Zuni Erosion Surface described some
Quaternary deposits overlying Tertiary sediments near the head of
Whitewaters Creek in New Mexico.

In 1939 Bryan and McCann described

some of the pediment deposits and Quaternary lava flows in the Rio
Puerco^* area, east of the Zuni Uplift, and in 1946 H. E. Wright con
tributed additional Information on the Quaternary deposits of the Rio
Puerco country.
From 1939 to 1942 Hack wrote several papers on the Quaternary
valley fills in the Navajo country.

In the larger washes there he

recognized three fill stages which he named, in the order of decreas
ing age, Jeddito fill, Tsegl fill, and Naha fill.
In 1946 Longwell brought out his very significant paper on the.
age of the Colorado River, in which he described the Quaternary
Chemehuevis beds west of the Plateau.
In 1948 Kbons wrote a short article describing the high gravel
deposits of the Hualpai Indian Reservation country.

He described two

types of deposits and named them Robber's Roost gravel and Blue
Mountain gravel, respectively.

The Blue Mountain gravel may be

The Rio Puerco of New Mexico is a different stream than the
Puerco River of Arizona and New Mexico.

Pliocene or Miocene in age, but the Robber’s Roost gravel is more
likely of Pleistocene age.
In 1951 Leopold and Snyder published a good description of the
Quaternary formations near Gallup, New Mexico.

They recognized two

fill stages and gave to the older fill the name Gamerco formation and
to the younger fill the name Nakaibito formation.
The papers by Hack (1939 to 1942) and the paper by Leopold and
Snyder (1951) are probably the best contributions to the Quaternary
stratigraphy of the southern Plateau and were of the most help in
unravelling the Quaternary stratigraphy of the Chetoh country.
Additional contributions were made by Reagan (1932) in his
paper on the Fort Apache sediments and by Price'-(1950 ) in a paper on
the Sycamore Canyon gravels.
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General Character of the Deposits

The Quaternary epoch in the Chetoh country is represented by
four groups of sediments.

They are, from oldest to youngest:

(l) the

High Mesa fill, (2) the Gamerco formation (early valley fill stage),
(3) the Jeddito fill (late valley fill stage), and (4) the Naha fill
(present valley floor deposits).

The characteristics of the four

groups vary just sufficiently to enable one to segregate them with some
degree of certainty.

The High Mesa fill has a diversified stratigraphy

and is dominantly light gray to tan, though light rusty red at its
base; the Gamerco formation is composed largely of brown and reddish
gray sands with lenses of pebbles; the Jeddito fill is mostly gravel
and sand and is ochre yellow to grayish yellow in color; the Naha fill
is composed mainly of silt and sand and is dull red to brown in color.
Gravel is a prominent constituent only in the Gamerco formation
and the Jeddito fill, but it does form local beds and channel fillings
in the other two.

In all of the fills clay is a minor constituent, and,

in general, few dominantly clayey beds were seen.

An exception is the

group of clay beds in the Jeddito fill exposed in the railroad cut at
Querino.
All the Quaternary sediments tested were calcareous, including
the present stream deposits.

Caliche, disseminated and in beds, is a

common component of the High Mesa and Jeddito fills, some deposits of
which are capped by caliche-cemented gravel.
Volcanic cinders and lava flows of the Quaternary epoch are
plentiful in the lands bordering the thesis area, but only those on the
south side extend into it.
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The High Mesa fill rests on a broad and irregular erosion sur
face developed on various strata extending in age from Jurassic to late
Tertiary.

On Hardscrabble and Padres mesas the fill rests largely on

Tertiary sediments.

Along the south edge of Hardscrabble Mesa and on

Moenkopi Mesa the fill rests mainly on Jurassic sediments.

In the

KLagetoh Highland area it rests on sediments ranging from late Tertiary
to Permian.

The surface is herein assigned the name Navajo Erosion

Surface due to its marked development throughout the Navajo country.
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Stratigraphy
The High Mesa Fill
The name High Mesa fill is herein assigned to a group of
gravelly sediments which cap a number of the higher mesas and slopes
of the Little Colorado River drainage basin.

So far as is known these

sediments have not previously been separated and described, though
Barrel and Eckel (1939* P« 49; see also Plate l) assigned the name
"High-level Gravels" to coarse alluvium, which they inferred to be of
possible Quaternary age, on the Mogollon Plateau.

Most of the known

High Mesa fill deposits are located north of the Little Colorado, but
at least one deposit and possibly others south of the Little Colorado
belong to this age.

Because of their much higher elevation and very

different geomorphic aspect, these sediments are believed to greatly
predate the Jeddito fill of Hack (1942) in the Hopi country and the
Gamerco formation of Leopold and Snyder (1951) near Gallup, New Mexico.
The largest deposit of High Mesa fill investigated has a
maximum thickness of over 350 feet and forms most of Hardscrabble Mesa.
This one deposit covers at least
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square miles and may cover some

areas in the Gallup Basin not included by McCann (1938) in his
Quaternary deposits.

Three stratigraphic sections of the High Mesa

fill of Hardscrabble Mesa were measured on the bluffs at the north edge
of the mesa.

From east to west these are the Roberts Ranch section,

Highway 666 section, and Nine Mile Hill section (Figures 20, 21 and
22).

None of these sections is complete; two have incomplete exposures

of the beds at the bottom and the other has been eroded off at the top.
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The character of the fill is shown "by the sections presented.

The

sediments are predominantly sandy, hut contain a high proportion of
silt, both as admixture and as beds.

Clay is a minor stratigraphic

component, but is an important constituent of most of the strata.
Gravel beds are present in the upper part of both the Roberts Ranch and
Highway 666 sections, but are entirely missing from the Nine Mile Hill
section, due to erosion.
in the upper strata.
numerous places.

Caliche is an important component, especially

The base of the High Mesa fill is exposed at

Some of the best exposures are at Nine Mile Hill, at

Cheto Mine, at the gravel pit a mile northwest of the old Chambers Clay
Mine, and in the bluffs of the washes west of the mine.

Some of the

alluvium overlying the Chinle formation on the besa between Dead River
and Lithodendron Wash is High Mesa fill.

An excellent exposure showing

its relation to the Chinle, the Bidahochi and the lava cap at Painted
Desert Inn may be seen at the southeast corner of the lava cap (Figure
2, Plate 19).
The channel fillings at Cheto Mine are varied and interesting.
The channels are generally steep-sided and are cut through the Bida
hochi and deeply into the underlying Chetoh sediments.

The channels

were subsequently aggraded, beginning with sands and in some cases
followed by coarse gravel.

The north side channels present the great

est variety.of sediments and show repeated cutting and filling.
channel began its aggradation with fine tan silty sands.
cut and the channel backfilled with fine red sand.

One

These were

This in turn was

channelled and over it was deposited more fine tan silty sand.

The
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surface of the tan silty sand was scoured off and on it was laid coarse
houldery gravel intermixed with sand.

Slumping or faulting in a north-

south direction took place, before deposition of this layer was com
plete.

The effects of this were quickly buried by the continued gravel

deposition.

The top of the deposit has been eroded off and

over-

lain by the younger Gamerco formation.
Farther north, much of the High Mesa fill has been removed by
erosion and only 13 feet of it are present at the top of the Padres
Mesa scarp near Tanner Springs.

The sediments remaining consist mostly

of gravel and sand beds streaked with caliche.
Padres Mesa scarp the formation becomes thicker.

Farther east along the
Large areas of the

highland south and southwest of Pine Springs Trading Post are covered
by gravelly High Mesa fill and a large area on the highlands between
KLagetoh and Ganado is likewise covered by it.

The thicknesses in these

areas could not be determined, but are estimated to exceed $0 feet in
some of the ridge cappings.

A few of the gravel deposits are quite

coarse and cobbles of De Chelly sandstone form the dominant component.
West and north of the thesis area are other deposits of High
Mesa fill.

Caliche cemented, gravels believed by the writer to be of

this stage are reported to occur on the highlands northeast of Jeddito
Trading Post.

In the mesa region northwest of the thesis area is a

broad area of High Mesa fill.
subdivision of Black Mesa.

It caps most of Moenkopi Plateau, a

This deposit consists mostly of silts,

sands and gravels, derived largely from Mesozoic sediments, and con
tains numerous redeposited Mesozoic invertebrate fossils.

In most
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outcrops the deposit is capped by a layer of coarse gravel cemented
with caliche.

Some cobbles of quartzite, chert, and petrified wood are

scattered throughout the deposit and similar constituents form a gravel
bed at the base of the deposit.

This deposit was originally described

by Gregory (1917* p. 12l) and was more recently mapped by the U. S.
Geol. Survey (Oil and Gas Investigations map OM 14$, 1953)•
an area of at least 160 square miles.

It covers

Similar deposits cover parts of

Kaibito Plateau to the north and cap Middle Mesa near Tonalea Trading
Post.

A graphic section of the fill near Gold Tooth Trading Post on

Moenkopi Plateau is shown in Figure 26.
At least one deposit south of the Little Colorado River is
believed to belong to the High Mesa fill stage.

This deposit is known

as the Concho gravels and is best exposed in the highway cuts east of
the settlement of Concho.

The Concho gravels consist of inter-strati

fied coarse sands and gravels overlying a group of reddish-tan silts
and sands.

A complete section was not obtained, but the deposit is

estimated to be at least 200 feet thick.

The lower beds show deforma

tion and are tilted 10° to 15° to the southeast.

Late Pleistocene or

Recent basalt flows, emplaced subsequent to a period of vigorous
erosion, overlap much of the deposit.

The gravels contain numerous

cobbles of metamorphic rock, and both salic and basic volcanic rocks.
The salic volcanic constituents are largely red, gray and black welded
tuffs.
Adjacent to Defiance Uplift, channels at the base of the High
Mesa fill normally contain abundant coarse gravel.

At Cheto Mine the
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gravel components are largely coarse fragments of Bidahochi sandstone.
The other principal constituents are Mesozoic sandstones and lime
stones.

A few subrounded cobbles of both basic and salic Tertiary lava

are present, as are sparse subrounded cobbles of red granite.

The

deposit contains numerous fragments of reworked Mesozoic vertebrate
bones as well as a few bone fragments of much later age.

The age of

the deposit, and hence the age of the High Mesa fill in the thesis area
is based on a few fragments of Pleistocene horse teeth (Dr. John F.
Lance, personal communication) found by the writer in this deposit.
The relationship between the Chet oh formation, the High Mesa fill, and
the later Gamerco formation can be seen in Figure 1, Plate 19•
The sedimentary minerals of the High Mesa fill differ little
from the preceding Chetoh and Bidahochi sediments except for the
presence of iddingsite and some cummingtonite, and apatite from Hard
scrabble Mesa and Cheto Mine.

The cummingtonite was found in a sample

of black sand from a bed near the bottom of the Highway 666 section.
As the sands in the sediments come in large part from the east, the
cummingtonite might be used to identify the volcanic rocks from which
some of the sediments were derived.

The iddingsite undoubtedly c a m

from the late Tertiary volcanic rocks of western New Mexico (Tonking,
1957, P* 3l) and the cummingtonite might, have come from the earlier New
Mexico volcanics in the same area.

The apatite was found in a sample

from the thin conglomerate bed near the base of the Highway 666 section
and a sample from a channel in the old south pit at Cheto Mine.
probably came from pre-Cambrian granite of the Zuni Uplift.

It

The High
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Mesa fill contains abundant chert and salic volcanic rock grains, well
rounded, spherical and in large sizes (Tables 52 to 56 ).

It also con

tains a large amount of muscovite and appreciable amounts of feldspar
and quartz.

The High Mesa Fill sediments show considerable variation

in their heavy mineral content.

Tourmaline is absent from the coarse

sand near the top of the Highway 666 section and from the tan sand in
old channel fillings of the north pits at Cheto Mine.

Biotite is mis

sing from all but the thin conglomerate bed near the base of the
Highway 666 section, and garnet is missing from the Klagetoh Highland
sediments.
In general, the High Mesa fill sediments contain some carbon
ates, the channel sediments at Cheto Mine being the only ones found
non-reactive to the test.

The environment could not have been as arid

as the preceding Bidahochi epoch, however, for no saline deposits were
encountered and the well water from these sediments is usually soft and
potable.

The carbonate may be largely Na ECOg.

Caliche beds are

present near the top of the fonnation at Hardscrabble Mesa, but are
largely absent below a depth of 60 feet.

Calcareous sandstones occur

at scattered horizons throughout the sediments, but sodium is evidently
present in sufficient quantity to keep the water reasonably soft.
The most significant feature of the High Mesa fill sediments is
their gravel content.

Pebble counts were made at several places and

selected samples of various types were taken (Tables 44 to 51 , and
Plate 3) •

Three important constituents are immediately apparent:

the

Tertiary sandstone boulders, the volcanic cobbles, and the red granite
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cobbles. The Tertiary sandstone, of course, came from the Chetoh and
Bldahochi sediments nearby or but a short distance to the east.

These

point to, but are not conclusive evidence of, a post-Bidahochi age for
these sediments.

It is the stratigraphic relationships and the presence

of Pleistocene horse teeth at the Gheto Mine exposures that makes the
Pleistocene age of the High Mesa fill indisputable.
cobbles are of both basic and salic types.

The volcanic

The salic types are such

as might corns from Mount Taylor to the east or the Datil field to the
Southeast.

The basic types probably also came from the east for,

although there were volcanic remnants of Bldahochi age to the north
west and west, all geomorphic evidence points to the likelihood that
the streams .of High Mesa fill time in this area originated to the
.feast.

There is rather clear cut geomorphic evidence that at least one

of these streams crossed Zuni Uplift from the vicinity of Mount Taylor.
The dense, brighter colored, porphyritic salic rock types must have
originated to the southeast, probably from a reworking of the Datil
formation lavas and conglomerates (Winchester, 1920).

The Datil con

glomerates in turn probably derived most of their volcanic and their
plutonic constituents from the Mogollon Mountains (Ferguson, 1927 ) and
San Francisco Mountains to the south.

Their metamorphic constituents

must have come from ancient highlands still farther to the south or
southeast.

The granite in the High Mesa fill gravels undoubtedly case

from the plutonic core of Zuni Uplift.

Both the cobbles and the core

rock are red pre-Cambrian granite of varying grain size, much of which
has a definite linear structure.

Many of the granite cobbles are
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subangular to subrounded which indicates hut a short distance of trans
portation.

Furthermore, with the exception of the Concho deposit,

granite cobbles are found only in the area west of the Zuni Mountains.
The deposits on Padres Mesa, Klagetoh Highland, and Moenkopi Plateau do
not contain any granite constituents.

The only other granite outcrop

in the Chetoh country is the one recently discovered at Hunter* s Point
by University of Arizona field camp personnel.

This could not have

contributed the granite to the High Mesa Fill deposits, because (l) it
is almost too low in elevation, (2 ) no granite fragments are present in
later gravel deposits along Black Creek, and (3) the Hunter’s Point
granite is accompanied by a quartzite and schist which also would have
shown up as constituents in the High Mesa fill.

It is unlikely that

the granite could have come from the Mogollon Rim country because, by
High Mesa fill time the Little Colorado River system was well estab
lished and the granite material could not have been carried across it.
The coarse gravel at the base of the High Mesa fill in the
vicinity of Cheto Mine is characterized by very coarse subrounded
blocks of Tertiary sandstone as large as 2 feet in long diameter.
These were found in the channels at Cheto Mine (Figure 1, Plate 19 ) and
in an exposure just east of Red Mound.
The basal gravels of the Chetoh formation, the Bidahochi for
mation, and the High Mesa fill may all be seen and compared in the
vicinity of Red Mound.

Gravel, composed largely of quartzites, chert.

Tertiary sandstone, and granite, caps the mesa south of upper Whitewaters Creek near Cheechilgetho Trading Post.
thought that these might be of Pleistocene age.

McCann (1938, p. 270 )
Gravel, consisting
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largely of rounded Tertiary sandstone pebbles, forms numerous lenses
in the High Mesa fill near Roberts* Ranch southeast of the Cheto Mine.
Gravel beds are scarce west of Highway 666, but stray cobbles of
Tertiary calcareous sandstone, salic and basic lavas, and granite are
scattered about over the freshly eroded slopes.

Pebbles of chert and

quartzite form lenses in a coarse sand bed 110 feet from the top of
the bluff at the Highway 666 section.

A thin bed of conglomerate near

the base of the section contains in order of abundance:

Tertiary

sandstone and concretions, older sedimentary rocks, chert, gray salic
volcanic rocks, quartzite, granite, petrified wood, and bone fragments
(Table 46).

The basal conglomerate of the High Mesa fill is not

exposed along the north side of Hardscrabble Mesa.
The constituents in the Concho gravel in order of abundance
are:

quartzite, welded tuff, rhyolite, red granite, basalt, andesite,

homfels, and Tertiary sandstone.

The finer sediments beneath the

upper coarse gravel may be somewhat older than the gravel, but the
reconnaissance nature of the work in this area did not permit suffi
cient study to attempt differentiation.

The material in the Concho

gravel originated in mountains to the south and southeast.

Much of it

is undoubtedly reworked, but the dark lava constituents, which in
places are much more plentiful than the pebble count indicated, are
very likely of primary origin..
The Pleistocene (High Mesa fill) deposits on Moenkopi Mesa
were first described by Gregory (1917, p. 121).

Gravel exists as

terrace deposits along Moenkopi Wash and on Moenkopi Mesa at three
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elevations.

Gregory gives the elevation of the uppermost deposit as

51+00 feet, hut deposits spread out upon the surface of the plateau
reach elevations of $800 feet and higher.

Of these high gravels

Gregory states (p. 12l), "The pebbles composing the bed are both
rounded and angular in form, and vary in size from small marbles to
boulders and slabs 1 foot to 1+ feet long in diameter."
following composition:

Most abundant (40$) —

gray sandstone; next most abundant —

He gave the

fragments of brown and

pebbles of quartz and quartzite,

white, black, red, yellow, mottled and banded; least abundant —
limonite concretions, blue limestone, gray shale, red chert, and rare
igneous fragments.

The sandstone, shale, and limestone are from the

Mesa Verde, Dakota, and Morrison formations and the igneous rock is
most likely from the ancient deposits around Wildcat Peak to the north
west.

The metamorphic and quartzose rocks are reworked gravel from

early Tertiary formations.
Dakota formation are common.

Reworked invertebrate fossils from the
A deposit at Gold Tooth Trading Post

examined in detail by the writer is shown in Figure 26.

The deposit

is 60 feet thick and is composed largely of silt and sandy clay beds,
but contains a prominent gravel bed at the base and is capped by an 8
foot bed of coarse subangular gravel, cemented with caliche.

The

coarse gravel bed is the equivalent of those described by Gregory and
probably represents a late downcutting stage of the High Mesa fill
sedimentation.

Gregory inferred a correlation of the Moenkopi deposits

with gravel deposits on the Kaibito Plateau to the north.
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There are two reasons for including the Moenkopi Plateau
deposits in the High Mesa fill group.

One is their topographic and

geomorphic relationships; the other is the coarse hlocky character of
the chief gravel constituent.

This is characteristic of the gravels at

the "base of the High Mesa fill in the south and for that reason the
underlying silts at Gold Tooth could "be older, perhaps Bidahochi,
sediments.
Mechanical analysis of the High Mesa fill sands showed that they
are consistently well sorted and poorly graded (Figure 3l)•

Although

some of the cumulative curves show more slope than others they all
present rather constant slopes over a short size range.

As the strata

are chiefly of alluvial origin, it is inferred from the analyses that
they are reworked eolian sands derived largely from the Chetoh and
Bidahochi formations.
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The Gamerco Formation
Leopold and Snyder (1951) gave the name, Gamerco formation, to
a group of reddish "brown sand "beds forming an old fill stage in the
Puerco River valley at Gallup, New Mexico.

The formation there has

well developed caliche concretions and layers, and a well developed
soil at the top.

The sand grades downward to fine gravel, partly

cemented with caliche.

In the Chetoh country certain deposits of the

High Mesa fill fit this description closely, "but a correlation of the
High Mesa fill with the Gamerco formation is objectionable on topo
graphic and geomorphic grounds.

At Gallup the base of the High Mesa

fill would be several hundred feet above the top of the Gamerco form
ation, and the Puerco River valley, in which the Gamerco formation
rests, was not yet formed at the time that High Mesa alluviation
ceased.

Indeed, the Puerco River was superimposed from the High Mesa

fill sediments upon the rocks from which the valley is cut.
The Gamerco formation appears to have been largely stripped out
of the Puerco River valley west of Gallup by later stages of vigorous
erosion.

No recognizable Gamerco beds were seen along the main valley

east of Black Creek.

On the west side of Black Creek valley near its

junction with Puerco River valley is a rather extensive deposit of
sediments that fit the descriptions of the Gamerco beds.

This deposit

is about a hundred feet above the present valley floor and extends
intermittently along the north side of Puerco River valley for several
miles.

"

On the south side of Puerco River valley westward from the mouth

of Whitewaters Creek are extensive deposits of Gamerco formation extend
ing southward across country to the foot of Hardscrabble Mesa.

These
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deposits have considerable depth and obscure the ridges and vales cut in
the older formations.

The relationship of the Gamerco to the older

formations at Cheto Mine are shown in Figure 1, Plate 19 and in Figure
1, Plate 21.

An interesting feature of the vale fillings exposed in

the north clay pits of Cheto Mine is the presence of a dark charcoaly
layer at the base of the fillings.

A similar dark carbon layer is

exposed in washes cut into the Gamerco formation opposite the mouth of
Black Creek.
On Hardscrabble Mesa Gamerco foimation fills many of the present
valleys to considerable depth.

Several beheaded vales filled with

Gamerco sands are exposed in the bluff along the north side of the
mesa.

A 17-foot layer of well developed brown soil with a dark carbon

layer and pebbles at its base caps the Highway 666 stratigraphic sec
tion.

This material is believed to be Gamerco formation, and is

characterized by distinct vertical jointing.
From Dead River westward along the north side of Puerco River
valley almost to Holbrook the interfluve mesa is largely capped with
Gamerco formation.

Two miles west of the lava cap at Painted Desert

Inn is an excellent section of the formation exposed in the bluff over
looking Lithodendron Wash (see Figure 25).

South of the Petrified

Forest National Monument Highway 260 cuts through Gamerco sands and
silts of the interfluve mesas from Milky Wash south almost to Beaver
Dam Wash.

The finer interfluve deposits north of the Little Colorado

River from Cottonwood Wash west through Joseph City to Winslow are
believed to be part of the Gamerco formation even though they are
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more silty and clayey than the normal Gamerco deposits.
There is little recognizable Gamerco fill along Wide Ruin Wash
except along the Snake Creek tributary.

Coarse veil rounded sands with

pebble lenses form many lov hills along the south side of the creek and
fill a broad open valley extending southward to Puerco River.
sands are presently being mined for various uses.

These

Farther north, in the

broad open Ganado Wash valley above Ganado, are extensive deposits of
interbedded silts, sands, and gravels of Gamerco age.

These deposits

are red to brownish gray and contain streaks of Caliche.

Red silts

belonging to this same group cover the top of Ganado Mesa and cap some
of the ridges on the west side of Pueblo Colorado Wash west of Ganado
Mesa.

Fragments of a large Proboscidian tusk were found in a gravel

pit in these sediments east of Ganado, but the age of the tusk could
not be deteimined.
In the lower part of Pueblo Colorado valley 20 to 30 feet of
reddish interstratified silts, sands and gravels cap the broad low
interfluve mesas.

These are tentatively assigned to the Gamerco form

ation rather than the Jeddito fill, in spite of the coarseness of the
gravel, and are believed to be the downstream equivalent of the red
sands and gravels east of Ganado.

Good exposures may be seen in the

road cuts between Cottonwood Wash and Holbrook.

Northwest of the

thesis area Gamerco age deposits form the terraces along Moenkopi Wash.
The mineralogy of the Gamerco formation (Table 58 ) is essen
tially that of the preceding formations, indicating that the source of
the material is late Tertiary and High Mesa fill sediments.

Chert is

still dominant, as indicated by the thick speckling of coarse, colored
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grains.

ladingsite is present in fairly large amount, but none of the

primary minerals from which it might have originated are present.
Green hornblende is present, but none of it is of the jagged type found
in the Bidahochi sediments.

The ladings ite probably came from a north

ward extension of the La Jara Peak member of the Datil formation
(Tongking, 1957* P» 31)•

No pebble counts of the Gamerco gravel lenses

were made, but field observations revealed only quartzite and chert
pebbles.

The dark charcoally layer is interpreted to mean that the

vegetation of the land was completely burned off, probably at the time
of the late volcanic outbursts.

This left the land open to wind and

water erosion which in turn produced the fill stage.
Only one sample of the Gamerco formation was mechanically
analyzed.

It presents a classic 8 -type cumulative curve (Figure 32)

that is indicative of pure alluvial origin.
the valley fill nature of the deposit.

This is in agreement with

Considering the fact that the

sediments' are reworked from older formations, sorting is at a minimum
and gradation is good.
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The Jeddito Fill
The Jeddito fill was named and described by Hack (1939) at its
type location in Jeddito Wash northwest of the Hopi Buttes.

He describ- -

ed it as a deposit of yellow to russet sands with some coarse gravel
and clay beds, and considered it the oldest of the alluvial stages
found there.

The Jeddito fill of the Chetoh country was largely con

fined to the inner part of the principal valleys and most of that has
been eroded away.

The texture varies considerably in some deposits,

but in most deposits it ranges from sand to boulders.

The color of the

sands and finer sediments is dominantly yellowish or rusty and persists
in widely separated deposits throughout the Little Colorado drainage
basin.

The color of the gravel varies with the dominant components.

Along the Puerco River the gravel is mostly yellowish like the sands
and in places is composed largely of Mesozoic and late Paleozoic sand
stones.

Cobbles of Tertiary lava and sandstone and of red granite

appear to be lacking along Puerco River and the absence of these con
stituents in the Jeddito fill there is one of the principal differ
ences between it and the earlier High Mesa fill.

In places the gravel

beds are stained and partially cemented with iron and manganese oxides.
Good exposures exist at the Lupton gravel pit, at a pit one mile west
of Sanders and at several points between Navajo and Adamana.

At Lupton

the fill extended at least 150 feet above the present valley floor.
In upper Pueblo Colorado valley good exposures of the Jeddito
fill, lightly cemented with caliche, may be seen where the small hills
near Greasewood Trading Post are transected by the El Paso Natural Gas
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pipeline. The components are largely of Tertiary, Mesozoic, and late
Paleozoic sandstones.

Along the west slope of Defiance Uplift coarse

houndery detritus of Jeddito age fills an old north-south valley
developed along the Mesozoic-Paleozoic contact east of KLagetoh Wash.
The boulders are all from the De Chelly sandstone. . Similar material,
largely reworked, forms terraces along KLagetoh Wash and along Wide
Ruin Wash for a few miles below the mouth of KLagetoh Wash.

Farther

north, coarse gravelly deposits of Jeddito age form deposits along
Ganado Wash near Ganado Reservoir.
South of Petrified Forest Monument, Highway 260 transects
yellowish-gray, lightly-cemented Jeddito gravels which cap some of the
low mesas northcf the Little Colorado River, as far north as Milky
Wash.

Some of these deposits are more them 30 feet thick.

Five to

ten miles south of Holbrook are deposits of yellowish colored, weakly
cemented gravels of Jeddito age.

The gravels are generally medium

textured and composed largely of quartzites with scattered cobbles of
chert, gneiss, and salic volcanic rocks.

The thickness of the deposits

is quite variable, but probably does not exceed $0 feet.

Exposures in

one gravel pit show strong cross-bedding with dips predominantly to the
.northeast (Figure 2, Plate 22). The extent of these gravels is not
known, but their elevation is approximately 300 feet above the Little
Colorado River.

Two large deposits of Jeddito fill occur northwest of

the thesis area near the town of Leupp.

One of these is 30 miles north

west of Leupp and caps the low mesa between Polacca and Oraibi washes.
The other is 25 miles downriver from Leupp near Black Falls and extends
in a long ridge from the river back to the edge of Ward Terrace.
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One of the most interesting deposits of Jeddito fill is that
exposed in the Santa Fe Railroad cut opposite the mouth of Querino
At this exposure 10 feet of rusty gravel overlies 65 feet of

Canyon.

thin-bedded, rusty, yellow sands and silts, interbedded with bluishgray clays.

A prominent intraformational unconformity disrupts the

stratigraphic continuity on the north side of the cut.

Near the east

end of the cut the beds are crumpled by what is presumed to be soft
rock deformation.

Two unusual features of this deposit are the pres

ence of numerous clay strata, and their thin, almost varve-like bedding.
No other deposit of Jeddito fill in the Chetoh country exhibits these
features.
The mineralogy of the Jeddito fill was examined only along the
Puerco River.

A sample from the gravel pit at Houck shows a continua

tion of the mineralogy of previous formations (Table 60).

Chert is

still present in fair amount, but mostly in the smaller size range.
Very little of it is colored.

Anthophylite shows up for the first tine

and iddingsite has increased considerably in amount over that present
in the previous formations.

None of the minerals from which the idding

site might have come were noted, however, so presumably the iddingsite
entered the sediments directly from an altered outcrop of basic igneous
rock.

Several of these lie in the area drained by the Puerco River,

and large areas of late Tertiary iddingsite-rich basalts lie to the
southeast in New Mexico (Tongking, 1957, P* 3l).

The presence of so

much iddingsite in this sample from the Puerco River valley indicates
either that the late Tertiary iddingsite-rich basalt originally
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extended much farther north or that Mesa Chivato around Mount Taylor is
a part of the same unit.

Puerco River could have drained the west side

of Mesa Chivato until late Pleistocene time.
Only one pebble count was made on the Jeddito fill (Table 59 )>
it was on a deposit exposed in a gravel pit just west of Querino rail
road cut on the south side of Puerco River.

This count showed the

gravel to be made up largely of pebbles and cobbles of Mesozoic sand
stones, chiefly from the Cretaceous.

Perhaps a third of the consti

tuents were of the persistent quartzites, cherts, and petrified wood.
No igneous rocks of any kind were present.
Mechanical analysis of the Jeddito fill of Houck gravel pit
developed an 8 -type cumulative curve characteristic of alluvial sedi
ments (Figure 33) •
of the deposit.

This is in agreement with the valley fill nature
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The Naha Fill
The name, Naha Fill, was given by Hack (1939) to the youngest
fill stage of Jeddito Wash.

He describes it as composed of reddish

uncemented gravel with some peat leases.

No attempt has been made in

the thesis to differentiate between the Naha fill and Hack's slightly
older Tsegi fill.
The Naha fill of the Chetoh country consists of a considerable
thickness of sand, silt and clay which forms the present flood plains
and buries parts of the inner valleys.

The thickness of the fill is

governed to some extent by differences in gradient between present
streams and those of the recent past, but lava damming of the Little
Colorado at Grand Falls may be one of the controlling factors.

No

exposure seen along any of the washes revealed the bottom of the fill,
so information on maximum thicknesses comes principally from logs of
drill holes.

Most of the drill hole data is from Santa Fe Railroad

water well records, extracted from papers by Harrell and Eckel (1938)
and by Gregory (191?)*

According to these records the Puerco River

valley and the Little Colorado River valley have beneath their present
flood plains 150 to 160 feet of alluvial fill.

Most of this fill is

assumed to be Naha, but a few wells in the area penetrate a consider
able thickness of gravelly Jeddito fill beneath the Naha.

Two water

well holes in Graywater Wash valley encountered lightly compacted
yellowish Jeddito stage gravel below 90 feet.
150 feet deep, the other 100 feet deep.

One of the wells was

Several freshly cut banks

along Whitewaters Creek (Figure 1, Plate 24) show 70 to 80 feet of Naha
fill without exposing the bottom of the deposit.

The banks along
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Puerco River (Figure 2, Plate 23) are much lower "but expose similar
material.
Deep fill of Naha age occurs along Black Creek (Figure 1,
Plate 23) valley and along the Little Colorado River to the lava dam at
Grand Falls.

Naha fill along Wide Ruin and Pueblo Colorado washes is

confined to that part of the valleys cut into the older Jeddito fill.
The Naha fill varies considerably in color depending on the
formations from which it was derived.

Reddish colors generally pre

dominate, but yellow, tan, and gray beds are not uncommon.
ments of the Naha fill are fine sands, silts, and clays.

The sedi
Silts and

clays predominate in the beds along the Little Colorado River, in upper
Black Creek, along Wide Ruin Wash, and locally in other washes, but
sands predominate in most of the tributary washes.

Locally, subangular

fragments of rock are incorporated in the finer sediments.
are thin, seldom exceeding a foot in thickness.

The beds

Cross stratification

is a minor feature, and normally the beds are lens-like sheets, typical
of arid land flood plain deposits.
No analyses were made of the Naha fill, but its assemblage
should prove to be similar to that of the Jeddito fill.
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Tectonics of the Cenozoic

Some interesting but mild deformations of the Cenozoic sedi
ments, all in the southern part of the thesis area, were found during
the field investigations.

Three small east-west normal faults down-

thrown to the south were found in the lower Bidahochi clays just north
of Highway 66 ;on the west side of Crazy Creek valley.
fault is nearly vertical and has a throw of 2 feet.

The largest
The two smaller

ones dip about 30 degrees south and have throws of only a few inches
(Figure 2, Plate 12).
In the bluffs 11 miles south of Navajo the lower Bidahochi has
been oddly faulted into small horsts and grabens with accompanying
crumpling of the beds. (Figure 1, Plate lit-).

The peculiar character of

the faulting suggests soft rock deformation, rather than post-consoli
dation faulting.
At the junction of the Puerco River and Jacob's Well Valley
there is a small, gentle morioclinal flexure in the Chetoh sediments.
The strike is nearly east-west and the dip is 5 degrees south.
bedding offset could not be reasonably estimated.

The

Fifteen miles south

east of the flexure just described (just east of Highway 666) a monoclinal flexure with similar trend has warped the Quaternary sediments
in Hardscrabble Mesa.

The maximum dip here is 13 degrees south, and

the offset is probably 100 feet or more.

The similar trends and dip

directions of the two suggest that they are part of the same flexure,
and the time of deformation was Pleistocene or later.

Some of the old

pre-Bidahochi erosion channels in the south clay pit at Cheto Mine were
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fault controlled, but the amount and direction of throw could not be
determined.

However, as no stratigraphic offsets were visible the

throw could not be more than a few tens of feet.
west by west.

The strike was south

The faults are post-Chetoh pre-Bidahochi in age.

A crumpling of the thin bedded clays and silts of the late
Quaternary sediments in Querino railroad cut is attributed to soft rock
deformation, for there is no sign of faulting in the adjacent Triassic
rocks.
No signs of deformation were noted in the northern part of the
Chetoh country, but some could easily have been overlooked.

Observa

tions by Hack (19^2, pp. 3 ^ and 3^9) and McCann (1938 , p. 27l) that
the Tertiary erosion surfaces and sediments were tilted southward and
westward seems well founded.

The evidence found by the writer in

support of tilting is geomorphic and will be developed later.

The

general direction of tilt, however, is to the southwest, and the
angle of tilt is quite small.

This warping evidently began in early

Pleistocene and perhaps induced the deformation described above.
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THE IGNEOUS ROCKS

Tertiary Volcanic Rocks

The Tertiary volcanic rocks of the Plateau have been ably
described by Williams (1936), Robinson (1913), Hunt (1937, 1956),
Gregory (191?), and Appledom and Wright (1957)•

As indicated by these

workers most of the flows, plugs, and volcanic detritus are basic in
character but contain unusually large percentages of alkali silicates.
This is particularly true of the Navajo group of eruptives, as deter
mined and pointed out by Williams (1936).

However, within or bordering

the southeastern part of the Plateau there are three areas of salic
eruption which have played an important part in the vulcanism of the
region and have contributed extensively to the Tertiary sedimentary
record.

They are:

(l) the Mount Taylor field on the east, (2) the

extensive Verde-Salt River field below Mogollon Rim, and (3 ) the San
Francisco Mountains field.

Eruptions at these three areas apparently

ushered in the Tertiary volcanism of the Chetoh country, for white ash
and tuff are the first volcanic constituents to appear among the
Tertiary sediments.

Basic detritus appeared later and in middle

Pliocene time became more prominent than white ash, but the salic
eruptions persisted at least into late Pliocene time.
There undoubtedly was considerable overlapping of volcanic
events, but there is strong indication that each type is characteristic
of a separate epoch or age of late Cenozoic Time.
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Salic eruptions
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dominated the first part, followed in turn "by alkaline "basic rocks,
moderately alkaline "basalts, and nearly normal olivine "basalts and,
though the composition changed with time, the areas of eruption over
lapped and intermingled.

The alkaline "basic volcanoes were the most

widespread of all the eruptions.

They not only intermingled with the

early salic volcanoes near the edges of the Plateau, but they erupted
at scattered locations throughout the central part of the Plateau as
well.

Descriptions of the Tertiary igneous rock groups are presented

on the following pages.

Analyses and tables appear in the appendix.

Salic Volcanic Rocks

White ash beds appear in both the Deza and Chuska formations
(Wright, 1956 , p. 428).

Samples of white ash, partially converted to

clay, were taken from the Chuska at Washington Pass by the Mineral
Resources Survey, Navajo-Hopi Reservations in 1952.

These ash beds

indicate that salic eruptions were occurring in the southeastern seg
ment of the Plateau at the time of deposition of the Deza and Chuska
formations.

If the estimated age of the Deza is correct, then salic

eruptions probably began in Miocene time.

As most of both the Deza and

Chuska formations has been destroyed by erosion the original extent of
these earliest existing Tertiary deposits and, consequently, of their
included ash beds, can only be conjectured.

White ash beds or their

clay equivalents occur at numerous horizons in the Chetoh and Bidahochi
formations.

The youngest noted was in the upper Bidahochi of Roberts

Mesa north of White Cone.

These ash beds are distributed over a very
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"broad area and their even grain size as noted by Pirsson (Gregory,
1917* P» 86) and others indicates sorting and transportation by wind
for a considerable distance.
Spectrographic analysis of several of the deposits (Table 62 )
indicates a possible similar source for all ash beds up to and includ
ing early Bidahochi time.

The white ash beds of middle and late Bida-

hochi time apparently are from a different source or indicate an
appreciable change in composition at the principal source.

Refractive

indices of the glass of five deposits ranging from Chetoh to middle
Bidahochi age show no appreciable variation and indicate a rhyolitic
composition for the glass (Table 6l).
The composition of the Mount Taylor rocks varies from Rhyolite
to andesite and includes trachytes and latites (Hunt, 1937) (Table 63 ).
The volume of erupted material as estimated by Hunt was 12 l/2 cubic
miles.

As far as the writer knows no work has been done on the salic

lavas and tuffs of the Verde-Salt River field, but megascopically they
appear to be predominantly latites, rhyolites, and trachytes.

Their

volume greatly exceeds that of the Mount Taylor salic eruptives.

The

salic lavas of the San Francisco field according to Robinson (1913)
range from rhyolite to andesite and are predominantly dacites (Table
68).

The volume is large (55*8 cubic miles) compared to that of

Mount Taylor, but is smaller than the Verde-Salt River field.

Robinson

assigned these salic eruptions to his second or intermediate period of
volcanism.

However, extensive recent explorations have revealed that
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thick salic tuff "beds rest directly upon the peneplaned surface of the
Moenkopi formation over a "broad area north and east of the main peaks
(George F. Olsen, Builders Supply Co., Phoenix, Arizona, personal com
munication) .

Similar salic detritus, exposed in a highway cut east of

the junction of highways 66 and 89 , rests directly upon the Kaibah
limestone.

These new data indicate that most of the salic eruptions

occurred prior to Robinson's first stage basalt

as shown on his map

(1913, p. 20, plate III).
There is little reason to believe that the prevailing winds of
the Chetoh country were any different in the Tertiary period than they
are today.

For that reason the most probable source of the white ash

in the Tertiary sediments of the Chetoh country is the Verde-Salt River
field below Mogollon Rim.

A considerable contribution must also have

been made by the San Francisco Mountains field, for the white tuff layer
beneath the lava rim along the south side of the Little Colorado River
valley is several feet thick.

It is quite possible that the difference

in composition of the white ash beds in the middle and upper Bidahochi
is attributable to their having come from this different field.
According to Gregory (1917, P* 89 ) the earliest black lavas of the San
Francisco field are appreciably later than the Hop! Buttes lavas, so
the ages of the San Francisco Mountains white tuff and of the later
Bidahochi white ash beds appear to be in rough agreement.

Contribu

tions of white ash and tuff from the Mount Taylor field to the Tertiary
sediments was probably largely restricted to stream transportation.
Many streams of the Tertiary period flowed into the sedimentary basins
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from the east and northeast.

The coarse tuff in one of the outliers at

the old Allentown Mine is surely from the Mount Taylor field.

The

deposit at Allentown Mine is definitely a stream valley deposit, and
the tuff outlier mentioned contains by far the coarsest detritus seen
in any of the Tertiary white tuff or ash beds of the thesis area.

It

is highly improbable that this coarse material could have been wind
blown from the southwest without leaving other coarse beds in closer
proximity to its source.

Although a comparison of qualitative spectro-

graphic analyses of the tuff and ash beds does not confirm it, the
restriction of the white bentonitic clays to the eastern part of the
Chetoh country suggests that their source and composition may be
different from that of the other white ash and tuff beds of the area.
Perhaps comparative chemical analysis would show such a correlation,
and would thereby tie the occurrence of the bentonite to composition of
the ash.

Alkaline Basic Volcanics

As previously stated the alkaline basic volcanoes were widely
distributed over the plateau.

Williams (1936) calls this group the

Navajo volcanoes and shows them to be scattered from the Colorado River
southward to the Hop! Buttes area.

The Navajo volcanoes are more

alkaline and may be slightly older than the Hopi Buttes group.

The

average KjpO content of the Navajo lavas (based on Williams1 data) is
4.33 percent; the NagO content is 1 .8 3 percent (see Table 67 ).

TiOg

content is 2.35 percent (moderately high) and silica and alumina are
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low.

According to Williams, the typical mineral assemblage of the

Navajo lavas is as follows:

diopside, in some cases fringed with

aegirine augite, biotite in two generations, olivine largely altered
to serpentine, iron oxides, and potash feldspars.
green hornblende occurs with the pyroxene.

In one case a little

The average mineral assemb

lage of three samples given by Williams is diopside 28 percent, biotite
17 percent, olivine 1 percent, feldspar 44 percent, ores 5 percent,
apatite 2 percent, quartz 1 percent, and glass 2 percent.
Only one sample (Quad-110) of the Navajo group, a piece of
lava from a small intrusive, called Black Rock, near Fort Defiance,
was collected for the thesis.

Its petrography, presented in the

appendix (Plate 28), shows it to be a dark gray porphyritic flow rock
with the mineral composition of a kersantite.
13 percent.

Potash feldspar is presumably present in the ground mass,

but could not be identified.
oligoclase.

Biotite mica content is

The principal identifiable feldspar is

Pyroxene is present as aegirine - - augite and is zoned with

a possible core of diopside.

The estimated mode is aegirine-augite 27

percent, enstatite 3 percent, biotite 13 percent, oligoclase and sanidine 47 percent, magnetite 10 percent.

Spectrographic analysis (Table

65 ) indicates a comparatively higher potassium content for this rock
than for the Hopi Buttes lavas analyzed.

Dark borders on the biotite

phenocrysts presumably indicate a relatively high titanium content,
but this was not substantiated by the spectrographic analysis data.
Appledom and Wright (1957) describe the lavas of the Chuska
Mountains as containing phenocrysts of pyroxene, biotite and olivine.

The feldspar is predominantly sanidine, but includes some orthoclase,
and shows considerable poikilitic texture.

The pyroxene is distinctly

zoned and euhedral and is present in two generations.
green diopside and the rim dark green aegirine-augite.

The interior is
Biotite is

present in two generations: the older as phenocrysts with dark rims
and the younger as tiny pale yellow highly pleochroic crystals of the
groundmass.

Olivine is present as rounded grains up to 1 mm and is

largely altered to iddingsite.
More than half the known Navajo volcanic material is clastic
and generally green in color.

The tuffs contain a large percentage of

free mineral crystals as constituent particles.
the vulcanism are pyroxene and biotite.

Those contributed by

The lavas include both dense

and medium grained rocks, mostly porphyritic, ranging in color from
dark gray through light gray to green.
are common.

Light colored trachy-basalts

The green tuffs which are found in the lower part of the

Volcanic Member of the Bldahochi are believed by the writer to have
originated from Navajo age volcanoes within the Hop! Buttes area,
mostly from the diatremes.

The high percent of biotite and particular

ly of green hornblende in the green tuff, bears this out, for the horn
blende especially appears to be foreign to the Hopi Buttes moderately
alkaline eruptions.

The dominant green color of the Navajo age tuffs

suggests that the Navajo eruptions contributed strongly to the green
sediments of the lower Bldahochi, particularly because biotite is a
constituent common to both deposits.

The presence of abundant fresh

jagged hornblende crystals in the Bldahochi sediments poses a problem.
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"but may be only indicative of a transition in Navajo eruptive composi
tion in time or direction, or both.

The age of the Navajo volcanoes is

still poorly established, and it can only be said for certain that they
post-date the deep erosion in the Chuska Mountains (Williams, 1936;
Wright, 1956; Appledora and Wright, 1957)»

On the basis of the above

evidence the Navajo volcanoes appear to be slightly older than the Hopi
Buttes lavas.

Moderately Alkaline Basalts

The moderately alkaline basalts comprise what Williams (1936)
called limburgites and monchiquites and make up the lavas and flowbreccias of the Hopi Buttes.

That they are not typical basalts is

shown by Williams' chemical analyses (Table 66) and mineral assemb
lage data.

He gives the typical mineral assemblage of the monchiquites

as augite 70 percent, analcite 15 percent, titanomagnetite 10 percent,
and olivine $ percent.

His chemical analyses show their average Kj?0

content to be 0.63 percent; NagO is 3 .6 7 percent, and TiOg is U.17
percent.

Williams sampled only the western and central buttes, how

ever.
Pirsson (in Gregory, 1917> P« 84) gave the following mineral
assemblage on three specimens collected in the western part of the Hopi
Buttes:

olivine and augite as phenocrysts; ground mass composed largely

of augite and iron oxides; some analcite, apatite, and a little feld
spar.

He mentions a colorless cement (which may be an ophitic arrange

ment of feldspar with pyroxenes and iron oxide).

Most of the
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ferromagneslan phenocrysts were altered to green fibrous serpentine.
No one other than Pirsson and Williams appears to have done any
petrographic work on the volcanic rocks.

Hunt’s (1956) data on this

area appears to be only a recapitulation of Williams * work.

Three

samples of rock were collected from the Hopi Buttes lavas for the
thesis:

one each from the Cedar Springs area (Quad-129), the lava cap

at Painted Desert Inn (P-l) and Black Knoll (B-l), a small lava remnant
south of the settlement of Navajo.

Their petrographic analyses (Plate

30) show that they all contain augite and olivine as phenocrysts.
predominant feldspar is labradorite.

The

Biotite, hornblende, and ande-

sine are present in the sample from north of Cedar Springs.
is present in the groundmass up to 20 percent.
site are the principal alteration minerals.

Magnetite

Chlorite and idding-

Spectrographic analysis

(Table 65 ) shows sodium to be present in moderate amounts in nil three.
Potassium is sparingly present.

Of particular interest is the presence

of small amounts of chromium and nickel.

These are probably substi

tuted for iron in both the ferromagnesian minerals and the iron oxides.
The analyses indicate that titanium is present in appreciable amounts,
thereby substantiating the chemical analyses of Williams.

The only

trends indicated by the spectre analyses are a reduction in potassium
from north to south and an increase in chromium and nickel in the same
direction.

Williams says that the lava at Painted Desert Tnn is a

normal basalt and this agrees with a petrographic analysis by the
writer.
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Pyroclastic rocks make up fully half the eruptive material of
the Hopi Buttes volcanic group.
some shade of brown or gray.

These consist of coarse tuffs, usually

Some of the coarser deposits, such as

those at Sunrise Trading Post on Pueblo Colorado Wash, show water work
ing.

Common constituents of the tuffs are large crystals of augite and

of biotite.

Some tuffs are composed of as much as 30 percent augite

crystals, some as large as l/2 inch (12 mm) in diameter.

Biotite is

present in less than half the tuff exposures and generally occurs as
large flat books l/8" to 1/2” across, glazed and rounded on the outside
as if partially resorbed.
The lavas are generally of black color and range in texture
from strongly porphyritic to microcrystalline even-grained types.
Some are mildly magnetic due to high magnetite content.

Due to the

erosional segmentation of the lava flows it is difficult to trace their
extent, but apparently the lava was quite liquid at the time of
emission and spread out over a large area.

One single flow originating

on Hawke Mesa appears to have covered 1300 square miles.

The main

centers of lava emission appear to have been in the western part of
Hopi Buttes.
At several places,particularly in the western part of the Hopi
Buttes, there is a strange white columnar rock between the black lava
and the underlying sediments.

This rock may be a partially devitrified

welded tuff, but its origin and presence here is an enigma.

Good

examples are present at Five Buttes, at a butte 4.8 miles east of
Dilcon Trading Post, and at a butte 3 miles southeast of Castle Butte

no
Trading Post (Figure 1, Plate 17).

The writer has tentatively classi

fied it as an ignimbrite.
The age of the Hopi Buttes lavas is fairly well established by
their middle position in the Bidahochi formation and is apparently
Middle Pliocene.

in
Quaternary Volcanic Hocks

Quaternary volcanic rock deposits are not present in the thesis
area, hut large masses of lava and detritus of this age are present
Just beyond its borders in the Mount Taylor, White Mountains, and San
Francisco Mountains fields.

In order to check the possible sources of

volcanic material in the Quaternary sediments, three samples of young
basalt from the White Mountains field south of the Little Colorado
River were collected and subsequently analyzed.

The outpouring of

basalts in the White Mountains field, as in the Mount Taylor and San
Francisco Peaks fields, covered an appreciable span of time, probably
from late Pliocene to very recent.
periods of eruption occurred.

At least two, and possibly three

Much of the first period lava probably

was eroded away by Concho time, for cobbles of basalt are plentiful in
the Concho gravels.

After most of the Concho gravel deposit was eroded

away, a second outpouring of lava buried a large area of post-Concho
terrain.

Some of this lava, overlying Concho gravels, is shown in

Figure 1, Plate 18.

Two samples collected for the thesis work were

taken from lava flows of this second period.

The third period consists

of smaller outpourings topped with cinder cones.

These latest lavas

are relatively fresh, showing little or no accumulation of soil.
Petrographic examination of the two samples (CO-1 and CO-2,
Plate 33) revealed that the lavas from the White Mountains field are
typical olivine "pin hole" basalts, containing a myriad of tiny voids
amongst the felt of groundmass crystals.

Olivine is the most plentiful

phenocryst mineral and labradorite is the predominant mineral (40$ to
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50$).

Little alteration is evident, being confined largely to

the formation of iddingsite and magnetite from the breakdown of
olivine and augite.

The texture is diktytaxitic, which is common

throughout the world for basalts of this age.

Spectrographic

analyses (Table 69 ) indicate that the lavas contain a moderate amount
of sodium, small amounts of potassium and titanium, and moderate
amounts of chromium and nickel.

Amounts of the essential elements

are about normal.
Hunt (1937) describes the early sheet basalts of the Mount
Taylor area as containing only a very few phenocrysts, and those
mainly olivine.

The feldspar is generally either calcic andesine

or sodic labradorite and the groundmass is commonly glassy.

The

flows are designated either andesite or basalt, depending upon which
feldspar predominates.

According to Hunt the recent basalts, in

canyons and valleys, on the other hand, contain more iron and mag
nesium.

Their mineral assemblage consists mostly of labradorite,

but includes a high percentage of olivine, slightly less augite, and
some magnetite.
Robinson (1913) gives the mineral assemblages of the San
Francisco lavas by rock type rather than by rock age and, according
ly, his basalts are undifferentiated.

However, both samples he

presented are called augite basalts and have a very similar mineral
assemblage.
assemblage:

The Kendricks Peak basalt presents the following

Orthoclase

1.1#

Labradorite

51.2#

Augite

30.2#

Olivine

9*2#

Magnetite

6.6#

.Apatite

1.1#

Water

0.2#
99-6#

Robinson's chemical analyses of the San Francisco Peaks
basalts are shown in Table 64 of the appendix.

n4
Volcanic Rocks in the Gravel Deposits

In addition to the analysis work done on the igneous rock
deposits a number of analyses were made on igneous rock cobbles in the
sediments.

The purpose of this was to compare the cobbles with samples

of volcanic rock deposits near the thesis area and determine whether or
not the cobbles might have been derived from these volcanic rock depos
its.

Altogether, eight samples were analyzed, two from the Zuni Pebble

Zone at Crazy Creek, three from the High Mesa fill gravel at Cheto Mine,
and three from the contact gravel below the High Mesa fill on the south
side of Hardscrabble Mesa.

The samples were analyzed both petrograph

ically and spectrographically and the results are presented in the
appendix.

The variety is greater than expected and presents some

interesting problems of origin which were discussed previously in the
sections on sedimentology.

Zuni Pebble Zone Gravel at Crazy Creek
The two samples from the Zuni Pebble Zone (CR-1, Plate 31 and
CR-2, Plate 28) at Crazy Creek are quite different from each other.

One

is a dark scoriaceous camptonite containing aegirine-augite along with
abundant oligoclase.

Mica is absent.

The other sample is a light

gray, vesicular, welded tuff of dacite composition.

Its mineral

assemblage consists of sodic plagioclase, quartz, biotite, aegirine
augite, magnetite and abundant glass shards.
borders indicating high titanium content.

The biotite has dark
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High Mesa Fill Gravels at Cheto Mine
The High Mesa fill gravel at Cheto Mine contains only a small
percent of volcanic cobbles and those are mostly basalts.
and rhyolites are sparingly represented.
this locality were examined.

Trachytes

Three dark lava cobbles from

All three are basic lavas, and two show a

groundmass high in calcic plagioclase, but each is appreciably differ
ent from the other (Plates 3^ and 35)•

Specimen Ch-1 is an altered

monchiquite with trachytic texture and two generations of labradorite.
Specimen Ch-2 contains enstatite as one of the pyroxenes.

Most of the

pyroxenes are zoned, and the plagioclase phenocrysts are beautifully
twinned.

Some of the plagioclase phenocrysts are zoned, with the out

side rim being the more sodic.

Specimen Ch-3 was determined to be

olivine basalt, but the pyroxenes were so altered that mineral data on
the specimen is skimpy.
The spectrographic analysis data (Table JO) are in agreement
with the petrographic determinations except that they reflect no extra
amount of sodium for the zeolite in Specimen Ch-1.

Specimen Ch-3 is

comparatively higher in magnesium, contains appreciable amounts of
chromium and nickel, and has a surprising amount of potassium for such
a basic rock.

High Mesa Fill Gravels - South Side Hardscrabble Mesa
These gravels are at the contact between the High Mesa fill and
the Chinle formation adjacent to Highway 666 on the south side of
Hardscrabble Mesa.

The volcanic components consist mostly of salic

lavas, but also contain a few cobbles of basic lava.

Three cobbles

n6
from this deposit were examined and found to cover a wide range in tex
ture and composition (Plates 31 and 32).
Cobble Z-l was an olivine basalt with dikytaxitic texture and a
mode, estimated from the thin section, of 13 percent olivine as phenocrysts, 27 percent augite (mostly in groundmass), 30 percent labradorite, and 30 percent glass.
Cobble Z-2 was a porphyritic rhyolite containing a few phenocrysts of orthoclase, albite, and quartz.

Its estimated mode was 75

percent orthoclase and albite, 10 percent quartz, 10 percent chlorite,
and 5 percent magnetite.
Cobble Z-3 was a welded tuff of dacite composition, containing
a few phenocrysts of albite and quartz in a groundmass composed mainly
of collapsed glass shards.

Its estimated mode was 5 percent albite,

5 percent quartz, 4 percent biotite, 3 percent augite, 3 percent mag
netite, and 80 percent glass.

1

GEOMDKPHOLOGY

Geomorphic Evidence

As mentioned previously, the climate of the Chetoh country is
arid to semi-humid, and temperature extremes may range from 0
winter to 95° in summer.

F in

Vegetation is sparse or lacking on the valley

floors and abundant only on the highest uplands and plateaus where efrective precipitation is at optimum.

The rocks of the region consist

mostly of sedimentary formations and lava flows which exist in various
degrees of consolidation and resistance to erosion.

The attitude of

the beds is, with some exceptions, horizontal or inclined only a few
degrees; the exceptions consist of the previously mentioned large
asymmetrical uplifts and accompanying monoclinal flexures which are
confined mainly to pre-Tertiary rocks.

The result of these geologic

conditions has been the creation of steep sided highlands, mesas, and
plateaus separated by deep canyons which in the weaker rocks and lower
reaches of the streamways have developed into broad flat -bottomed
valleys.

Arid type erosion working on the flat lying rocks maintains

the steep cliff faces by undersapping while the valley floors reflect
the condition of balance or grade between the carrying power of the
rills and the supply of detritus from the cliffs.
About half the yearly precipitation occurs in the hot summers
as violent heavy rainstorms which produce streams of hort-lived but
great erosive power.

However, the detritus brought down by these
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streams may be carried only a few yards or a few miles before it is
dropped by the quickly absorbed flood waters.

Continued wetting and

drying in the summer followed by freezing and thawing in the winter
tends to rapidly disintegrate all exposed rock fragments, even the
apparently resistant black lavas.

Only the dense cherts, quartzites,

and salic volcanic rocks are able to resist this disintegration and as
a result there is little in the way of gravel to reflect the location
of ancient streams and their source areas.

Whatever gravel remained

appears to have been largely reworked and scattered by later stages of
erosion.

All the presently available evidence indicates that the cli

mate of the Chetoh country has not differed greatly since early Miocene
time, and even the Jeddito fill stage may be no more than a transient
event, oft repeated, in the over-all late climatic history of the
country.
•

,*•

The present topography closely reflects the effect ,of arid type
erosion on stratified rocks of varying resistance.

The landscape is

strongly dissected but presents many broad, flat-topped divides which
in some cases are segments of old erosion surfaces and in others are the
stripped surfaces of resistant strata.

These stripped strata surfaces

may or may not present a concordance of summits, depending on whether
stratigraphic resistance is restricted to a single unit or is distri
buted among several in the formation.

The Erosion Surfaces

The oldest erosion surface of the Chetoh country is that
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underlying the late Miocene sediments and is represented by the Zuni
Erosion Surface west of the Zuni Uplift (McCann, 1938) and the Deza
Erosion Surface beneath the Deza formation at Chuska Mountains (Wright,
1956, p. 416).

Other remnants are preserved beneath the Chetoh forma

tion along the west side of Defiance Uplift and in the bottom of KLethla
Valley west of Black Mesa.

On the basis of formation correlation it

might be extended to include the surface at the base of the Santa Fe in
New Mexico.
The Miocene erosion surface has been deformed on a broad scale,
in some cases gently warped and in other steeply flexed.

Examples of

the deformation are easily recognized, but differences in elevation in
some places may be exaggerated by original erosional inequalities of
the surface.

The surface was probably not a peneplane, even originally,

and some of the high areas have since been planed off or deeply eroded
by streams of the Hopi Buttes and Navajo intervals.

The surface between

Zuni Uplift and Crystal, New Mexico is gently undulating with one of the
high areas apparently underlying the south end of the Chuska Mountains.
Although no levels were run, the base of the Deza at Crystal appears to
be well below the summit of Defiance Uplift.

Farther to the southwest,

where control was attempted, the elevations at the base of the Chetoh
indicate a present northwestward slope of about 2 feet per mile.

The

original slope may well have been much steeper, for Pleistocene tilting
appears to have uplifted the northern part of the region several hundred
feet.

The difference between the elevation of the Miocene surface at

Chuska Mountains and that at KLethla Valley and the Rio Grande
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depression is a matter of some 2000 to 3000 feet.

The high part is now

at Chuska Mountains, hut the character of the sediments there suggests
a position in the depositional hasin nearly equivalent to that of the
Rio Grande depression.

The westward slope of the surface from Chuska

Mountains to KLethla Valley is fairly constant, as indicated hy the
median elevation (67OO) of the surface at Ganado Mesa, from which it
may he inferred that the warp is very "broad.
The second recognizable erosion surface in the Chetoh country
is the Hopi Buttes Erosion Surface which forms the "bottom of the
Bidahochi sedimentary has in.

The knowledge about this surface is al

most limited to what can he gleaned from its exposures at the base of
the Bidahochi formation.

In age it definitely post-dates the Chetoh

formation as indicated hy the unconformable relationships "between the
two formations at Red Mound and in Whitewaters Creek canyon.

This

agrees with Wright's (1956) concept of post-Chuska planation and form
ation of a sub-Bidahochi surface on Defiance Uplift.

In spite of the

evidence for tilting (Hack, 1942), the low areas of the surface were
created largely hy erosion.

The lowest depression on the surface still

existent passes northwest beneath Hardscrabble Mesa which does place it
on a line with the Tusayan downwarp, hut this is believed to be a coin
cidence.

Fine basal gravel of appreciable thickness and extent and

showing typical stream deposit structures attests to the erosions!
activity along the depression.

Similar gravel, but coarser and con

taining more sand paves a parallel streamway along the west base of
Defiance Uplift.
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The low area leading southeastward from the foot of Black Mesa
past Painted Desert Inn to the main streamway has a very low gradient
and should have contained a large active intermittent stream, hut to
date no concentration of gravel has been found along this depression.
Outward from the main part of the basin the surface extended up onto the
Gallup Basin Plateau, Defiance Uplift, and Black Mesa.

Along the west

side of the Hopi Buttes it lapped up onto a highland (Plate 2) which
subsequently has been destroyed by erosion.

Southward it must have

extended across the Little Colorado River valley and up onto the
Mogollon Plateau, though its remnants have not yet been positively
identified there.

If the green clays at the base of Escudilla Mountain

south of St. Johns are part of the Bidahochi, then the Hopi Buttes
erosion surface extended far to the south.

West of Winslow the pres

ence of the Bidahochi Basin can only be inferred from geomorphologic
evidence, and on the basis of this evidence, the writer believes that
the Hopi Buttes Erosion Surface lost its identity east of the Grand
Canyon district.

Unconformities exist in the Santa Fe formation, but

no one as yet has interpreted any of these to mean that an extensive
interval of erosion exists within the Santa Fe.

However, the surface

on which the Puye gravel rests in the Jemez Mountains and the erosion
surface beneath the basalt sheet of La Jara Mesa are probably equiva
lents of the Hopi Buttes Erosion Surface.

There is no doubt that the

Hopi Buttes Erosion Surface has been tilted (Hack, I9U2 ), and most of
it during the Quaternary epoch.
uplifted as much as 2000 feet.

At Escudilla Mountain it may have been
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The third recognizable erosion surface in the Chetoh country is
the Navajo surface which is related to present day drainage development.
This surface post-dates the Bidahochi formation and is cut on the Bidahochi and older formations.

It is well preserved beneath the High Mesa

fill in the eastern part of the Little Colorado River valley and ex
tends from the valley up onto the adjacent plateaus and uplifts.

Even

where the High Mesa fill has been stripped off, the surface can be
readily inferred from the drainage pattern.

It is the surface upon

which the coarse High Mesa fill detritus of Gallup Basin highland,
KLagetoh highland, and Moenkopi Plateau rests.

The surface of plana -

tion which cuts the top of Defiance Uplift and is so apparent along
Black Creek gorge is part of it, as is the surface in which the Tusayan
washes of Black Mesa .are incised.

On Zuni Uplift the Navajo surface is

the one into which ancestral Whitewaters Creek cut its valley.

On the

south side of the Little Colorado River no actual examples of the sur
face were identified, but it must be inferred to be the one on which
the Concho gravel rests, and in many places must be the one in which
the streams of Mogollon Plateau are incised.

Its slope northwestward

along the Little Colorado River Valley from Sanders to Moenkopi Plateau
is less than two feet per mile.
Later erosion surfaces of limited extent are developed along the
main valleys of the Chetoh country, but only the one at the base of the
Gamerco formation in Pueblo Colorado Valley and the one at the base of
the Jeddito fill in the lower Tusayan washes area are worthy,of note.
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The one at the base of the Jeddito fill may be equivalent to Child's
Black Point pediplane, but the rest of Child's erosion surfaces are not
recognizable above Winslow.

22k
The Fill Surfaces

The fill surfaces of the Chetoh Country have "been largely
destroyed, yet much can he inferred from the remnants and related cir
cumstantial evidence.

From the thickness of the Chuska and Deza forma

tions and their elevation at Chuska Mountains, and from the thickness,
character, and position of their correlative formations, it can he
reasonably inferred that the Miocene sediments covered a vast area of
the Colorado Plateau, possibly all of it except the areas now covered
by the Eocene sediments of the high plateaus of Utah and Colorado.
They also must have covered most of northwestern New Mexico and parts
of southeastern Colorado west of the Sacramento and Sangre de Cristo
ranges.

The Miocene sediments were extensively deformed during the

strong diastrophism which began in late Miocene time and extended into
Quaternary time, and were subsequently stripped beginning with the up
lifted areas having the steepest stream gradients.
The Pliocene (Bidahochi stage) fill that followed was not nearly
as widespread as the Miocene fill, but apparently extended over much of
the present Little Colorado River drainage area.

It filled the Bida

hochi basin, and formed the surface on which the framework of the
present Little Colorado River drainage was integrated.

It correlates

age-wise with many basin fills of the Basin Range Province along the
edge of the Plateau, but was not likely joined to them.

It probably

did not extend as far westward as the Grand Canyon plateaus, but it
undoubtedly reached a height sufficient to allow its drainage to be
diverted westward to join the Colorado River.

Defoimation of the
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Bidahochi formation is implied by the apparent southward and westward
tilting of its strata in the Hopi Buttes area (Plate 2; also Hack,
19^2).

If the green clays at the base of Escudilla Mountain south of

St. Johns are of Bidahochi age, then the southeastern part of the fill
has been uplifted some 2000 feet.

The upper surface of the green

sediments there must be nearly at elevation 9000 feet, whereas in the
Chetoh Country the top of the sediments could hardly have been higher
than the top of Defiance Uplift (7000 feet).
The early Pleistocene (High Mesa stage) fill was probably re
stricted to the present Colorado River Valley system and mostly to the
Little Colorado River Valley.

Even this fill, though of late geologic

age, has been largely destroyed by erosion.

It apparently filled the

entire Little Colorado River Valley as far west as the upper end of
the Grand Canyon.

Its highest summits at present are on the Gallup

Basin upland and on Defiance Uplift where it reaches elevations of

7000 feet.

Superimposition of streams in the area north of the Little

Colorado River indicates that the fill once attained greater heights,
at least along streamways.

Just how much of this height is due to

later uplift it is difficult to say.
drops from

6800

The present summit of the fill

feet elevation a/t Hardscrabble Mesa to 6000 feet ele

vation at Moenkopi Mesa, a drop of 800 feet in 120 miles, or an implied
gradient of 6 .6 feet per mile.

This is appreciably flatter than the

present Little Colorado River gradient.
The Gamerco formation forms several broad interfjluve mesas in
the Little Colorado River Valley but west of Winslow it appears to have
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been completely destroyed by later erosion.

The few remnants of Jeddito

fill along the Little Colorado Valley system present little in the way
of land forms, but they are noteworthy in that they indicate important
alluviation.

Stream Patterns and Superinrpos it ions

The main framework of present Colorado River drainage was laid
out in early Pliocene time upon the top of the late Miocene sediments
and volcanic deposits.

As a study of its pattern indicates, the main

tributaries were consequent upon the broad structures trending north
west-southeast across the Colorado Plateau (Kelley, 1955> Figure 9),
but the Colorado River itself may have been antecedent to them.
Because of these structures, most large tributaries on the southeast
enter as barbed drainage, whereas those on the northwest enter at
normal.angles.
Early (Hopi Buttes Surface and early Bidahochi deposition)
drainage along the Little Colorado (Tusayan) downwarp appears to have
been to the southeast and was only turned northwestward to the Colorado
River by capture in late Bidahochi time.

The capture and reversal was

brought about in part by uplift defeat in western Mew Mexico.

Other

downwarps to the north presumably also had Pliocene fill stages but
little is known of their character, extent, and drainage history.
The Chuska Mountains occupy a position parallel to and 30 miles
northeast of Kelley's Zuni Lineament (Kelley, 1955, Figure 9), suggest
ing a northeast shift of this lineament.

This structural lineament
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apparently follows a pre-Cambrian high extending northwest from the
heart of Defiance Uplift toward Navajo Mountain (H. Wesley Peirce,
personal communication).

The Chuska Mountains were developed as such

by the erosion of Pliocene (Bidahochi) times, but in that epoch they
must have had a much greater expanse than now, probably extending as
far northeastward as the main Colorado River Valley.

Even in early

Pleistocene time they probably extended as far southeast as Mount
Taylor and as far northwest as Oljetoh Wash, causing the northwest
trend of the 8 ah Juan River valley below Mexican Hat.

The trend of

the Tusayan washes and their deep, beheaded canyons strongly support
this concept, as does the abandoned canyon at Marsh Pass on the west
side of Black Mesa.
Superimposition of various streams on the Colorado Plateau was
• t
.
recognized early; Dutton (1882) and Powell (1874) described several of
those along the north side of the Colorado River, and later writers
have recognized several in the southern part of the Plateau.

There is

some difference of opinion, however, as to the time of superimposition
and as to the fills or formations from which superimposition took place.
The writer offers his own conclusions here.

Broadly speaking, all of

the original superimpositions took place from the Miocene fill, for
most of the streams, even to the larger subtributaries, began as con
sequent streams on the warped surface of the Miocene sediments.

Later

fill stages brought about some new superimpositions and shifts but,
with the exception of the southward shift of San Juan River, these
produced no important drainage changes.

The principal drainage changes
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since Miocene time consist of captures and shifting divides, most if'not
all of which took place in Quaternary time.

In the Chetoh country

superimposition of Zuni and Puerco Rivers was noted by Robinson (1907)•
Gregory (1917, P • 125) noted the superimposition of the Puerco River
and Black Creek, and Wright (1956 , p. 430) noted the superimposition of
Black Creek and the Canyon De Chelly streams.

Some details of these

superimpositions and captures are of interest, particularly as to what
may be inferred from them regarding the history of the region.
Zuni River was superimposed upon the southward extension of
Torrivo Anticline, upon Nutria Monocline, and upon the south end of
Zuni Uplift.

Its eastward extension was blocked in late Pleistocene

by the volcanic flows and cones of the Marcou Buttes (Gilbert, 1875 ).
Several tributaries of Zuni River also were superimposed upon Nutria
Monocline.

Nutria Creek, the most northern of these tributaries, is

thus superimposed, but the superimposition was actually accomplished
by ancestral Whitewaters Creek, the middle segment of which was captured
by Nutria Creek, probably.in late Pleistocene time.
In early Pleistocene tire ancestral Whitewaters Creek extended
across Zuni Uplift and had its headwaters on the slopes of Mount
Taylor.

This is clearly indicated, not only by its underfit valley in

the heart of Zuni Uplift (Plate l), but by the Mount Taylor type salic
lavas and the Zuni Uplift granite found as constituents in the gravel
along its ancient streamway west of the uplift.

The headwaters segment

of its course was captured by tributaries of the Rio San Jose which
drains eastward via the Rio Puerco into the Rio Grande.

The headwaters
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capture probably preceded the middle segment capture by Nutria Creek.
The time of ancestral Whitewaters Creek's eastward existence is fixed
by the date of its deposits at Cheto Mine.

The thick High Mesa f ill

sediments that were built up completely obliterated the old course and
built up a fan of material from which capture by Nutria Creek was easy.
The present Whitewaters Creek probably began as an abandoned distribu
tary on the fan.

The present creek is superimposed upon Torrivo Anti

cline and east Defiance Monocline.
Farther north Puerco River is superimposed upon the north end
of Zuni Uplift with a deeply notched canyon through Nutria Monocline.
The deep, well-developed valley of Puerco River as contrasted with the
abandoned valley of Whitewaters Creek indicates that Puerco River must
have received most of its drainage off the southeastward extension of the
Chuska Mountains and suffered no headwaters captures until Recent time.
The present subsequent valley around the north end of Zuni Uplift appears
to have been developed cooperatively by tributaries of Puerco River and
Rio San Jose.
Black Creek represents one of the most interesting of all the
superimpositions.

Not only has it cut a deep gorge completely through

Defiance Uplift (Plate 26, Figure l), but east of the uplift it intrench
ed itself across the east Defiance Monocline in two different directions
(Plate 26, Figure 2).

These last two parts of the super imposition may

have occurred at a date somewhat later than the Defiance Uplift part,
for the upturned edges of the monocline appear to be bevelled at a much
lower elevation than the top of the uplift.

In early Pleistocene time
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other streams draining the southeastern extension of Chuska Mountains
cut southwest across Defiance Uplift, leaving "behind the High Mesa fill
gravel on KLagetoh Highland.

In this case the ancestral streams were

diverted southward by capture before they became intrenched in the up
lift.

The gravel is probably reworked Deza conglomerate.
The principal streams presently draining the west side of Chuska

Mountains are the tributaries of Canyon De Chelly.

These are all super

imposed on Defiance Uplift and have cut deep canyons into it.

At one

time they formed the headwaters of either Polacca or Oraibi Wash which
now terminate at the edge of Black Mesa.

The De Chelly streams were

the last of the southwestward flowing ancestral headwaters of the
Tusayan washes to be captured by the pirating Chinle Wash.

Chinle Wash

got its impetus from the fact that San Juan River was pirated from its
old northwestward course by a more southerly tributary of the Colorado
River at a point east of Bluff, Utah.

Ancestral Moenkopi Wash, which

must have been a large vigorous stream, cut Marsh Pass long before its
capture and the capture of the San Juan.

Capture of the Tusayan Washes

was made easy by the existence of deep soft Miocene fill in ancient
Ganado Valley which lay more or less along the line of the present
Chinle Wash.

Cycle and Stage of the Chetoh Country

According to the generally accepted hypothesis of two-cycle
geomorphic development of the Colorado Plateau the Chetoh country is in
the youthful stage of the second cycle of erosion.

This is the "Canyon
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Cycle" of Davis and later writers, exemplified in the Chetoh Country hy
the canyons of Black Creek and Puerco River.

Actually the stage of

erosion varies from youthful to mature, and development has been delayed
and altered by the interruption of the High Mesa fill alluvial stage.
The variance in stage development of the cycle is, in the main directly
proportional to the distance outward from the Little Colorado River, the
master stream of the area.
Erosional development of the land south of the Little Colorado
River is more advanced than that north of the river, for much of its
High Mesa fill gravel and weak sediments have been stripped off and the
land reduced to low relief.

The streams south of the river are now

intrenched in the resistant Kaibab limestone and Coconino sandstone
which underlay the weak sediments, and in present perspective the land
there seems in a youthful stage of development.

However, this apparent

geomorphic anomally is common to the arid cycle erosion of plateau lands
with strata of strongly contrasting erosional resistance.

The two

periods of late Pleistocene valley filling and dissection so notably
displayed along the major streams of the area are but normal minor re
verses of the general erosional trend.

Late Stream Patterns and Causes in the Chetoh Country

The Little Colorado River began as a consequent stream upon the
slopes created by Miocene deformation along the Tusayan Downwarp, but
later became subsequent because of the stratigraphic relationship and
attitude of weak and resistant Mesozoic beds along the downwaip.
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Stratigraphic control did not immediately take effect but had to wait
until downcutting had passed through the Cenozoic formations and
reached the weak Chinle and Moenkopi formations underlain by the
strong Kaibab limestone.

There is evidence in the location of the

present erosion scarps and the distribution of gravel deposits along
the valley from Holbrook to Grand Falls that the river has been gradual
ly working its way laterally down the structural slope of the Kaibab
limestone.

There is likewise little doubt that the deposition of

coarse resistant detritus by tributaries from the south was a factor
in forcing the stream northward.
In contrast to the straightforward pattern of the Little
Colorado River, the pattern of its tributaries is very unusual.

The

tributary arrangement relative to the master stream is noticeably
asymmetrical.

Almost all the major tributaries and many of the sub

tributaries have a northeast-southwest trend.

Most of the tributaries

on the north side enter the river at a normal angle, whereas most of
those on the south side approach it in barbed fashion.

Further, the

tributaries on both sides show a marked parallelism with a minimum
development of subtributaries.
Aerial photographs of upland surfaces of the Chetoh country, as
well as other parts of the Colorado Plateau, show a remarkable micro
topography of sand ridges and swales, all with a northeast-southwest
lineation.
grass.

In the higher areas the swales are covered with sage and

The ridges support, in addition, a scattered growth of pinyon

and juniper trees.

At lower elevations the vegetation contrast is less
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striking, "but is nevertheless evident.

The ridge summits rise from 10

to 20 feet above the bottom of the swales and the distance between
summits is on the average 300 feet.

Good examples of this microtopog

raphy exist on Hardscrabble Mesa, Padres Mesa, and Klagetoh Highland.
Similar microtbpography on a reduced scale has been developed on the
broader areas of more recent fill, notably in the Pueblo Colorado
Valley.
The agent that caused this microtopography was the prevailing
southwesterly wind, which then as now swept unceasingly across this land
for days on end.

Except during glacial times, the wind was probably

not stronger than it is today.

The difference in development of the

dune and swale topography on the old and young fills is probably due
both to the difference in length of exposure to the wind and to the .
effect of later stream erosion.

Because the materials of both old and

young fills are largely the same it seems unlikely that difference in
material could be the cause of difference in development.

The effect

of later erosion on this microtopography has been to cut down and accen
tuate it, at the sane tine eliminating some of the ridges and deepening
the swales into valleys.
The courses of the present main north side tributaries to the
Little Colorado River are consequent upon the upwarped surface and by
fortuitous circumstance closely parallel the dune ridge direction.
subtributaries are almost completely dune ridge controlled.

The

The

clinching evidence for dune ridge control, however, is in the barbed
tributary pattern south of the Little Colorado River.

Uptilting of

Mogollon Plateau, the south limb of the Tusayan Downwarp, could hardly
have produced such a tributary pattern, for most of the streams run
obliquely across the warp slope.

The most acceptable theory is that

the prevailing wind was the cause.
Another erosional feature of some importance in the Chetoh
country is the asymmetry of drainage and recent erosion along the
Puerco River and Wide Ruin Wash.

In both cases tributaries from the

north side are long and those from the south are short; scarps on the
south side are fresh and high, whereas those on the north are generally
low and older, or non-existent.

Southward drainage begins at the top

of the south side scarps and flows away from the valleys.

At first

consideration it might appear that the above described asymmetry is due
to recent regional tilting to the south.

However, remnants of older

short slopes (Plate 27 , Figure 2) on the south side of the valleys indi
cate that the origin of the asymmetry is older and that the present
effect is due primarily to change in base level or to climatic fluctua
tion.

The asymmetry is present in lesser degree along other streams

of the area and is believed to date back to the deformation which pro
duced the Tusayan Downwarp and later controlled the depositional slope
of the High Mesa fill.

The fill slope direction was more southerly than

that of the contemporaneous dune-swale control and, as a consequence,
there has always been an asymmetry of the resulting drainage.

4

SEQUENCE OF EVENTS

The sediments and the erogenic evidence of the region indicate
that the areas bounding the Colorado Plateau on the west and south were
mountainous during the Cretaceous and the early Tertiary periods.
Laramide erosion stripped off a great volume of rock from these moun
tains and from adjacent parts of the Plateau and carried it away, in
large part probably to the Gulf of Mexico, for much of the Plateau at
that time had not yet become a Tertiary basin of deposition.

The Uinta

and San Juan basins, which were outlined early, began receiving sedi
ments in early Tertiary time.

The deposits eventually filled up the

basins and in late Eocene time probably spread over all the Plateau,
perhaps even covering parts of the bordering regions.

Remnants of these

early Tertiary deposits still exist outside the main basins.

An

example is the Baca formation of west central New Mexico (Tongking,
1957).
Field work for the thesis failed to throw any new light on the
Oligocene history of the Colorado Plateau.

Except for the northern

part of the Plateau, Oligocene deposits are entirely lacking.

They are

also lacking in the regions which border on the west, south, and east
of the Plateau, though, due to lack of dating material, this absence of
the Oligocene is inferred rather than proven.

In the southern two-

thirds of the Plateau a marked unconformity separates the Eocene beds
from the Miocene.

As most of the Miocene deposits are of late Miocene
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age, it is justifiably assumed that the Oligocene and much of the
Miocene was a time of erosion.

During this time most of the Plateau

drainage may have been to the southeast into the Gulf of Mexico.
Late Miocene brought a change of climate and also a change
from a condition of erosion to one of deposition.

The change of climate

may have been in part due to erosional destruction of the bordering
mountains and obliteration of the rain shadow but, as the late Miocene
sediments in turn had to come from highlands, it must be assumed that
there was a reduction of erosional outlets from the Plateau.

The late

Miocene climate cannot be considered humid by present standards but, as
the Colorado Plateau lies in a world-girdling arid belt, the late
Miocene was probably one of the wettest periods it has ever experienced.
The pervading red color of the sediments, though to some extent prob
ably inherited from the source rocks, must have been due in large part
to a warm semi-humid climate.

This concept is supported by the faunal

evidence and by the relatively low carbonate and alkali content of the
sediments.

The late Miocene sediments spread over the southern part of

the Plateau, covering it in places to a depth of at least 1500 feet.
The environment and condition of sedimentation extended into the Plio
cene, at which time it was interrupted by transverse warping, trending
northwesterly across the Plateau, and an increase in uplift along both
belts of the Rocky Mountains (Eaxdley, 1951, Figure 162, p. 285 ).

This

not only cut off most of the eastward drainage, but formed between the
eastern and western Rocky Mountain belts, a broad trough along which the
Colorado River was integrated by drainage realignments..
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At the "beginning of this general period of deformation and
drainage realignment, two areas, the Chetoh country and the Rio Grande
Depression, did not give up their southeastward drainage.

A stream

heading in the Chetoh country managed to maintain its course to the
southeast for a time and at first eroded out a broad valley, cutting
down through the Miocene and early Tertiary sediments into the underly
ing Mesozoic and Paleozoic rocks.

As time progressed the climate again

became drier, and the southeasterly stream was unable to maintain its
path of exit.

A barrier was formed across it in southwestern New

Mexico, in part perhaps constructed of new volcanic material, for new
scattered eruptions now speckled the whole southern Plateau region.
The broad valley began to fill up, at first with fine sediments (lower
Bidahochi), for the adjacent areas were still of low relief.

As the

northwestward-trending warps increased their height or were rejuvenated,
the broad valley rapidly filled up with coarser, late Pliocene sedi
ments (upper Bidahochi) until its drainage breached to the northwest or
was captured by a headward eroding tributary of the Colorado River.

The

Rio Grande depression which began in Miocene time and accumulated a
considerable depth Of Miocene Santa Fe sediments continued to accumulate
sediments on into the Pliocene.

During the uplift in western New

Mexico this basin broke off from the Plateau along north-trending faults
and dropped down, thus maintaining its drainage southeastward to the
Gulf of Mexico.
In late Pliocene time the Colorado River captured the drainage
of the Chetoh country and from it developed the present Little Colorado
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drainage system.

The present Grand Canyon district had by no means

attained its present elevations, however, for, had the Kaibab Plateau
been higher than the low points on the Plateau rim as it is today,
the drainage from the Chetoh country might well have left the Plateau
by way of Show Low or Flagstaff, or even across the plateau just north
of the San Francisco Mountains.
In late Pliocene time more rapid uplift began to take place.
The Plateau as a whole was involved in this uplift.

The Colorado

River, now a vigorous stream by reason of its added captured drainage,
cut down apace, and with energy to spare began stripping the interior
Miocene fill in earnest.

As stripping proceeded upstream, the Colorado

River and its tributaries were superimposed upon one after another of
the great structures that had been planed off and buried beneath the
Eocene and Miocene sediments.

Ry the beginning of Pleistocene time the

Grand Canyon plateaus had been uplifted at least 1500 feet, and the
Colorado River, like an irresistable saw, had cut a canyon of equal
depth through them.

Subsequently there occurred a general northward

uptilting of the whole Plateau.

This new tilting occurred faster than

the Colorado River could cut down, and, as a consequence, filling took
place from the Grand Canyon back along the various streams.

Those with

south and southwestward sources suffered the greatest aggradation.
Deep fill built up along the Little Colorado River valley, increasing
in depth upstream.

Forty miles upstream from the canyon, at Moenkopi

Mesa, the depth probably did not exceed 100 feet.

One hundred sixty

miles upstream, at Hardscrabble Mesa, the depth exceeded 350 feet.
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The old valley floor was tilted so far that its slope was nearly revers
ed.

It is from this fill that most of the late stream superimpositions

in the upper Little Colorado River area occurred.

Those in the lower

drainage are believed to have occurred in Pliocene time from Miocene
sediments.

As pointed out by Moore (1926 ) the San Juan River was in

cised from a broad valley at elevations 1100 to l800 feet above the
present stream.

This compares well with the depth of downcutting

along the Little Colorado River opposite Moenkopi Mesa and it is the
writer's opinion that the cause and dates of the two events are the
same.

No mention has been made in the literature of any appreciable

fill stage along the San Juan River valley and because of its north
ward position there may have been little depth of fill west of the
New Mexico border.
Due consideration must be given to the possibility that the
High Mesa fill and the Chemehuevis beds west of the Plateau (Longwell,
1946) were conjoined.

It cannot be denied that such a condition was

possible, but the evidence best supports the concept that though both
fills were caused by early Pleistocene diastrophism, the Chemehuevis,
as Longwell states, was not deposited until after the Grand Canyon was
cut to nearly its present level.
Since Pleistocene time, the history of the Chetoh country, as
well as that of the rest of the Plateau has been one of general uplift,
but not as much differential movement within the Plateau.

Streams

along the perimeter of the Plateau began to notch their way into the
great border scarps, mostly following older basin fills.

Along the

Little Colorado River downcutting proceeded rather steadily with but
two pauses of note, the Gamerco fill stage and the Jeddito fill stage.
The cause of the Gamerco stage may have been minor diastrophism, but it
is more likely due to the destruction of vegetative cover during the
widespread middle Pleistocene vulcanism.

In numerous places the thin

layer of charcoaly material at the base of the Gamerco follows the
surface of unconformity, indicating a short specific period of creation
related to the surface rather than to base level changes.

The location

of Gamerco fillings on the tops of the high mesas as well as on the
lower ones that are definitely related to valley alluviation also indi
cates a climatic or surface change rather than a relation to base level
changes.
The Jeddito fill is a late Pleistocene event, indicating a
distinctly wetter and cooler climate.

Increased and continuous stream

flow increased the speed of headwaters erosion as indicated by the
coarseness of the stream gravel.

That this activity was greatest in

the headwaters area is also indicated by the preponderance of Cretaceous
constituents.

Development of most of the present subsequent type

valleys in the Chetoh country can probably be assigned to this period
of erosion.

Summary

As a result of these investigations the writer is inclined to
agree with Longwell and others that the Colorado River began as an
integrated drainage system after late Miocene time.

The cause of the

integration was deformation, and the courses of the master stream and
its main tributaries were consequent upon the slopes created.

In one

sense the Colorado River is superimposed upon the Grand Canyon struc
tures, for it cut down onto them from Tertiary sediments.

In a truer

sense, however, the river is antecedent, for the Plateau has obviously
been greatly uplifted in relation to base level and the greatest uplift
took place along the west edge of the Plateau athwart the course of the
river.

The writer also agrees with Moore that the Grand Canyon was

already well established at the beginning of Pleistocene time.
The great volume of Tertiary sediments stripped from the
Colorado Plateau was largely carried away in Oligocene and early Mio
cene time to the Gulf of Mexico and intermediate basins north and
southeast of the Plateau.

Only since Pliocene time have sediments been

carried westward and these seem chiefly to have been carried to the
basins of the adjoining province some distance beyond the Plateau
borders.
The mountain ranges which bordered the Plateau on the south and
west in early Tertiary time were gradually left behind by uplift of the
Plateau.

This abandonment was enhanced by the profound faulting and

breaking up of the principal mountain masses, so that their identity
cannot now be easily recognized.

Only from the constituents that their
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streams left behind on the edge of the Plateau can it be established
what masses once looked down upon the Plateau Province.

Dating of

adjacent intermontane basin sediments establishes the time of break
up as chiefly pre-Pliocene, but extending into the Pleistocene.

There

is every reason to believe that their break-up and abandonment was
closely related in time and cause to the diastrophic events within the
Plateau.
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PLATE

FIGURE 1.

FIGURE 2.

Chetoh sandstone, north end of Ganado Mesa.

Chetoh silts resting unconformably on Chinle
clay, - mesa c o m e r at junction of Whitewaters
Creek and Puerco River valleys.

k

PLATE 5

FIGURE 1.

FIGURE 2.

Chetoh sandstone overlain by basal Bidahochi
sandstone, - east side Whitewaters Creek valley
below North Branch.

Brown silt overlying white montmorillonite, Chetoh formation at Cheto Mine north pits.
Note intertonguing from pressure deformation.

PLATE

FIGURE 1.

FIGURE 2.

Jointing in fossiliferous Chetoh green silt at
base of south clay pit, Cheto Mine. Graywater
Wash fauna site. Note white fragments of fossil
bone.

Strong vertical jointing in eolian silty sand,
north excavations Cheto Mine. Joints in Figures
1 and 2 are from regional stresses.
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PLATE

FIGURE 1

Cliff formed by white tuff bed in Chetoh formation
near head of Manuelito Wash, New Mexico.

7

PLATE 8

FIGURE 1.

FIGURE 2.

Looking northeast across Breezy Waters Valley.
are composed of Bidahochi sediments and lavas.

Mesas

Marl, clay, and silt beds, - Bidahochi formation.
Pueblo Colorado Wash downstream from Sunrise
Trading Post.

PLATE 9

FIGURE 1.

FIGURE 2.

Unconformity between basal Bidahochi sandstone and
Jurassic sandstone upstream from Sunrise Trading Post.

Eolian basal Bidahochi sandstone along Klagetoh Wash
north of Wide Ruin Trading Post.

PLATE 10

FIGURE 1.

FIGURE 2.

Large block of BIdahochi conglomerate from El Paso
Natural Gas Co. pumping station excavation.

Size of sand grains in eolian sandstone north of Wide
Ruin Trading Post.

PLATE 11

FIGURE 1.

FIGURE 2.

Lower Bidahochi sediments capped with lava (Volcanic
Member) 2 miles north of Bidahochi Butte.

Lower Bidahochi sediments capped with lava, 3 miles SE
of Castle Butte Trading Post.

PLATE 12

FIGURE 1.

Lower Bidahochi sediments at Crazy Creek. Ten-foot
bed of mixed volcanic glass shards and silt forms the
cliff.

FIGURE 2.

Small fault in Lower Bidahochi sediments just north of
Hwy. 66, west side of Crazy Creek valley.

PLATE 13

FIGURE 1.

FIGURE 2.

Gypsum nodules in Lower Bidahochi sediments near upper
end of Lithodendrom Wash valley.

Lower Bidahochi sediments capped with lava near Hwy. 66
at Painted Desert Inn. Chinle formation below.

PLATE 14

FIGURE 1

FIGURE 2.

Basal Bidahochi conglomerate resting on pebbly Chinle
sandstone south of Sanders, l/2 mile east of Hwy. 666.

PLATE 15

FIGURE 1.

FIGURE 2.

Eolian basal Bidahochl sandstone at big bend of Whitewaters
Creek. Sheep in lower right corner gives scale.

"Canon ball" basal Bidahochi sandstone overlying Chetoh
sandstone, west side of Lupton Valley.

PLATE 16

FIGURE 1.

FIGURE 2.

Basal Bidahochi conglomerate and sandstone overlying
Jurassic sandstone, Gallup Basin east of New Mexico
line north of Whitewaters Creek.

Bidahochi (?) green clay and sandstone, Escudilla
Mountain.

FIGURE 1.

FIGURE 2.

Columnar ignimbrite (?) beneath lava 3 miles SE of
Castle Butte Trading Post.

Contorted marl beds near top of Padres Mesa SE of
Tanner Springs.

PLATE 18

FIGURE 1.

Concho Gravel with overlapping Pleistocene basalt, cut-bank on old Hwy. 260 one -half mile east of Concho.

FIGURE 2 .

Monocline in High Mesa Fill sediments, - north edge of
Hardscrabble Mesa east of Hwy. 666. Beds dip 10° to
15° south.

PLATE 19

FIGURE 1.

FIGURE 2.

High Mesa Fill (l) overlying Chetoh formation (2) and
overlain by Gamerco formation (3) north pit, Cheto Mine.

High Mesa Fill (l) overlying Bidahochi formation at
notebook (2 ) which overlies Chinle formation at pick.
Painted Desert Inn, east side of basalt lava cap just
north of Hwy. 66.

PLATE 20

FIGURE 1

High Mesa Fill overlying Chinle formation l / k mile east
of Painted Desert Inn lava cap.

PLATE 21

FIGURE 1.

Gamerco formation overlying Chetoh formation, - north
pit of Cheto Mine.

PLATE 22

.

FIGURE 1.

FIGURE 2.

Jeddito Fill, Querino railroad cut.
capped with gravel.

Silt, clay and sand

Jeddito Fill gravel, - gravel pit 5 miles south of Holbrook.
Caliche precipitation outlines crossbedding and forms
thick layer beneath top soil.

Z7*r** t •

FIGURE 1.

FIGURE 2.

Jeddito Fill, Querino railroad cut.
capped with gravel.

Silt, clay and sand

Jeddito Fill gravel, - gravel pit 5 miles south of Holbrook.
Caliche precipitation outlines crossbedding and forms
thick layer beneath top soil.

PLATE 23

FIGURE 1.

Naha Fill of silt, clay, and sand, - upper end of Black
Creek gorge, Defiance Uplift.

FIGURE 2.

Naha Fill of silt, clay, and sand, - Puerco River near
Lupton.

PLATE

FIGURE 1

Naha Fill of silt, sand and clay, - Whitewaters Creek
near mouth.
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PLATE 25

FIGURE 1.

FIGURE 2.

Looking north from bluff south.of Lupton. Zuni Erosion
Surface truncates east Defiance Monocline (center) and
Defiance Uplift (left).

Looking south down Lupton Valley. Zuni Erosion Surface
truncates east Defiance Monocline.

FIGURE 1.

Looking down Black Creek gorge through Defiance Uplift.

FIGURE 2.

Looking up Black Creek valley from top of gorge. Creek
transects east Defiance Monocline on its westward swing
in middle distance. Cuts hack across beyond Hunters
Point (left).

PLATE 27

FIGURE 1.

Looking from summit of Cheechilgeetho Road eastward to
Nutria Gap. Note strath cut through Zuni Uplift by
ancestral Whitewaters Creek.

FIGURE 2.

Nickpoint of late Pleistocene Puerco River valley.
Location is just east of Graywater Wash.

PLATE 28

Quad. 110

Dark Porphyritic Kersantite from Black Rock.
MINERAL COMPOSITION

Mineral

Size in MM

Aegirine-augite phenocrysts
Aegirine-augite in G. M.
Enstatite phenocrysts
Biotite phenocrysts
Biotite in G. M.
Oligoclase in G. M.
Magnetite in G. M.

o.i -- o.Y
0.01 —

0.1

o .3
0 .3
0 .0 1
0 .0 1
Dust

0 .7
0 .3
0 .05
0.02

Percent
17
10
3

-- i.o
--—
to

10
3
47
10

The texture is porphyritic with small phenocrysts of pyroxene
and biotite in a microlithic groundmass. The pyroxenes show multiple
twinning and. 'intergrowths of various kinds. The biotite has selvages
and internal areas of chlorite or clay.

CR-2 • Brown Scoriaceous Fragment of Camptonite from the Zuni Pebble
Zone at Crazy Creek,
MINERAL COMPOSITION
Mineral

Size in MM

Aegirine-augite phenocrysts
Augite in G. M.
Andesine phenocrysts
Oligoclase in G. M.
Magnetite in G. M.
Iddingsite
Hydrated Iron Oxide

1 .0
0 .05
0 .7
0 .1
Dust

-- le 5
-- 0 .1
■■ 1 .0
—— 0*3
to 0.2
*■■»
--

Percent

3
17
2
53
3
10
12

The texture is Bostonitic and slightly diktytaxitic with
pyroxene and plagioclase phenocrysts in a jackstraw felt of plagioclase
laths. Zoning and twinning of the pyroxene not as common as in the
other Tertiary lavas. Most of the crystals are subhedral to anhedral.
Iddingsite apparently of deuteric origin. Scattered amygdules formed
of calclte, cellophane, and stilbite.

PLATE

110
25 X

C R -2
25 X
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PLATE 29

CM-1

Gray Welded Tuff(?) from West Side of Washington Pass, Chnska
Mountains.

The rock is composed of the following minerals: Quartz,
chert, opal, plagioclase, orthoclase, microeline, amphibole, hypersthene, magnetite, ilmenite, zoisite, and garnet; other minerals in
insignificant amounts.
The rock is vitreous in appearance and has a clastic texture,—
a mixture of sedimentary minerals and volcanic detritus. Contains
numerous small lava fragments up to l/U inch size, about half of which
are scoriaceous. The rock fragments are composed of a felt of small
plagioclase laths, and biotite and pyroxene. At least one quartz
grain shows secondary growth, and some of them show wavy strain
extinction.

Quad 129

Black Porphyritic Limburgite from a Butte Five Miles North of
Cedar Springs.
MINERAL COMPOSITION

Mineral.

Size in MM

Augite phenocrysts
Augite in G. M.
Olivine phenocrysts
Analcite(?)
Magnetite
Hornblende
Biotite
Chlorite
Iddingsite

0 .1
0 .0 1 —
6 .2 —

2 .5
0 .1
2 .0

— —

Dust
0 .0 3 — 0 .1
0 .0 1 -— 0 .0 5
— —

”—

Percei
17
12
8
10
20
2
2
10

b

The texture is porphyritic with fine-grained groundmass. Augite
crystals are euhedral and zoned. Principal feature is the gray groundmass of analcite(?) in which the magnetite is imbedded. Biotite is
brown and markedly pleochroic.

PLATE

129
25 X
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PLATE 30

P-1

Porphyrit1c Augite Basalt from Painted Desert Inn.
MINERAL COMPOSITION

Mineral

Size in MM

Augite phenociysts
Augite in G. M.
Olivine phenocrysts
Labradorite laths in G. M.
Magnetite.

0 .3
0 .0 1
0.2
0.1
Dust

—
—
——
—to

0 .7
0 .3
0.
0.2
0.1

Percent

12

ko
3
30
15

The texture is porphyritic, but is also ophitic and inter
granular. The augite is lightly zoned. Much alteration of the augite
and olivine phenocrysts to pennine and antigorite. Calcite as a
secondary mineral is present in blebs and amygdules. Augite grains.,
prismatic. Phenocrysts subhedral to anhedral. Some.flow structure
indicated by orientation of the smaller feldspar and pyroxene crystals.

B-l

Porphyritic Augite Basalt from Black Knoll.
MINERAL COMPOSITION

Mineral
Augite phenociysts
Augite in G. M.
Olivine phenocrysts
Labradorite in G. M.
Magnetite

Size in MM.

0.2

— —

0.3

0.01

— —

0.1

0.2

— —

0»5

0.03 —— 0.Q5
Dust to 0.02

Percent

25
35
15
5

20

The texture is porphyritic with felted groundmass of small
prisms and laths. Good flow structure manifested by the augite pheno
crysts but not by the groundmass crystals, so the latter are mainly
post-extrusion in age. The augite phenocrysts are mostly long
euhedral prisms; some are carlsbad twinned. A. few. of the feldspars
are also twinned. The mafic minerals show considerable alteration, the
principal alteration minerals being antigorite arid pennine, but many
show borders of dark orange hydrated iron oxide.

PLATE

v'*

P-l
■ *; *
»v

25 X

.<

r »' .... -

%m
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PLATE

CR-1

31

Dacite Welded Tuff Cobble from the Zuni Pebble Zone at Crazy
Creek.
MINERAL COMPOSITION

Mineral

Size in MM

Albite & oligoclase phenocrysts
Quartz phenocrysts
Biotite phenocrysts
Aegerine-augite in G . M .
Magnetite
Glass shards & microlites, opaque
oxides, et al.

0*3
0.1
0,3
0.1

-—
—
—
--

0 .1

^ •0
1.2
2.0
0.2
o .3

-—

Percent
8
7
3
1
1

_80

The texture is clastic and holohyaline. The biotite is orange
brown with darker borders suggesting, high titanium content; wavy
extinction across the cleavage traces. Quartz shows much border alter
ation, and resorption embayments. Most of the phenocrysts are bent,
broken, and pulled apart, indicating strong flow stresses.

Z-3

Dacite Welded Tuff from the Base of the High Mesa Fill, South Side
of Hardscrabble Mesa.
MINERAL COMPOSITION

Mineral

Size-in MM

Albite phenociysts
Quartz phenocrysts
Aug ite. in G. M.
Biotite (Annite) in G. M.
Magnetite
Volcanic glass, mostly in shards

0 .4 -- 2^2
0 .3
1 .0
0 ,0 2 -- 0 ,1
0 .0 5 -- 0 .1
Dust
Up to 0 .3

Percent

5
5
2

k
k
so

The texture is clastic.and holohyaline, but the glass is
partially devitrified. The albite crystals are blocky shaped and are
^partially altered to sericite. Biotite has been intensely altered a n d
largely converted to clay and magnetite. Most of the quartz and albite
crystals are corroded. Some of the quartz is fractured.

PLATE

CR-I
25 X
1

Z -3
25 X
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PLATE 32

Z-l

Olivine Basalt Cobble from the Base of the High Mesa Fill, South
Side of Hardscrabble Mesa.
MINERAL COMPOSITION

Mineral

Size in MM

Olivine phenociysts
Augite phenociysts
Augite in G. M.
Labradorite lath phenociysts
Labradorite laths In G. M.
Glass, crowded with magnetic grains

0 .7
0 .5
0 .2
0 .8
0 •3

1 .0
—" 1 .0
— 0 .5
.— 1 .3

0 .8
—-

Percent

13
2
25
5
25
30

The texture is porphyritic. Intergranular, intersertal, and
diktytaxitic. The olivine is fresh and is pale greenish yellow. The
larger feldspar crystals are glassy.

Z-2

Porphyritic Dark Gray Rhyolite Cobble from the Base of the High
Mesa Fill, North Side of Zuni River Valley.
MINERAL COMPOSITION

Mineral
Orthoclase phenociysts 1
Albite phenociysts
Feldspar in G. M.
Quartz phenociysts
•" Quartz in G; M;
Chlorite pseudomorph phenociysts
Magnetite
Glass

Size in MM

1 .0
0 .5
0 .05
0*3
0 .05
0 .1
Dust

—— 4.o
— 4 .0
—■* 0 .1
-- 3*0
-- 0 .1
—— 0 .3
to 0.1
——

Percei

k
2
45
4
20
10
5
10

The texture is porphyritic and allotrio morphic. The rhyolite
contains small xerioliths of more basic rock, probably andesite.
Feldspar phenociysts are euhedral to subhedral. The orthoclase and
albite crystals are cloudy with included and alteration minerals,—
both sericite and clay. The albite is stained with hematite. The
quartz phenociysts are anhedral and are being resorbed. The chlorite
is pseudomorphic after amphibole in the xenoliths. The groundmass is
a mixture of glass, largely devitrified, and blocky anhedral crystals
of cloudy feldspar and quartz.

PLATE

Z -2
25 X
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PLATE 33

CO-1

Olivine Basalt from a Flow 15 Miles Southwest of Concho.
MINERAL COMPOSITION .

Mineral

Size in MM

Olivine phenocrysts
Olivine in G. M.
Augite in G. M.
Labradorite phenocrysts
Labradorite laths in G. M.
Magnetite and Limonite grains

0.5 — 1.5
0*1

—

0*5

0.05
0•7
0.5
0 *01

---——

0.5
1*0
0.7
0.1

Perce]
12
5
20
2
48

13

The texture is porphyritic, intergranular, and dikfcytaxitic.
Good flow structure. Feldspar in two generations; the older crystals
are blocky and show strain and alteration to sericite and clay.
Younger crystals are euhedral to anhedral, twinned laths. Mafic
phenocrysts euhedral to subhedral. Olivine phenocrysts commonly show
a dark rim overlain by more olivine or pyroxene. Some show alteration
to limonite and magnetite.

CO-2

Olivine Basalt from a Flow 0.5 Mile East of Concho.
MINERAL COMPOSITION

Mineral

Size in MM

Olivine phenocrysts
Augite phenocrysts (ophitic)
Augite in G. M.
Labradorite phenocrysts
Labradorite in G. M.
Glass, impregnated with magnetite
Iddingsite

0.2
0.5

-—
0 .0 5 -2*0 ——
0 .2 —--

l.J.
1.5

0 .5

k.o
1 .0

Percent

10
10
17
5
35
20
3

The texture is porphyritic, interangular, ophitic, and diktytaxitic. One large labradorite crystal has cross-hatch twinning like
microcline. Most show some alteration to sericite and clay. Mafic
phenocrysts are euhedral to subhedral, and augite shows brown reaction
rims overlain with a second growth of the mineral.

PLATE

CO-1
25 X

C O -2
25 X
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PLATE

CH-1

3k

Moncbiquite Cobble from the High Mesa Fill Gravel at Cheto Mine.
MINERAL COMPOSITION

Mineral

Size in MM

Zeolite (primary)
Grunerite
Daphnite
Labradorite (some as phen.)
Augite phenocrysts
Magnetite
Hematite
Unidentifiable

0 .1
0 .1
0 *1
0*3
0 .3 -— 0 .5
0.03 — 0 .1
0.03

Percent
30
5

18
5
2
5
15
15

The texture is trachytic with small phenocrysts in a microgranular groundmass. The labradorite is euhedral to anhedral and is
present in two generations: the first as large square phenocrysts
commonly altered to zeolite in the center, the second as small fresh
laths. Because of the low magnesium content of the rock the pyroxenes
are chiefly grunerite and daphnite. The augite is altered and shows
large dark reaction rims cloudy with minute magnetite grains. The
groundmass is highly altered.

CH-3

Vesicular Basalt Cobble from the High Mesa Fill Gravel at Cheto
Mine.
MINERAL COMPOSITION

Mineral

SSSS*

“ Ph-)
Aegirine-Augite phenocrysts
Augite in G. M.
Magnetite
Hematite

Size in MM
0.1
0.2

-- 0.4

—- 0.6
0 .0 1
0.0 6
0 .0 1 -- 0.03
Dust

Percent
70
10
5
10
5

The texture is intergranular and diabasic with augite and mag
netite filling the interstices. The aegirine-augite phenocrysts are
largely altered to iddingsite. Most of the vesicles are encrusted with
calcite.

PLATE

C H -I

60 X

C H -3

60 X
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PLATE 35

CH-2

Enstatite Basalt Cobble from the Base of the High Mepa Fill, —
Cheto Mine, North Pit.
MINERAL COMPOSITION

Mineral

Size in MM

Enstatite phenocrysts
Augite phenocrysts
Aegirine-augite phenocrysts
Labradorite phenocrysts
Andesine(?) phenocrysts
Volcanic glass crowded with tiny
feldspar laths and magnetite
grains.

0 .1 —
0 .1 ——
0 .1 —
0 .1 ——
0 . 1 --

--

0 .5
0 ,2
0 .2
1 .0
1 .0

Percent
5
2
1
30
5

57

The texture is porphyritic. Feldspar phenocrysts are subhedral
and beautifully twinned. Some are zoned, the outside rim commonly
being more sodic. Pyroxenes show both twinning and zoning.
In some
cases enstatite has been partially replaced by augite. Magnetite large
ly altered to hematite and limonite.

PLATE

35

C H -2
25 X

PLATE 36

X-Ray diffraction pattern photographs of clay minerals from the
Tertiary formations of the Chetoh country.
*

Tanner Springs B —

*

*

Diffraction pattern of untreated Bidahochi

clay from the Tanner Springs area.

formation

The ring grouping is for the clay

mineral brammalite.
*

Tanner Springs Ac G —

*

*

Diffraction pattern of green clay from the

Bidahochi formation near Tanner Springs, treated with acetic acid to
remove the carbonates.

Rote that ring number three is missing.

The

pattern is that for brammalite.

'

'

Tanner Springs Ac R —

* * *

Diffraction pattern of red clay from the Bida

hochi formation near Tanner; Springs treated with acetic acid to remove
the carbonate.

Even though the color of the clay is quite different

than that of Tanner Springs Ac G the pattern is still that for
brammalite.
*

Sanders Bentonite —

*

*

'

Diffraction pattern of white clay from the Chetoh

formation at Chetoh Mine.

The pattern is that for montmorillonite.

Note the ring just outside the collimator hole.
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W hite bentonitie eley.
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L
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\'a,
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’ f
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' . ' \
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-----------------S—
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Unconformity

C h i n l a C la y

Figure.
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5 t r a i l g ra p h ic . S a c t io r v out C .H e .to M in g . - T y p g . S & c t i o

Quafc

Young v alle y f i l l s ta g * (Oamereo Format-ion ) .
Unconform ; t y
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Unconformity
W h itis h -ta n , ashy, fin e sand. Colored c h e r t

hctoK

Format io n

grains prominent.

Cross bedded. Vertically

jo in te d ,. M o n « calcareous* •
W h ite b e n to n ite w ith s ilic lfle d brown
s i l t above and below .
W h itis h - t a n , ashy, fin e sand. Colored
c h e rt grains p ro m in e n t. Cross bedded.
V e rtic a lly jo in te d * M o n -ca lca re o u s .
.0-2.0 - ,", , ,

\
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2>ornc beds in lower park s k e w a n
a b u n d a n c e of volcanic glass
shards.

22. B @
-*'»'c

<5 vay tuffs And ban silts % Silty tuffs.
S o m e bads of calc, tuff % silb, tarter
weathers bo a pitted ^urface.
White tuff w/block grTt .
(3 r e e n

t - i t e

cr l a v / :

Tdr\ ^ l?qbt b r o w n
^ Sands
w / u s u a l l y s o m a , cx fc<Lns\v«L qray calc.

r.o(u)

\a.ns<2.S,

Two

graam s i l t ba-ds <x few f e e t

u p a rt

TV>e lo w e r o n e V ju s t a b o v e tV\a- c o n t a c t ) tVxCc\«zns appreciably to tba VlW.

! R ed d ish gray calc, sa n d s s i l t s . Two prom
in e n t calc. SS 1cdqc»form ers. Especially
t h e upper one.

Calc. S S
).s(|0)

|V o lc x x rx ic . M <2.m bo^^ 9 4 f t l

Calc. 5 S " — — — — —
-

'

-

~1

"

22.E

\.o ifSV^rN ----------------

^
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A
r^7 7V/ // >V/",./rr?////////////. \

2 > o m c beds in lower part s h o w a n
a b u n d a n c e of volcanic glass
shards.
C
xvay tu ffs And te n
^ Silty tuffs.
Some beds of axle, tu ff 4 Silt. Letter
w e athers to a pitted j u r Face.

White tu ff w/ block g n 't.
Oreen clay.
*
Lt, brownish gray ^ ilt. PinkCrh at top*
oreenish grav coarse tuff*.
L t . u t r o w n 'b u f r e x c e o u s elo u y # s 1
1C.
Cotcaraous It. gray tuff. Watt hers to p it 
ted s u rfa c e .
<C, -' .\
»x
"^Tv .*v *7^ « ^ tt. brown Vuffaceous s ilts ^ clays
w /thin beds of greenish gray t u f f .

A

a.e

©

-cr„, { S o m e thin beds dark reidisn bm.cley.

r

gray ~ -

tt. gray

—

G r e e n clay w / t h i n beds of gray
^ greenish gray fine tuff.
T w o light reddish gray silt
^ beds near b o t t o m .

bright red silty clay.
E x te n d s over great" d i s 
tance. (rood m a r k e r bed.

f <z c t

Gre e n clayey silt w/onc ft.
yellow band ab lower c o n 
tact. Contact is unconf.
w / relief of 5 ft.

£> o <3

Light b r o w n silts.
— T w o one ft .bands of .,
green in upper third.
Well graded clean
White shards.

Crreen silty clay
-'Discontinuous ,
White shard b e d .
White Shards.

,,*#//« j>«j}yV|ri\ Shar’ds
shards

F ig u re .

15

I H\qV> Mesa Fill

S tr a tig r c x p h ic

10.0

7.0
6.0
°*u

oo

5,0 \33i_-

—

3-0 (aTb^,.

0

7

o n P a .d ra , M<z.-sa C l i f f y

^ o u th e a ^ b

o f T a n n e r S to rin g ^

Btouj soknd.
Dourk. soil. B o m o L pc-bb
R b y
k>roujy\
oiI uo/Ctxlicbcz. Icxyctk s .
\
E
E>roujtr>
>roujtr> 5i
si lb
1b 4 &d.rtd uj
uj//o
o xxhIc
ic.1^iFi<z.cL
-K i r i<2
.d gira.v<
gira.v<2.1
2.1 la.ns<
l<2.ris<2
2.^
.^>>.. M
Mo
olx
lx .. c
Cobb
o b ble,
1<&. o
o ..%'
%' d
d ic
i"am .
1 T h ra.<z. ba,d 5> of toUibcz., b<xvd c<xlicU<2
- inta-rca.|a.t<z.d by b Koujn silt bcd.s .

16.a (32) ' I * ( J’ l \
-

»

5 & c t\o n

Ligbt broujni silt^ grckdlng uptuard to S<x>nd. M o s t l y t k ’
mi b e J l d e d .
ray isb byovu
silty olay. Spa-ok led uVtubi la. s p o t s ruza.r' b«»t+”o#^\ .
ca.\ccxreous cl<xyshonez.^ ^ ajbife bay'd L .*b. \n tbin beds. Cfontovled ^ plained off.
G r e e n c a l c a r e o u s clay. S l a k e s 4 e r o d e s out". Tbis 14.0'unit n o t c o n t i n u o u s
b u t generally p e a s a n t a l o n g cliffs for several miles.

Mostly broion fbin b e d d e d Silts , Silty clays, 4 f »na s a n d s , intercalalad b y
tb\y> b a d s of It. g r a y calcareous s a n d .
Also s o m e lenses of calcareous SS
Up t o t l u o feat thick . A f e w b e d s of d a r k r e d d i s b b r o w n d a y .

& i d a.Y-\ o c. V-\ \

A Short dist a n c e E of tbc S e c t ion point t b e b o t t o m to ft. of this m e m 
ber is green Silty cVay capped u>itb a thick lense of gray calcareous SS.

L e n s of vr-badded c a l c a r e o u s SS. Light* gray.

\
^

G ray isb t a n s a n d 4 silt b e d s. S o m e thin light b r o w n beds
of silt.

U p p <zl r

'* 111U 11‘1 ‘M *11
* ' ‘ ^

Tan 4 light b r o w n jsands w / S o m e Silts 4 clays.
Intercalated by b e d s 4 g r o u p s of thin b e d s o f
calcareous S S . A few red 4 Ck^ 0 green lenses
of clay are present.

|

-Some b e d s of coajrse 5,a n d 4 grit near b o l t o m
of unit.

)-b-f s

Thin bedded light ved 4
cal carious sand 4 $1 it.
Tan y-bedded sand in Ibin layers^ intercalated
^ by red clay 4 s»ilt.
"Red silty clay.
G r e e n clay.
2^

B y o w n 4 green clay i n t e r b e d d e d .
Green clay.

t_o UJ <z. r

1&> \ d a- W o e K i

White luff 4 shard beds .
Green clay.
G r a y fine s a n d 4- silt .
G r e e n 4 rad clay. Green predominates.
Gray silt.
Green clay.
x
Pinkish gray silt.
\
G ku.czr\ etexy.
-A
Tied clay.
\
G r e e n clay.
\ R a d b r o w n silt
3^ G r e e n clay
Reddish gray silt % reel silty
_________ clay in b e d s .
--- ^
\
G r e e n clay.
—
"Red clay.
a.5# uuhi te tuff.
Green olay.

Brownish red silt.

_____________ ______,___ . , R e d clay.
F
\
\ _ f^X Thin bedded red

Vn-M r M

i t - « A
_5and 4
pebbles .

R.cz.<d <2H >
may

\

C \cxy

In low
-cxs several
layers of
o f transp<arer
tr a n s p a re n t c ry s ta lin a gypsum noddles
_ c
„xrc_______
oral lexyers
b e p r e s e n t Z O to 4 0 feet a b o v e t h e c o n ttc
act.

F' l q u r e

l<o

Strcxtiqraphic Section near Head of Crazy (Creek VaUgv
W e s t

S

ide.

giroion bio to saLnd someuih^ uiccxthcrcd 4 jointed.
Dark, soi 1 layer.

Pebble jeone at ba^e-

Rusty browf% sand.

II.2

0.3' pebble

,

b e d at lower contact.

I .* .*• / -X Ttiln
rtiln ba-dded
bedded soft

SS w/3 th in caliche layers near
It. gray soft calc. SS la y e rs near bottom .
color ot SS ta n to rusty brow n.

^

top

y- bedded
tars
gray^cslc.

TB'td a V x o c W i

Form<xtioo

Upper Bid.
LSw^-B\d: ersen ct<xy w/lhln It. gray 4 rusty yellow layers.

S o m a gyp. streaks In bottom y#||ow layer;
brown y -bedded sand 4 gray 55.

1.2 ;«

m \ m 4441

160

Pink bed

X Green clay

nX o . i' orange

Gyp. Inthinerwts
hard 4 calc.

11 I 1 1 1 1 11 IX Qreen 1sh - gray clay.
. •. . •
Craylsh-red 50ft sflty Sb. Sow
1.
rnTTiT

bedded.

brown day. Last 4 f t in tercal.

i il l hi

l m $ ® ? 6 i 6brn.
S 5S.
mu mmui

Green clay.
Reddish-brown 4 brownish gray
L Infer b e d d e d silts
Dark dull brick* red clayey

SILT.
^
D prK tan silt w/pebbles
in bottom, one fo o t
)\

% 18#.% Ft.

Unconrorin sty
*Rc»d C K ’m lc.

Clcxy

Figurcz- IT

Sa^d bad.

eLdX Sample, (l^)

Btrcxt\Qro.phic

S e c tio n a t SoutWeast Corner o f
C ra z y C re e k V a lle y

rraTyrrmm. T a n sand t stn.
t.S: 'tlr 11 M H i Two beds brownisH gray hard S an d y limestone..
lo s

-7^ - •'

Lt. b r o w n S a n d | clay beds. Includes t w o t K m
v o l c a n i c glass s h a r d b e d s .

I

t3.e

Calcareous silts

1

2.1 ."U

1.0s
2.o:

|

s ilty

scraggly l i m e s t o n e .

!l Qv ^An silts ^ It. brown sands. Cona in cone s tr u c t.
WA
\

Calcareous

sandstone .
T>k. reddlsn tom. clay bclow# bm. s \ lr
Calcareous sandstone .

Tim ^ g r a y S a n d

h

\T h m

" B id a h o c h t

fo r m a tio n

^

v o lc a n ic

above.

% silt.

g la s s shard b e d

2.4 facto from top.

2\.Z

i1

is#.9 ft.
Red

i p

i Ift *
i !
uJz

"Brown s ilt w it h Zuni Pebble Zon e
!\

Unconfotrmitx/
CWmlc.

Clcxy

F tcgura.

IS

at b o t t o m .

S tra tig ra p h ic .S ectio n

o\

1 n^>i. E. o f

MorVla Ldgg. of Pu.g.rco River Vail<zy
Pg.ty. Forg-t^t:

4 s '

•'• \ "Riddish b ro w n s a n d y s o i l .
JL»n O o
oA UncprsFormity
i•s ——
-\ Cauchc zone.

P u b b to s a t b a s « .

■fcrown s i Vi w ith c a l i c h e

«=».:;■
••.

~

Mw v •

c o n c re tio n s .

\ Fine tan sa.nd.
A l t e r n a t i n g b e d s of b ro w n s i l t t t a n - g r a y s a n .d .
C a l c a r e o u s s h a l e b e d a t b o tto m .

F" i H

;.o • ' .H J | *1- i l i 4-114-111-4-1 W -•

M \q H

M ostly X -b e d d e d t a n sa n d . 6 ra v e l n e a r
b o t t o m . G ra v e l c o m p o s e d m o s tly o f
" b id a h o c h t, C r e t a c e o u s , 4 t>c C h e lly
s a n d s to n e s . S om e p e b b le s of q u a rt
z ite 4 c h e r t 4 c h u n k s of S td a h o c h i
c la y .

E>io.VvocW"i

F'vrx-

U n c o n fo rm ity
"Reddish brn $ greemsh gray units
of silty clay; in d iv id u a l u n its
com posed of m any th in beds.
t^ R u s ty t a n s a n d .
^ ‘Brownish red ^ g re e n ish gray

x h \ ~ : M

Reddish brn. ^ qrccmsh
aray c\ayey s ilt.

m d 4*f r o m t o p .
Unconforrrxi fcy

C h m l

FormaV\on

Figure. 19

Tan sand n o t cvc-ryWHcrc prcscrtt*.
w o rke d Chinlc.
Urncsionc concre
tions. Some, qkzk.
k c h e r t.
*

S t r a t ig r a p h ic

S e c t io n ,& lu f f

11 M ile s South of N avajo

(Mine. Mile. Hill Section)
Sand

i

dunc,%

sllt ,
o o y .'. : - ^ - c e a r & g . grex^ usand
i.oz
. "r-r- x
Tcxn sound \ c la y .
"R<z»d c.\ouy

4

some. H a rd co-\c.. ie n s e .s .

yellouu sound In

yellow sand*

p
. Kaddlsb

Many

beds.

leases of calc. SS

s i l t . THim bedded.

&vovun sar%d. V ery iW»lr> b e d d e d .

"EbrownisH <5ray S ilt

4

Clay in

tw in b e d s . S o m e d a r k
c a r b o n a c e o u s la y e r s .
thrown 4 green clay.
Thrown predo rvnnat-<2.«,.
some reddish brown
b e d s.

^39.2.
0
U-»
<$

• u W m i f m m \ Light r e d d i s h silts
1111 u 1u (1 1 11 ill 4 s a n d s .

>-33.5

(iii 111 it 1mil
~ = ^ \ 'feroujn c l a y
- ■■;
—
<.
511rte rx1 c la y
----■
■■». —^N k
S('ty
---- ---- ~~^-X arefen clay
— C \ thrown
l ' ' x c la y e y
Silt

5.S*
j: 2.s:

0 H-s
0 s.s"

d
^33.5
(0

3 .0 290.0 Ft.

________^

0
'R e.d

d o Pis

** O
a ° q Y,
C h it x lc C l a y

Figure
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U n c o n f o r m i fey

2,0 *

H \ gKIQcx.y 6(g<o
g . d t i ov^v ?— NA<z.Qk‘SU-\"<Z(d oJt F"(z.r\c<z_ L \r \g . 2 . 4 - M »\<zs W o f
M > q V ^ u jo .v <£>&& ext M o v f c K E d g c. o f H cxr~c\ S3<ir~o.Vob\<2. M e zs q .

Eb\O to 5

ct .

CoiY>pact, joint<zxd si Ity scintil pourbioully LO<2.a.tV><2.irc.<i bo .soil. Li<jV\t b*rown color.
DOuV l< IcLy<2.r CoribctiirMrtq c.Ka.r r<z.cj w o o d ^ prob«xb>ly VuAmus.
bbltt Zon«^ v>u.<xr V>oH"orr\ .
^>icuur\ s U b y c\av \ o / & o r 7 uabi t«2. rrkodar<xt<2.\y U a r d Cd-licU<z- b<z.<is.
N V -l\o v u

S x tty

c id L y /

,

7

Liu K b K r o i v n >l o Iiarx s a n d , V - b<fcdacf*i.
ti>rouur^ s» rty h K<l sot\<3T uuVcalicK<z. layersW K i t<z. sar%3y c.tk\k cK<z-.
z
•
;.

__

\
~A

'' "

Lt. gvoy coavsu. loose somd, X- bcdd<2-d. U p p e r Z.o' Vorou>r> ^ joirxtcd. OxVicKa b e d at botborn.
iia w> q r a m a d llqKt broiuv> s a n d . C a .\ Cdkr<z,oLxs m o d e r a t e l y K a v d b e d at bottom.
l.i^Kt brotun silby clay lu/ kK% r> calicKe beds.
LicjKt b r o w n m e d i u m grained S a n d .
Light gray calcareous SS.

k/1cd

^

yery thin b e d d e d li<^Kb \orown ^ gray 3 and. w / a few tKin beds of Kard caliche.
7.0* f r o m b o H o m \S truncated fbrset b e d s a b o u t %.o' deep ^ topped by 1
.5'thin
IK p a r t s ViqKt b r o w n color, foot torn 2.o' is g ray Color.
i b e d d e d S a n d . b>otK
L i g K t g r a y c a \ caraou*s

SS .

LigKt b r o w n 3i l t y .^<xnd w / s o m e h a r d light gray c a l c a r e o u s layers.
Li ght g r a y Coarse l o o s e sand. Contains lenses ^ s t r e a k s
M ax. cobble d i a m . i x - b e d d e d . . S a m p \ e d .

of g r a v e l .

Light gray c a l c a r e o u s SS.
Fine light: brown sand, V- bedded .
L i g h t b r o c o n ^ gray m ottled silty c l a y .
Light b r o w n silty clay, int<zrcalatad by thin b e d s light gray h u i d silt.
R e d d i s h b r o w n clay at b o t t o m .

Light h r e w n fine g r a i n e d , thin b e d d e d s a nd.
K'iostly y - b u d d e d , in thin z o n e s .

v<2 ry/ thin b e d d e d very Fine gray 5<Xnd. X - b e d d e d . I h i c k lenses SS.
T w o baas redd is W b r o w n clay w / tan silt b e t w e e n .

5S-

v e r y fine g r a y X- b e d d e d ;.oFk S S .
Unconf

‘

‘

\

L i ght gray 5S. intercalated b y th i n b e d s t a n % gray silty sand.
Fine gray X - b e d d e d s a n d . W<zat-nu.r^ to u>a.rty surface. Long x«bed»
Light gray h a r d S5.
dud planes.
Fine b r o w n 3andj intercalated by thin b e d s gray SS. Very Fine
gray x- bedded 5and at bottom. Unit thickness variable.
B e d clay in b e d s . Unit thickness varies o.s*-3 .o'. ReivorkcdOiidk?
D a r k t a n ^ gray .sand. X- b e d d e d in units.
H it.11o w S w e e p s . P r o b a b l y water* lain.
Cx ravel.

P e b b l e comp* v a n e s F r o m place to piece. Mostly
m e t a i n • 4 CalC. SS . but s o m e expos, reddish b r o w n clay
4 SS. Unit n o t c o n t i n u o u s l y present:. S a m b l e d .
L ig h t g r a y
C c r e a R s .
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v e r y F in e x « b e d d e d
*> a r\d w / F i n e b u b b l e
tS lrx c k S a n d s t r e a k s a t b o t t o m . S a m p l e d .

T u n thi r \ - b e d d e d s a n d , intercalated by b r o w n clay
b e d s a f e w i n c h e s thick. *eSo t t o m S* o' well Sr rat *Pied g r a y s a n d . 0.4' g ray SS. at b o t t o m c ontact.
1,(?r tion cont*d o n o r o m o n t o r y U / of f e n c e line..
*4. 0 r e d d i s h b r o w n cl a y e y silt g r a d i n g t o q r a y
s a n d be-low*
G r a y 4 tain s a n d s w / s o m e t h i n b u d s of
Fat b r o w n clay. S o m a , calic-ha. F r a g m a . n t s in tha. clay*

35.0

Cxray

„„
3 4 9.5 Ft.

■ .Vi.

Covered

with

alluvium

. V T . V ..

below

Tan

dashed

F ig u re

21

line..

calcareous S S .

Silky Fine, s a n d .

b\\\

S tr a t ig r a p h ic S e c tio n a t
If

»s.o

R o b erts Place 10 Miles SE. oF.Sanders

'Reddish torn sand,.

va

U nconFo K ml by
22. S
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5 n3wn

\

<>ilt and silby sands.

Caliche a t top.

111
. A

ao. o

Mad. bo coarse sand w/scattered lenses
lens
of

o o oA

s m a M pabbles ^ tan, shading to gray.
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Vi

Yellow s a n d w/lenses of gravel,
k Max. cobble dTiarn. o.S* Gravel composed
mostly of SS cobbles (Bid. | Entrade).
Thin beds of coarse gravel a t top of u n it .

Yellowish gray sand w/ lenses of fine
\ gravel. One foot of very llaht gray
.\ sand, overlain by lens of BarKStained gravel, is bottom unit.

iB.o

- uTij ;TT
Yellow sand, silty at top.
A fe w lens#%k or
of a
g r a v e l.

17. o
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H l-r44 H^htt M l''Hr
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w n ^1 by
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111 u \ i ,<xy eA'c*» at bottom-

| ( ! ; 1 I I M l)
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%

4Z.o

,

Coarse gray sand. (#rarslly at top,
dreeti c la y e y sand, o.a' of ■

;

l i\ T>ro«r\ s l l U < s ilty cWky*
\ ( - r \ w /s o m e beds o f sand e
I
\ lenses of f in e g ra v e l

Hi it It M l l^Vriil 4« vti-4M Itt A

*

CP

. .H-t'tVn »
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o.S

8.5

negr boftpm. Some

oldaKochi SS pebbles.
V-veh-f-fiM<vX ,Coerse grained
grainea
.<

-TT

calc, sandstone.
Br o w n c ^ y e y
Brown silty

2s&Srj,7ta,
sUk^ k s/lty
sanai.

100.0

Tot

3157?

ft.
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U n c o n f o r m ;t

Prcdom»%r\a.ntly red sandy s»lt-s wlVV% aome
lens* s of fin e %
/e.Wo u j Scxrxd .
Gravel composed lo.rq€ l y o f Hard CKI n \e
fra g m e n ts . Rem ainder Is fragm ents o§
4 ^u
av tte,.
----- 's.sv
* ^
--------x
b a salt)
s a lt . KgHt
lia‘ ^ gray

Rcdt Orx\n\c d\cy\j
F ig u r e -
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S e c V io n

Green f brouun mottled, clayey S il*tr.
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PEBBLE COUNTS AND DESCRIPTIONS ON THE ZUNI PEBBLE ZONE

TABLE 2.

Base of the Tanner Springs Section.
Quartzite:

Colors mostly maroon and gray; some brown;

mostly subrounded and pitted reworked fragments of

31

older gravel.
Chert:

Colors of gray, brown, red, yellow, and white;

subrounded and pitted reworked fragments of older

12

gravel.
Total

TABLE 3.

43

Base of the Middle Whitewaters Creek Section.
Quartzite:

Colors mostly maroon, pink, yellow, and

lavender; up to 3 " diameter; reworked older gravel.
Chert of various types:

5

Brown with light colored

rind, black, black with white veins, yellow, red,

9

brown, et al.
Jasper:

Red;

Sandstone:

2"

1

diameter

Cemented with Mn

3

Og
Total

18

MINERALOGY OF THE DEZA SANDSTONE

TABLE 4.
*1.000 mm

Sandstone Near the Base of the Deza Formation.
Generally subround to subangular.
common.

Aggregates of sand grains
About 30$

Grains mostly quartz; one faceted grain.

feldspar, mostly orthoclase and microcline.

10$ chert well

1$ salic volcanic rock grains, some porphyritic;

rounded.

colors brown, gray, and pink.
+.500

ram Dominantly subangular to angular.

Some rounded.

60$ qtz.,

19$ sand aggregates, 15$ feldspar, 5$ chert, 1$ salic
volcanic rock.
+.25 O

mm

Dominantly subangular to angular, but many rounded grains.
Mostly quartz.

About 20$ feldspar.

Numerous dark grains

which are aggregates and concretions of iron oxide and
silica.

A few grains of gray salic volcanic rock.

.125 - .062 mm
Light Minerals

Heavy Minerals

Chert

60$

Magnetite-Ilmenite

35$

Quartz

15

Brown opaques

30

Zircon (many euhed.)

20

Muscovite
Albite

15
10

Zoisite-Epidote

7

Gamet-Perov. -Spinel

5

Tourmaline (some euhed.)

2

Biotite (pale-bra.)

1

MINERALOGY OF THE CHUSKA SANDSTONE

TABLE 5•

Soft Sandstone 1.5 Mi. West of Washington Pass Summit.

+.500 mm

Grains mostly subround to subangular.
and qtzt. 30%, feldspar 10$.

Quartz 60$, chert

Two large flakes of muscovite

and one gray salic volcanic rock grain.
+.250 mm

Mostly subround to subangular; a few rounded chert grains.
Quartz 70$, chert and qtzt. 20$, feldspar 10$.

062 mm
Light Minerals

Heavy Minerals

Muscovite

30$

Magnetite-Ilmenite

20$

Chert

30

Zoisite

50

Quartz

20

Zircon

20

Orthoclase

10

Garnet (with inclusions)

5

Microcline

5

Tourmaline (schorlite)

5

Albite

5

According to Wright (1956 , p.

the Chuska Sandstone is

74$ quartz, 23$ feldspar, and 3$ heavy minerals, chert and quartzite.

MINERALOGY OF THE CHETOH FORMATION

TABLE 6 .

Red Silty Sand “below White Bentonite at Cheto Mine.

+.500 mm

Mostly veil rounded.

Quartz and feldspar 90%, chert

and igneous rock 10%.
+.25O mm

Mostly well rounded.

Same mineral content as above.

.125 - .062 mm
Light Minerals

Heavy Minerals

Quartz

Magnetite-Ilmenite

60%

Chert

Leucoxene

10

Muscovite

Zircon (both pink & white)

10

Microcline

Zoisite-epidote

5

Albite

Garnet, perov., spinel

5

Tourmaline (schorlite)

5

30%

Hornblende (gm. & b m . .
twinned, 8 ° ext.)

2

Biotite-Annite

2

Rutile

1

MINERALOGY OF THE CHETOH FORMATION

TABLE 7.

Fine Light Tan Silty Sand above White Bentonite at Cheto Mine.

+.500 mm

Grains mostly subround to round, but some facets on quartz
grains.

Quartz and feldspar 45$, chert (many colored) 30$,

salic light gray cryptocrystalline porphyritic igneous rock
with phenocrysts of hornblende and magnetite (altered to
limonite) 20$, muscovite and blotite in large flakes 4$, and
heavy minerals 1$.
+.25O mm

Subround to round.

Quartz and feldspar 50$, chert and

igneous rock grains 30$, and mica 10$.

+.125 mm

Subround to angular.

Quartz and feldspar 55$, chert 30$,

heavy minerals 10$, and mica 5$«

.125 -

062 mm
Light Minerals

Heavy Minerals

Chert

30$

Magnetite-Ilmenite

Quartz

25

Hematite

Muscovite

15

Zoisite

15

Zircon

13

Orthoclase
Microcline
Albite

30

65$
2

Garnet, perov., spinel

3

Biotite-Annite w/incl.)

2

MINERALOGY o f t h e c h e t o h f o r m a t i o n

TABLE 8 .

Whitewaters Creek:
Section.

+.500 mm

Grains round to subround.

Red Silty Sand in Lower 20 ft. of

Quartz 70%, chert 20%, sand

aggregates 8%, and salic igneous rock 2%.
+ V-250 m m

Subround to sub angular.
grains.

Increase of chert and igneous rock

Also some feldspar.

.125 - .062 mm
Heavy Minerals

Light Minerals
Quartz

30%

Magnet ite-IImenite

Chert

30

Leucoxene

5

Hematite

5

Alb ite

18

Zircon

Microcline

2

Zoisite

Muscovite

10

(some w/incl.)

TABLE 9*

Allentown Mine:

65%

10
5

Hornblende
(bra., low ext. angle)

k

Tourmaline (schorlite)

2

Rutile

2

Basal Coarse Sandstone or grit.

Mostly 2.000 to .500 mm size.
ly quartz and chert.

Grains well rounded.

Dominant

May be a few grains of igneous rock.

Grains stained with iron oxide and cemented with silica.

MINERALOGY OF THE CHETOH FORMATION

TABLE 10.

Allentown Mine:

White Tuff.

Dominantly glass shards,- - many devitrified.

Contains

abundant flakes of brown biotite, some green hornblende,
small grains of a pale amber (unidentified) mineral, some
quartz and feldspar crystals, and a few well rounded sand
grains of quartz and chert.
TABLE 11.

Ganado Mesa:

+1.000 mm

Grains range from subangular to rounded.

Sand near Base, North End of Mesa.

are not the largest ones.

Rounded grains

Quartz 60$, sand aggregates

20%, chert 15%, orange colored microcline 5%»

Some of

the quartz grains are double terminated prisms showing
little abrasion.

There are present a few grains of white

material which may be silicified bentonite or colloidal
silica.

CARBONATE TESTS OF THE CHETOH SEDIMENTS

TABLE 12.

McCann's Site G, 9 Miles North of Zuni
Sample

Reaction

Pale "brownish tan silty clay

3 ft. above white bentonite

TABLE 13.

None

White bentonite

None

Brownish tan silty clay

None

Pale brown sandstone

Moderate

Red clay

Moderate

Reddish tan sand 10 ft. above base

Strong

Allentown Mine.
Sample

Reaction

Top
Rusty tan sandstone (Bid.)

Moderate

Gritty white bentonite
from upper pit

Slight

Maroon and gray silts

Slight

White ash

None

White Bentonite

None

Basal red grit

None

CARBONATE TESTS ON THE CHETOH SEDIMENTS

TABLE 14.

TABLE 1 5 .

Whitewaters Creek due East of Cheto Mine.
Sample

Reaction

White "bentonite

None

Reddish gray sand

None

20 ft. of red silt and sand "beds

Moderate
to none

Cheto Mine Section.
Reaction

Sample
To £
9 Lt. tan ashy sand

None

8 Brown silt

None

7 White bentonite

None

6 Brown silt

None

5 Lt. tan ashy sand

None

4 Bm.

None

silt above main bent.

3 White bentonite

None

2 Lt. gray sand

Spotty

1 Red silty sand

Spotty

CARBONATE TESTS ON THE CHETOH SEDIMENTS
Table l6 .

Section South of Puerco River at Chambers.

Reaction

Sample

Top

TABLE 17.

12 Reddish bra. sandy soil

None

11 Red silt and sand

Moderate

10 Lt. tan sandstone

Moderate

9 Reddish tan fine sand

None

8 Red silty clay & pebbles

Slight

7 Reddish clay

Slight

6 Yellowish

Moderate

tan sand

5 Red pebbly clay

Mild

4 Lt. bra. silt & clay

Mild

3 Brown sandstone

Moderate

2 Sand & silt

None

1 Gravel

Moderate

Chambers Mine.
Reaction

Sample
T°P
Thin bedded bra. & wh. silt
just above clay.

Bra.—

None

Wh. —

Mild

White bentonite

None

First bra. silt below bent.

None

First SS below bent.

Moderate

Lower green hard clay

Moderate

Lower white bentonite

None

Bra. silt 4* above base

Moderate

CARBONATE TESTS ON THE CHETOH SEDIMENTS

TABLE 18.

Cliffs South of Ganado.
Sample

Reaction

White ash hed

None

Brownish gray sandstone

Moderate

Reddish tan sand

None

, White bentonite

TABLE 19 .

None

Hard lens in bentonite

Mild

Reddish tan sand .

None

Reddish brown sandstone

Moderate

Section at North End of Ganado Mesa.
Sample

Reaction

Upper 120 feet

None to Mod.

Middle 3^ feet

None to
strong

Lower 55 feet

None to
slight

CARBONATE TESTS ON DEZA AND CHUSKA SEDIMENTS

TABLE 20.
Sample

Reaction

Deza Em., - basal conglomerate

Moderate

Desa Fm., - coarse sand
Total soluble content 20$

Moderate

Chuska SS, - Lower soft SS

None

Chuska SS, - Upper hard SS

None

PERCENT SOLUBLE MATERIAL IN SEIECTED CHETOH SEDIMENTS

TABLE 21.
Percent
Solubles

Carbonate Test
Reaction

Cheto Mine
Pale tan fine ashy or silty sand
above white bentonite

0.6

None

Pale brown silt above white bentonite

2.2

None

Red silty sand below white bentonite

1.4

None

Sanders Bluff
White pure limestone

91.0

Strong

White sandy limestone

82.0

Strong

Gray limestone

93-0

Strong

Red sandy limestone

45.0

Strong

Allentown Basal Grit

1.1

None

TABLE 22.

Soluble Salt Content and pH of some Chetoh Sediments.

Sample

Type of
Sediment

Allentown Mine

Bentonite

Snake Creek

Parts per Mil.
Soluble Salts

Percent
Soluble Salts

pH

265

0.03#

8 .2

Bentonite

910

0 .0 9

8 .1

Cheto Mine

Bentonite

265

0.03

7 .8

Cheto Mine

Upper tan
sand

265

0.03

7.9

Bentonite

1000

0 .1 0

8 .0

3 Mi. N of
Chambers

TABIE 23.

Qualitative Spectrographic Analysis of Leachate Residues
from Samples of the Chetoh Fomation.
Cheto Mine

Whitewaters Creek
Bottom

Top

Si

Ashy
Sand
M

Brown
Silt
M

White
Bentonite
M

K

—

Tr

--

Tr

LTr

Na

L

L

--

L

Tr

Mg

IM

HM

EM

EM

M

Ca

H

VH

M

B

Sr

M

M

M

A1

M

M

Fe

M

Cr

Red
Sand
M

Top
Gray
Sand
L

Gray
Sand
M

—

Bottom
White
Bent
onite
X

Red'h
Sand
M

Gray
Sand
M

Red
Sa Si
M
—

X

—

—

X

Tr

Tr

HTr

Tr

X

M

IM

L

LH

L

X

H

VH

EM

M

M

Tr

X

M

M

L

M

EM

EM

Tr

X

M

IM

L

M

M

M

M

L

X

Tr

Tr

—

M

IM

LTr

X

—

—

Ti

--

ITr

Tr

Tr

LTr

X

Tr

LTr

--

Mn

--

Tr

LTr

Tr

--

X

Tr

LTr

—-

Cu

L

L

IM

L

L

L

X

IM

L

L

As

mm mm

L

L

Tr

mm mm

X

X

X

X

X

•

•

Symbols indicating weight of spectrographic lines.

v - very

Top
Ashy
Sand

M - medium
L - light

Tr - trace
—
detected
1

TABIE 24.

heavy

X - not tested

1

H

Partial Qualitative Chemical Analvnlm of LeachAtes from
Samples of the Chetoh Formation..
Cheto Mine
White
Brown Bent- Red
Silt
onite Sand

Cl

M

M

S(%

L

L

--

Bottom
Grey
Sand

X

M

X

F

TOE
Gray
Sand

--

White
Bent
onite

Red'h
Sand

Gray
Sand

Bottom
Red
Sandy Si

X

F

F

F

X

L

L

F

CO3 -——
Spotty Spotty
F
X
M>
Symbols indicating comparative amount of precipitate or reaction.
H - heavy
L - light
-- - none detected
M - moderate
F - faint
X - not tested

TABLE 25.

Chemical Analyses of White Tuff and Resultant White Benton
ite from the North Side of the Puerco River Valley near
Chambers (After Nutting, 19^-3)~

Chemical Analyses ________ Computed on basis of Alg Oq content
Tuff
Bentonite
Bentonite
Batio to Tuff
Si 02

63.74

51.10

41.45

O .65

Alg O3

12.72

15.68

12.72

1 .0 0

Feg O3

2.53

3.38

2 .7 4

1 .0 8

Mg 0

2 .0 1

4.52

3.67

1.83

Ca 0

1.67

2 .0 6

1 .6 7

1 .0 0

Nag 0

l.l4

0.23

.0.19

0.17

Kj? 0

3.19

0 .15

0 .1 2

0.04

Ha o-

6.73

15.02

12.18

1 .8 1

Hg 0+

6 .6 0

7.14

5-79

0 .8 8

TiOg

0 .3 1

0.41

0 .3 2

1 .00

TABLE 26.

Analysis of White Tuff from Greasewood Area, by Arizona
Testing Laboratory, Phoenix, Arizona.
Si Og

'

7 0 .2#

Alg 0 3

15.2

Feg O 3

0 .8

Mg 0

2.9

Ca 0

2 .8

Hg 0

2.0

Ignition loss

5.0

TABLE 27•

Cation Exchange Capacity of Montmorillonite Clays from the
Chetoh Formation.

Whitewaters Creek, North Branch

102 milli-equiv./100 gm clay.

Whitewaters Creek, 1.5 miles
upstream in west Bluff
Cheto Mine, north pits

116

"

”

"

"

”

109-117

"

"

"

"

"

112-115

"

"

"

"

'*

110

"

"

"

"

"

79

"

"

"

"

"

99

"

"

”

"

"

97-102

”

"

"

"

"

57

"

"

"

”

"

Log CaBin Trading Post,
2 miles E of Sanders
ChamBers Mine
Big Six pits, 1 mile NW of
Chambers Mine
Four miles SE of Pine Springs
Trading Post
Head of Bumtwater Wash
Snake Creek, near jctn. with
Wide Ruin Wash
Ganado, Bluffs south of
PueBlo Colorado Wash

220

"

"

”

11

»*

MINERALOGY OF THE B3DAHOGHI SEDIMENTS

TABLE 28.

Composite of Section Five Miles Southwest of Jeddlto
Trading Post.

+.500 mm

Dominantly sub angular, tut some rounded grains of quartz.
Also some faceted grains.

50$ quartz, chert, and feldspar.

25$ amphibole and pyroxene crystals. Amphibole very jagged.
Two pale green ones may he olivine.

25$ subrounded salic

volcanic rock grains; mostly gray, red, and white.

Some of

gray ones are porphyritic.
+ .250 mm

Same character and percentages as above.

+ .1 2 5 mm

Subround to angular.

Much more quartz, chert, and feldspar.

Few volcanic rock grains.

.125 - .062
Light Minerals

Heavy Minerals

Chert

30$

Magnetite-ilmenite and other

Quartz

25

Muscovite

15

opaques
Zircon (some faceted)
Zoisite-epidote

Microcline

Hornblende (bra. & gra.)

Orthoclase

25
Albite

Basaltic horablende(?) (red bra.)

Oligoclase

Biotite (bra. & orange bra.)

Nepheline(?) 5

Garnet, pericl., spinel
Rutile(?)

MINERALOGY OF THE BIDAHOCHI SEDIMENTS

TABLE 29.

Basal Sandstone Five Miles North of Sunrise Trading Post.

+ 1.000 mm

Well rounded.

+ .5 0 0 mm

'JQrfo quartz,

Dominantly well rounded.

20% aggregates, 10% chert.
82% quartz, 15% chert and

aggregates, 3% feldspar.

+ .2 5 0 mm

Subround to round.

70% quartz, 25% chert, quartzite, and

aggregates, 5% feldspar.

+ .1 2 5 mm

Subround to angular.

95% chert and quartz, 3% orthoclase-

microcline, 2% albite. No mica seen.

.125 - .062
Light Minerals

Heavy Minerals

Quartz

30%

Magnetite-ilmenite

60%

Chert

30

Zoisite-epidote

18

Albite
Orthoclase

Zircon (some pink.
30

Microcline (scarce)
Muscovite

10

some faceted)

10

Biot ite (gm. w/incl.)

5

Tourmaline (schorlite)

5

Garnet, pericl..
spinel
Rutile(?)

2

MINERALOGY OF THE BIDAHOCHI SEDIMENTS

vn

TABLE 30.
mm

Lower Bidahochl:

Sample No. 3^, Greasevood Section.

Grains mostly flattish sub rounded particles of light brown
colloidal clay.
action.

Rounding was probably from screening

70$ quartz, feldspar, and chert; 30$ muscovite

and biotite.

Mineral grains subangular to angular.

.125 - .062 mm
Heavy Minerals

Light Minerals
Albite

37$

Magnet ite-ilmenite

Quartz

25

Light colored opaques

Muscovite &
Phlogopite
Chert

8$
2k

Hornblende
25
13

(gm. to bl. g m )
Basaltic hornblende
Biotite (bra. to orange)

25
8

25

Enstatite (pale gra.)

5

Chlorite

5

MINERALOGY OF THE BIDAHOCHI SEDIMENTS

TABLE 31•

Upper Bidahochl:

Sample No. 11, Greasewood Section.

+ .500 mm

Grains mostly rounded, "but some subangular.

90$ quartz,

7$ chert, 1$ salic volcanic rock grains, 1$ white colloidal
silica(/), 1$ sand aggregates.
+.250 mm

Dominantly subround to subangular.

Some round grains.

80$

quartz, 15$ chert, 5$ salic volcanic rock, feldspar, et al.

.125 - .062
Light Minerals

Heavy Minerals

Quartz

35$

Magne t ite -ilmenite

30$

Chert

25

Light colored opaques

20

Microcline

15

Zircon

15

Albite

15

Zoisite

8

Muscovite

10

Garnet, pericl., spinel

5

Hornblende (green)
Basaltic hornblende

Biot ite

10
2

10

i

MINERALOGY OF THE BIDAHOCHI SEDIMENTS

TABLE 32.

Lover Bidahochl Green Clay:

•125 ■ .062 mm

Tanner Springs Section.

Grains mostly subangular.

Light Minerals

Heavy Minerals

Quartz

Iron oxide concretions

Chert (mostly colored)

M q oxide concretions

Labradorite(?)

Biotite

Oligoclase

Basaltic hornblendef?) (red

Orthoclase
Muscovite

& microcline

& b m . ) or iddingsite
Chlorite

Pistachio green earthy mineral.
Igneous rock grains, mostly salic.

MINERALOGY OF THE BIDAHOCHI SEDIMENTS

TABLE 33.

Upper Bidahochi Sandstone:
Section.

+.500 ram

Round to subround.

2k,

Tanner Springs

75$ quartzite, 20$ chert, 5$ salic

igneous rock grains.
phenocrysts.

Sample No.

(Many reddish ones with white feldspar

Some' translucent and speckled; others gray.)

+.250 mm

Subangular to round.

+.125 ram

Angular to subangular.

Same constituents as in .500 mm.
Percent quartz higher.

Percent

volcanic grains much lower.

.125 - .062
Light Minerals

Heavy Minerals

Quartz

Magnetite-ilmenite

Chert

and other opaques

Albite

Zircon

Andesine

Zoisite

Microcline

Biotite (gmsh. brown).

Muscovite

Garnet, pericl., spinel
Basaltic hornblende
Rutile(?)

90$

MINERALOGY OF THE B3DAHOCHI SEDIMENTS

TABLE 34.

Chetoh Mine:
Fit.

+1.000 mm

Well rounded.

Coarse Cemented Sand from Deep Channels, South

Mostly chert (about half of grains colored

gray, red, and yellow)j some quartz and quartzite.

Gray

and pink salic volcanic rock grains 2$.
+ .500 mm

Fairly well rounded.

Quartz 20$, salic volcanic rock 5$*

Remainder is chert and a little quartzite.
+.250 mm

Subround to subangular.

Quartz 75$> chert 20$.

Remainder

is mostly feldspar.
+.125 mm

Subangular to angular.

Quartz 80$, chert 15$, others 5$*

.125 - .062 mm
Angular.

Quartz 30$, feldspar 5$»

Remainder is chert and

heavy minerals.
Heavy Minerals
Magnetite-Tlmenite
Light colored opaques
Zircon
Zoisite

10

Apatite (rounded & euhed.)

5

Garnet

5

MINERALOGY OF THE BIDAHOCHI SEDIMENTS

TABLE 35•

Upper Bidahochi; Coarse Gray Sandstone, Whitewaters-Creek.

2.000 - 1.000 mm

All grains fairly well rounded.

cal shaped.

50$ light gray salic porphyritic volcanic rock

grains with cryptocrystalline groundmass.
in composition.
quartz.)

Irregular to spheri

(Latite to rhyolite

Phenocrysts of magnetite, hornblende, and

35$ chert (yellow, brown, and red colors).

15$

quartz (clear; fracture faces common.)
- 1.000 - .500 mm
quartz.

Fairly well rounded.

40$ salic lava, 40$ chert, 20$

Some quartz grains faceted; a few double terminated

prisms.
.500 - .250 mm

Subangular to round.

75$ quartz and feldspar, 15$

salic volcanic grains, 10$ chert.

Some hornblende and

hematite.

.250 - .125 mm

Angular to round

65$ quartz and feldspar, 25$ chert,

10$ salic volcanic grains
.125 - .062 mm
Light Minerals

Heavy Minerals

Volcanic rock grains

Magnetite-ilmenite-leucoxene

microporphyritic.
Phenocrysts of plagioclase in volcanic glass.

40$

Zircon (l euhedral grain)

50$

Hornblende (gm. & bl. g m . ,
many very jagged).

Quartz

Basaltic hornblende (orange & b m . )

Chert

Biotite (grash. bra. & red bra.)

Albite

Enstatite (well rounded)

Muscovite

Tourmaline (schorlite)

CARBONATE TESTS ON THE BIDAHOCHI SEDIMENTS

TABLE 36.
Sample

Reaction

2 mi.

N

of

Dllcon.

Greenclay.

Moderate

2 ml.

E

of

Dllcon.

Greenclay.

Moderate

5 mi.

SW of Jeddito T. P.

2 mi.

N

of

Sunrise

Sand & silt.
T. P.White

Moderate
ash.

None

West side of Crazy Creek Valley.
Brownish gray sandstone.

Strong

Green sandstone.

Moderate

10’ interbedded silt and ash.

Moderate

G m . clay near top lower Bidahochi.

Moderate

Bm.

Moderate

silt 6' above Chinle formation.

CARBONATE TESTS ON THE BIDAHOCHI SEDIMENTS
TABLE 37-

TABLE 38 .

Greasewood Section

Tanner Springs Section

Sample

Reaction

Sample

13 Gray SS
6lO' above base
Moderate
12 Tan silt & sand
Moderate
11 Green clay
Moderate
10 Reddish firm
Sa & Si
Mild
9 Tan silt &
silty tuffs
None
8 White ash bed fl
None
Moderate
7 Green clay
Moderate
6 Brownish gray silt
5 Greenish gray
Moderate
toarse tuff
4 Grown tuffaceous
Moderate
clay & silt
Strong
3 Hard It. gray tuff
2 Tuffaceous silt
Moderate
& clay
Mild
1 Green clay & tuff
Moderate
14 Green silty clay
Moderate
15 Brown silt
l6 White ash bed #2 . None
Moderate
17 Brown silt
l8 Green saline
Moderate
Silty clay
Moderate
19 Brown silt
None
20 White ash bed #3
• Moderate
21 Brown silt
22 White ash bed #4
None
Moderate
23 Brown silt
Moderate
24 Green silty clay
25 Brown silt
Moderate
26 Green silty clay
Moderate
27 Brown silt
Mild
28 White ash bed #5
.None
29 Red & green
silty clay
Moderate
30 Brown silt
Moderate
31 Green silty clay
Moderate
32 Red silty clay
Mild
33 Green hard clay
Moderate
34 Brown silt
Moderate
35 Pebble Zone
Moderate
36 Wingate sandstone
Mild
•

,,

36 Dune sand
35 Dk. soil & pebbles
34 Rusty brown soil &
caliche
33 Caliche & silt
32 Lt. reddish bra.
sand
31 Grayish bra. clay
30 Lt. green sandy
Silt
29 Red clayey sand
28 Gray sandstone
27 Tan sand & silt
26 Lt. tan gray SS
25 Grayish tan Sa & Si
24 Brash, gray Sa & Si
23 Lt. bra. silty clay
22 Brash, red silt
21 Red silty clay
20 Green clay
19 Brownish green
Silty clay
18 Green clay
17 White tuff
l6 Green clay
15 Gray silt
14 Green clay
13 Gray silt
12 Green clay
w/rust spots
11 Pinkish gray silt
10 Green clay
9 Red clay
8 Green clay
7 Reddish brown silt
6 Green clay
■
5 Reddish gray Si
clay
x 4 Green clay
3 Red clay
2 Green clay
lb Red silty clay
la Red clay
Pebble Zone
Chinle red clay

Reaction
Moderate
Strong
Strong
Strong
None
Mild
Slight
None
Strong.
Moderate
Strong'
Moderate
Moderate
Strong
Strong
Strong
Strong
Strong
Strong
None
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Mild
Moderate
Moderate
Mild

PERCENT SOLUBLE MATERIAL IN SELECTED BIDAHOCHI SEDIMENTS

TABLE 39
Sample

$ Solubles

Carbonate
Test
Reaction

Composite sample from section
5 mi. SW of Jeddito Trading Post

65

Moderate

k-9

Moderate

Greasewood - Green clay from
volcanic member
Greasewood - Green clay from
lower member

63

Moderate

TABLE 40.

Soluble Salt Content and pH of Some Bidahochi Sediments

Type of
Sediment

Sample
Location

PPM of
Soluble
Salts

Percent
Soluble
Salts

pH

V

0.09#

4 .0

7,500

0.75

8 .0

850

0 .0 9

8 .0 -

Clay

1,925

0.19

7.7

Clay

1,475.

0 .1 5

7-9

Clay

3,350

0.34

7.9

180 ft.

Clay

4,600

0.46

8 .0

Bluff

155 ft.

Clay

7,500

0.75

8 .1

S of

•135 ft.

Clay

12,250

1.23

8 .2

Tanner

115 ft.

Clay

19,000

1.90

8 .0

Springs

Bottom

'

200 ft.

Clay

2,400

0.24

8 .0

Hawke

150 ft.

Clay

9,900

0.99

. 8.3

Mesa

100 ft.

Clay

11,250

1.13

8 .5

10 ml. S of Star Mtn.

Sandy Clay
Clay
Sandy Clay

10 mi. SW of
Jeddito T. P.
Bluffs E of
Greasewood T. P.
Section of

S Edge of

Bottom

850

TABLE 4l.

Qualitative Spectrographic Analysis of Leachate Residues from
Samples of the Bidanoehi: Tanner Springs Section.
Sample Numbers

Bottom
la lb
Si H

2
xV"

3
—

4
L

5
M

8
M

12
—

14
M

L

Tr
M

24

Top
30 32
M
M

L

Tr

M

M

L

L

M

L

M

H

M

21
M

22

L

Tr

Tr

M

M

M

M

L

M

H

M

15

16
--

18
Tr

19, 20
M
M

L

Tr

L

Tr

Tr

M

M

M

M

M

--

Tr

23

K

Tr

L

L

Tr Tr

Na

L

M

M

M

M

M

M

Mg

M

L

M

H

M

M

Ca

H

VH VH VH H

H

H

H

H

VH

H

M

VH

H

VH

M

WH

H

VH

Sr

Tr

A1

M

Fe

H

M

M

M

M

M

L

L

L

M

L

M

Tr

M

L

M

L

M

L

L

M

L

L

L

M

M

Tr

M

--

L

L

M

M

M

Tr

L

L

M

M

M

L

Tr L

M

M

Tr

M

L

L

M

M

M

Tr

Tr

M

M

M

Tr

L

Tr

Tr

Cr

—- . -

Tr

Mn

1

Cu

L
Tr L Tr M M
Symbols indicating
V - very
M
H - heavy
L

l
1

Ti

Tr

Tr Tr —
Tr

Tr

TABLE 42.

Tr

Tr

Tr
Tr —— Tr LTr Tr L
M L
weight of spectrographic lines.
- medium
Tr - trace
- light
—
- none detected

Tr

Tr

Tr

Tr

Tr

L

L

Tr

Partial Qualitative Chemical Analysis of Leachates from Samples of
the Bldahochi: Tanner Springs Section7“ ”
...

la

lb

2

3

4

5

. £Sample Numbers
ti T S T
16 Iti 19

F

H

M

X

X

X

X

L

X

F

X

H

X

X

L

H

X

VH

X

M

SO4 M

HM

—

X

X

X

X

IM

X

M

X

LM

X

X

L

—

X

M

X

L

CO 3 M

L

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

L

Cl

26

21

22

21

24

3d

32

Symbols indicating comparative amounts of precipitate or reaction.
H T heavy
M - moderate

L - light
F - faint

—
X

- none detected
- not tested

TABLE 43.

Cation Exchange Capacity of the Bidahochl Clays.

Tanner Springs:
Greasewood:

Green clay

Red clay

25 milli-equivalents/100 gm clay.
37

Five miles SW of Jeddito
Trading Post:

Green clay

23

Two miles N of Dilcon
Trading Post:

Tan clay

31

Clays in this range are:
Illite

10 - 40 milli-equivalents/l00 gm.

Chlorite

10 - 40

Sepiolite
Attapulgite

20 - 30

Palygorskite
And mixtures of high and

dw

cation exchange capacity types.

TABLE 44.

Concho Gravel:
Concho■

Gravel In Old Highway Cut in Hill East of

Welded Tuff; dense groundmass; some porphyritic.

7

Colors black, red, and gray.
Rhyolite; red; dense to glassy groundmass.

Some

porphyritic with quartz and orthoclase

3

phenocrysts.
Andesite; porphyritic with phenocrysts of amphibole

1

and clear plagioclase.
Basalt; porphyritic with fine groundmass and olivine

1

phenocrysts.

3

Granite; red; medium grained.
Quartzite; red, reddish gray, and yellow.

15

One Barnes conglomerate.
Hornfels; dark with light colored spots.

1

Tertiary sandstone; reddish tan, containing colored

1

chert grains.
Total

32

PEBBLE COUNTS ON THE HIGH MESA FILL

TABLE 45•

Hardscrabble Mesa, South Side: Gravel at Contact with the
Underlying Chlnle Formation near Hwy. 666 .
Rhyolitej dark; porphyrltic with quartz and orthoclase
phenocrysts.

Smooth pitted surface.

Broken reworked

3

fragments of cobbles
Rhyolite; light gray; porphyrltic with small phenocrysts
of quartz, feldspar, amphibole, biotite, and microcrystalline groundmass.
Graywater Wash sites.

Similar to those at
Not reworked material.

8

Rhyolite; dense; medium gray; subround.

1

Quartz; pitted; reworked cobble fragment.

1
Total

13

PEBBLE COUNTS ON THE HIGH MESA FILL

TABLE 46.

Hardscrabble Mesa: Highway 666 Section, 18" Bed of
Conglomerate near Bottom.
Reworked Tertiary sandstone & hard Mn stained con

34

cretions.
Old sedimentary rocks.

Many flatFe concretions.

Chert; brown, yellow, gray; translucent.

21

Includes

11

some vein quartz & jasper.
Chert; light colored rinds & darkercenters.

3

Gray salic volcanic rocks.

6

Quartzite; red, yellow, white, brown.

8

Granite; pink, medium grained.

1

Petrified wood.

1

Bone fragment; reworked.

1
Total

Sedimentary types mostly flat with rounded edges.
Some quite thin.
Quartzite, chert and volcanic rocks show best rounding.
Some of quartzites are reworked fragments.

86

PEBBLE COUNTS ON THE HIGH MESA FILL

TABLE U j •

HardscrabUle Mesa:

Highway 666 Sections, Selected Types.

Rhyolite; aphanitic; light gray.

Cobbles contain

some pumice inclusions and blotite phenocrysts.
Platy shaped.

5

Rings when struck.

Rhyolite; dense, some small phenocrysts.

6

Blocky shaped; subrounded.

1

Andesite; gray; porphyritic.
Granite; red; coarse to fine grained.

Subrounded.

4

Quartzite;

brown, medium grained.

1

Limestone;

gray; dense; somewhat impure.

3

Sandstone;

red, yellow, gray.

3
1

Limonite Concretion; brown, botryoidal.
Total

35

PEBBLE COUNTS ON THE HIGH MESA FILL

TABLE 48.

Cheto Mine:

Gravel Pit in Knoll at North End of Diggings.

Tertiary sandstone and limestone.

400

Quartzite, chert and petrified wood.

112

Old sedimentary rocks.

$0

Basalt; dark gray; vesicular.

2

Rhyolite; dense; gray.

1
Total

565

Pieces of reworked fossil bone are common.

TABLE 49.

Cheto Mine:

Gravel from Channel in North Pit.

Tertiary sandstone and marl.

JO

Chert, petrified wood, etc.

64

Quartzite, h o m f e l s , etc.

50

Old sedimentary rocks.

51

Granite; red; medium grained.

2

Volcanic rocks.

2
Total

Pieces of reworked fossil bone are common.

239

)

PEBBLE COUNTS ON THE HIGH MESA FILL

TABLE 50.

Cheto Mine; Gravel Pit at North End of Diggings,
Volcanic Types.
Vesicular basalt.

4

Dark fine-grained basalt.

1

Gray porphyritic basalt or andesite.

2

Vesicular rhyolites (or latites) and welded tuffs;

4

light gray to pink.
Light gray microcrystalline rhyolite (or latite),
containing a few inclusions of pumice and

7

scattered small phenocrysts.
Rhyolite with dense dark groundmass and 1 mm to

3 mm phenocrysts of feldspar and other minerals.
Up to 4" diameter.

Total
Note;

7

Usually well rounded.

25

The salic volcanic rocks here much resemble those on
the Zuni River terrace (probable

Gamerco age) and

those at the High Mesa Fill-Chinle contact on the
south side of Hardscrabble Mesa

PEBBLE COUNTS ON THE HIGH MESA FILL

TABLE 51.

Chambers Area:

Big Six Gravel Pit.

Quartzites.

49

Chert, petrified wood, etc.

46

Vein quartz.

16

Old sedimentary rocks:
De Chelly sandstones.

16

Cretaceous sandstones.

15

Chinle.

15
2

Chuska sandstone (quartzite).

17

Chetoh and Bidahochi sandstones.
Total

166

MINERALOGY OF THE HIGH MESA FILL SEDIMENTS

TABLE 52'•

Hardscrabble Mesa: Black Sand Layer 263 ft. below Top of
Mesa, Highway 666 Section.

+1.000 mm

All aggregates of sand grains.

Black ones are of magnetite

grains.
+.500 mm

Round to subround.

Quartz 60$, chert

25$,

porphyritic

salic volcanic rock grains 5$ (gray and red), feldspar 2$
(some glassy, probably oligoclase).
+ .250 mm

Round to subangular.

Mostly quartz, some grains of which

contain magnetite inclusions, much chert, considerable
feldspar (mostly glassy), and about 2$ salic volcanic rock
grains.
.125 - .062 mm

Magnetite-ilmenite by bulk 40$.

Light Minerals

Heavy Minerals

Quartz

Magnetite

80#

Chert

Ilmenite

12

Muscovite

Zircon (some pink)

Albite

Hornblende and

Microcline

Cummingtonite

3

2

Zoisite

1

Tourmaline

1

Garnet

0.5

Iddingsite

0.5

MINERALOGY OF THE HIGH MESA FILL SEDIMENTS

TABLE 53*

4.400 mm

Hardscrabble Mesa: 18" Conglomerate Bed near Base of Mesa,
Highway 666 Section.
Quartz & feldspar 88$, gray porphyritic salic volcanic
grains $$, chert

white colloidal silica or bentonite 2$.

+.208 mm

Chert 3$, but other constituents about the same,

+ .125 mm

Chert 3$> very few volcanic grains.

.125 - .062
Light Minerals

Heavy Minerals

Quartz

10$

Magnetite-Ilmenite

Chert

30

Zircon (some red &

Muscovite

20

Albite

25

Microcline

5

some euhedral)
Zoisite

65$

15
10

Biotite (red b m . )

4

Basaltic hornblende

2

Tourmaline

2

Garnet (pink)

1

Apatite

1

MINERALOGY OF THE HIGH MESA FILL SEDIMENTS

TABLE 54.

Hardscrabble Mesa: Coarse Gray Sand near Top of Mesa,
Highway 666 Section.
—

+1.000 mm

Mostly well rounded.

Caliche and white bentonite grains

containing or cementing small sand grains

quartz 22$,

chert 15$, sandstone (aggregates) 15$, pink and gray salic
volcanic grains 10$, orange colored limestone or calcite
grains 3$.
+ . 500 mm

Round to subround.

Quartz plus a few grains of feldspar

65$, chert 25$, aggregates 5$, salic volcanic rock grains
5$ (mostly porphyritic with white feldspar phenocrysts in
glass).

.250 - .125
Light Minerals

Heavy Minerals

Quartz

Magnetite-Ilmenite

Chert

Light colored

Muscovite-phlogopite

opaques.

70$

20

Microcline

Zircon

6

Albite

Zoisite

2

Garnet

2

MINERALOGY OF THE HIGH MESA FILL SEDIMENTS

TABLE 55 ,

Cheto Mine:
North Pit.

+. 500 mm

Round to subangular.

Fine Red Sand from Bottom of Channel In

Quartz 85$, chert 10$, salic

volcanic rock, feldspar, et al 5$.

White non-calcareous

grains fairly common.

+ .2 5 0 mm

Round to subangular.

Composition the same as above,

including white non-calcareous grains.

.125 -

062
Light Minerals

Heavy Minerals

Quartz

30$

Magnetite-Ilmenite

Chert

20

Light colored opaques

30

Zoisite

15

Zircon

13

Muscovite

15

Microcline

30$

35
Albite

Tourmaline

7

Garnet

5

MINERALOGY OF THE HIGH MESA FILL SEDIMENTS

TABLE 56 .

Cheto Mine;

+.500 mm

Mostly well rounded.

Tan Sand above the Red In Channels of North Pit
Chert, quartzite, and sandstone

(aggregates) 7£$> quartz 20$, feldspar 5$-

No definite

volcanic grains.
+.250 mm

Subround to round.

Quartz $0$, chert 40$, feldspar, et

al 10$.

.125 - .062
Light Minerals

Heavy Minerals

Muscovite

Magnet ite-Ilmenite

30$

80$
Quartz

25

Light opaques & Hematite

Chert

20

Zoisite-Epidote

Microcline

10

Zircon

8

Garnet

2

25
Albite

TABLE 57*

Klagetoh Highland; Sand from Small Pit in Knoll 4 Miles
North of Klagetoh Trading Post.
No mechanical analysis.
Light Minerals

Heavy Minerals

Quartz

30$

Magnetite-Ilmenite

65$

Chert

10

Zoisite

20

Muscovite

30

Zircon

10

Albite

15

Hornblende (green)

2

Orthoclase

8

Basaltic Hornblende

2

Microcline

7

Tourmaline

1

MINERALOGY OF THE GAMERCO SEDIMENTS

TABLE 58 «

Cheto Mine:

+ 1.000 mm

Mostly well rounded.

Sand from Upper Channel at North Clay Pit.
Chert $0#, salic volcanic rock

grains 40% (mostly reddish high silica types), quartz,
et al 10#.
+ .500 mm

Fairly well rounded.

Chert 50#> quartz 40#, salic

volcanic rock grains 10# (red and gray high silica
types).
.250 - .125
Light Minerals

Heavy Minerals

Chert

30#

Magnetite-Ilmenite

50#

Quartz

25

Light colored opaques

15

Zircon

15

Zoisite

10

Muscovite
30
Phlogopite
Alb ite
Microcline

10
5

Hornblende (Green)

5

Garnet

1

Tourmaline

2

Iddingsite

2

PEBBLE COUNTS ON THE JEDDITO FILL

TABLE 59*

Gravel Pit West of Querino Railroad Cut.

Sandstone, limestone, and shale from the Mesozoic
formations, chiefly Cretaceous
Quartzite, chert, and petrified wood
Total

MINERALOGY OF THE JEDDITO FILL SEDIMENTS

TABLE 60.

Houck Gravel Pit:

Sand from the North Face.

1.000 - .500 nun Round to subangular.

Quartz

SOjo,

quartzite 10$,

aggregates 10$, chert $$, light colored sallc volcanic
rock grains 3$ (some porphyritic), feldspar 2$.
10$ unidentifiable.
Angularity is pronounced below .250 mm size.
This size range includes more feldspar and no recognizable volcanic
grains.
.125 - .062
Light Minerals

Heavy Minerals

Chert

30$

Magnetite-Ilmenite

40$

Quartz

20

Other opaques

20

Muscovite

30

Zircon

15

Zoisite-Epidote

10

Microcline
20
Albite

Hornblende (green)

3

Anthophilite

1

Tourmaline

2

Garnet

2

Iddingsite

5

DATA ON THE IGNEOUS ROCKS

TABLE 6l.

Indices of Refraction for Glass Shards
and Tuff Beds.
Sample

Tertiary Ash

Index

White tuff from M g bed near top of Chetoh fm.
south of Ganado

1.500-1.502

White tuff from big bed at top of volcanic member
of Bidahochi east of Greasewood

1.500-1.505

White tuff from lower Bidahochi 6 miles north
of Indian Wells

1.495-1.500

White tuff from thick bed near the top of the
lower Bidahochi at Tanner Springs

1.495-1.515

TABUS 62.

Qualitative Spectrographlc analysis of Powdered. Samples of White
Tuffs and Shard Beds of the Tertiary Formations.

Chuska Fm.
Chuska
Mtns.

Chetoh Fm.
Lower Bid. Middle and Upper Bidahochl
Ganado Allen
GreaseNorth of Grease - GraySouth
town
Gallup
wood
Sunrise
wood
waters
Bluff
Mine
Basin
T. P.
Wash.
#5
#1

Silicon

HM

HM

HM

IS

HM

HM

HM

HM

Aluminum

IB

HM

IS

HM

H

M

M

IM

Iron

M

M

M

M

• M

M

M

M

Magnesium

M

IM

M

M

IM

L

Tr

L

Calcium

HM

IS

HM

M

HM

L

L

L

Sodium

LM

IM

IM

IM

M

IM

M

L

Potassium

Tr

L

Tr

Tr

Tr

Tr

Tr

Tr

Titanium

IM

IM

IM

IM

IM

HTr

Tr

Tr

—

—

IM

L

L

—

——

--

——

——

‘

Phosphorus
Manganese

M

IM

IM

L

Chromium
Nickel

.—-

—-

.

'

•-—
Tr

-—

Cohalt

—

--

——

——

—

——

Vanadium

-—

--

Tr

Tr

——

--

——

--

Copper

Tr

Tr

Tr

Tr

Tr

Tr

Tr

Tr

Symbols indicating weight of spectrographlc lines.
H - heavy
M - medium
L - light

--

Tr - trace
— - none detected

TABLE 6 3 .

Chemical Analyses of Volcanic Rocks from Mt. Taylor Area (after
Hunt, 1937T/

Lava from E
Side of San
Mateo Mtn.

Andesite from
E Side of San
Mateo Mtn.

Quartz Latite
from E Side of
San Mateo Mtn.

Basalts from Ridges
near Grants, New Mex,

Si02

68.40

65.51

65.78

47.54

4.7.06

AI 2 O 3

17.99

16.89

17.32

16.73

7.77

FegOg

2 .6 6

1.4-1

3 .6 8

6 .6 9

1.30

FeO

1.63

2 .5 2

0.46

6 .6 7

8.15

MgO

0.49

0.39

0.47

6 .3 8

13.52

CaO

0 .6 7

1 .1 9

1.66

8.74

19.33

NagO

4.54

6.42

5.23

2 .8 1

0.33

KgO

3.54

5.02

4.64

1 .10

0 .1 1

H20

O .52

O .16

o.i4

0 .3 6

0 .2 0

TiOa

--

0 .9 2

0 .2 7

2 .7 6

1.82

p 205

--

0 .0 7

0 .1 3

0 .5 1

0 .0 6

0 .2 1

0 .3 1

0 .3 2

0 .1 9

0 .2 0

MnO

TABLE 64.

Average Chemical Composition of the Lavas from Each Stage of
’
Enipt.jon In the San Francisco Volcanic Field (after Rohlnmnn,
19I3T

1st Period
(Pliocene)
Basic Lavas

2nd Period
(Pleistocene)
Salic Lavas

3rd Period
(Recent)
Basic Lavas

SiOg

49.7^

63.836

47.436

AlgOg

1 6.0

16.3

16.4

FegO^

3.5

2.6

3-4

FeO

7.5

2.8

7-7

MgO

7-6

1-5

8.6

CaO

9.8

3.3

10.4

NagO

2.6

4.7

2 .5

K20

0 .6

3.2

0.8

h 26

0.4

0:4

0.1

H20-

0.1

0.3

0.1

T102

1 .5

0.8

0.5

p 2o 5

0.3

0:3

0.5

Mad

0.5

0 :1

0 .3

BaO

0.1

0.1

•*

•

TABLE 6 5 . Qualitative Spectrographic Analysis of Powdered Rock Samples of
Tertiary Volcanic Rocks.

Navajo Volcanic Group
Washingt.
Black
Pass
Welded Tuff
Rock

Hop! Buttes Volcanic Group
Painted
North of
Desert
Black
Cedar Spgs.
Inn
Knoll

Silicon

HM ■

M

HM

HM

HM

Aluminum

M

L

M

M

M

Iron

M

M

HM

HM

HM

Magnesium

LM

L

M

M

M

Calcium

M

M

HM

HM

HM

Sodium

IM

M

M

M

M

Potassium

L

IM

HTr

Tr

Tr

.L

Tr

L

L

L

—-

--

M

M

M

Titanium
Phosphorus

•

--

'

V-/..45
■:

Manganese

IM

Chromium

L

M

L

M

M

Nickel

Tr

Tr

L

IM

M

Cohalt

—

—

Tr

Tr

Tr

Vanadium

HTr

L

Tr

L

Tr

Copper

L

M

M

IM

M

.

Symbols indicating weight of spectrographic lines.
H - heavy
Tr - trace
M - medium
— - none detected
L - light

TABLE 66.

Chemical Analyses of Hopl Buttes Lavas (after Williams, 1936)
Crags N of
Indian Wells
39.00%

Dilkon
Butte
39.50%

Crags NW of
Egloffstain Butte
46.70$

AlgOg

11.72

11.84

--

Feg&g

4.11

4.80

——

FeO

8.19

8.64

——

MgO

12.24

8.43

--

CaO

11.80

11.25

N20

"3.04

3.90

4.08

1^0

0.43

0.89

O .58

Ti02

3.60

4.75

——

p2o5

1.03

1 .96

2.53

MnO

0 .1 6

0 .22

——

Si02

TABLE 6 7 .

Si02

Chemical Analysis of Navajo Lavas (after Williams, 1936).
Wildcat
Peak
37.85

Black Rock,
Kayenta
49.05

Washington Pass,
Chuska Mtns.

51.60

Al2Og

9.47

I O .65

10.54

Fe2 0g

5.64

4.80

3.30

FeO

5 .2 1

3-00

3 .66

MgO

11.30

9.45

9.30

CaO

" 15.20

10.30

8 .70

N20

1.70

1 .92

1 .8 7

K^O

2 .23

5 .00

5.76

Ti02

3.05

1 .7 0

2 .3 0

p 2o 3

1 .6 8

0.94

0.73

MnO

0 .2 0

0.08

0.08

TABLE 68.

Partial Chemical Analysis of Lava from the Second Period of
Eruption at San Francisco Mountain (after Robinson, 1913)»

Andesite

Latite

Pyroxene
Dacite

Hornblende
Dacite

Rhyolite

Si02

57.6

59-8

64.4

6 6.5

74.0

AI2 O3

17.1

17.0

1 6 .6

1 6 .6

13.1

FegOg

3-1

6 .0

2 .6

2 .2

1.4

FeO

5*2

0.9

2.4

2 .6

1 .2

MgO

2 .8

2 .1

0.9

0.9

Tr

CaO

5.6

4.1

3.1

2 .8

0 .1

NagO

k.2

4.5

5.1

4.6

5.8

K20

2 .1

2.9

3-4

3-4

4.3

TABLE 69*

Qualitative Spectrographic Analysis of Powdered Samples of
Pleistocene Lava Flows.

Concho Hill
Post-gravel Basalt

White Mountains Lavas
Pie 1st. Basalt
15 Mi. SW of Concho

Show Low
Pleist. Basalt

Silicon

HM

HM

HM

Aluminum

M

M

M

Iron

HM

HM

M

Magnesium

LM

IM

M

Calcium

HM

HM

M

Sodium

M

M

M

Potassium

Tr

Tr

Tr

Titanium

IM

HTr

L

Phosphorus

—-

—

--

Manganese

M

M

M

Chromium

M

M

M

Nickel

IM

L

IM

Cobalt

--

--

Tr

Vanadium

L

L

L

Copper

M

M

IM

Symbols indicating weight of spectrograph lines.
H - heavy
M - medium
L - light

Tr - trace
— - none detected

TABLE 70.

Qualitative Spectrographic Analysis of Powdered Igneous Rock
Samples from Gravel of the Tertiary and Quaternary Formations.
Crazy Cr:
Zuni Pebble Z.
CR-2
CFt-1
Dacite
Scoriaceous
Welded
Camptonite
Tuff

Hardscrabble:
So.Side Cont.
Z-l'
Z-2
Porph
Rhyolite

Olivine
Basalt

Cheto Mine Channel Gravel
CH-2
CH-1
CH-3
Vesic.
Monchi-■ Enst.
Porph.
Basalt
:quite
Basalt

Silicon

M

M

HM

HM

M

M

Aluminum

M

HM

M

IM

HM

HM

M

Iron

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

Magnesium

L

--

L

M

Tr

L

IM

Calcium

M

HM

M

HM

M

M

M

Sodium

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

Potassium

m

IM

L

--

L

L

L

Titanium

L

LTr

Tr

L

Tr

L

Tr

--

--

Phosphorus
Manganese

L

Chromium

M

Nickel

1.

Cobalt

--

Vanadium

--

Copper

IM

M

HM

--

M

—

—-

M

—-

——

.■IM

Tr

.

■

--

IM

.

. M

—

.

M

■

M •

--

M

--

--

Tr

'--

•--

—

■ ——

L

L

L

IM

L

M

L

L

L

Symbols indicating weight of spectrograph lines.
H - heavy
M - medium
L - light

Tr - trace
--- none detected

'
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MogolIon P la te a u g ra v e ls - Coarse ca lich e - cemented
gravels, com posed o f me fa mo r p h ip p la to n ic ond s a llc
volcanic d e tr itu s . L a te r rew orke d p o rtio n s o f the d e p o s it
n o t d iffe r e n tia te d .
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Che to fo rm a tio n - Reddish to grayish flu v io tiie ond lacustrine
sedim ents. Some beds o f limestone, b u t generatly noncalcareous. Contains s c a tte r e d lenses o f white f u f f and
white b e n to n ite cloy. Same sym bol u s e d f o r Chusko-Dezo
fo rm a tio n s o f Chusko M ountains.
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Dark moderately alkaline to norm al basic lavas ondpyroelastics.
Form the volcanic m em ber o f the B id a h o c h i fo rm a tio n .
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(7) L o c a tio n

B id o h o c h i fo rm a tio n Consists
o f F lu v ia tile and
lacustrine, calcareous s e d im e n ts la id down os p i a y a deposits.
G ravel lenses scarce except a t base. Upper member re d d ish tan
to gray sands. Lower m em ber green and re d bonded clays.
Contains s c a tte r e d lenses o f w h ite

Eogoi

x

High Mesa Fi11- Dominantly lig h t gray to ion, calcareous, flu viotile
sands a n d s lit s . L o c a lly c o n ta in s grove/ tenses j also basal
c h a n n e l f illin g s o f co urse s u b a n g u la r d e tr itu s consisting
la rg e ly o f T e rtia ry sandstone.
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The Zuni Mountain geom orphology a n d the geology
o
o f th e a re a w e s t o f th e Z u n i Moun ta in s w ere
-7roapped f r o m a e r ia l m o s a ic s a f t e r o th re e day
in
f i e l d re c o n n a is s a n c e o f th e area.
The geology
o f the H op! B u tte s a re a was c o p ie d fr o m th e m ap
by H a c k ( IS4R)t th e g e o lo g y o f t h e Mogo 11on
P la te a u was c o p ie d f r o m t h e m a p by Horne 1 a n d
E c k e l ('1933)> a n d th e C husko M o u n ta in g e o lo g y
was ta k e n fr o m th e m ap by Allen a n d B alk (1954).
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In fla te d g ra y o liv in e b a s a lts o f early to la te Pleistocene age,
o r ig in a tin g in th e W hite M ountains yen fs.
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Gomerco fo rm a tio n -B ro w n to reddish gray, miId lg~calcareous
sands w ith sm a ll lenses o f pebbles. Generally o th in
c o r bona c ecus layer a t t h e base.
F lu via tiie in p a rt.
Genera 1ly to p p e d by s tro n g s o il development, w ith ca lich e
nodu le s in the "B" layer and below. JA/ide s p re a d as v a lle y and
Swale f illin g .
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